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The goal of phylogeny is to infer the evolutionary history ofthe numerous and diverse species on

earth. The evolutionary history is usually represented in the form of a phylogenetic tree. Recon-

struction of the phylogenetic history of all life on earth isone of the central goals of biology and

is also a problem that has many practical applications, ranging from drug design to conservation

of biodiversity. My dissertation addresses some of the combinatorial optimization problems that

arise in phylogenetic reconstruction and the related field of historical biogeography.

Two of the most important methods for reconstructing phylogenies are the optimization

problems Maximum parsimony (MP) and Maximum likelihood (ML). Maximum parsimony is a

purely combinatorial optimization problem, whereas ML requires an explicit probabilistic model

of evolution. Both MP and ML are NP-hard problems, and the best current methods for obtaining

good MP and ML solutions are based on some form of local search. Hence, developing better local-

search heuristics for ML and MP is a problem of primary importance in phylogeny. Most current
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local searches are based on the Tree Bisection and Reconnection (TBR) operation for moving from

tree to tree. In my dissertation, I consider an alternative local-search move called Edge-Contract-

and-Refine (ECR) and explore its theoretical properties in detail. We prove that the neighborhood

structure induced by the ECR move on the search space has manyattractive properties. These

properties suggest it can complement the TBR move in local-searches. We provide fast algorithms

for computing the 2-ECR neighbor of a tree with the best MP score during a local search, and

for computing a random ECR neighbor. Further, we conduct an extensive comparative study of

popular ML heuristics involving both large biological and simulated datasets. We also investigate

the impact of the tree used to start the search on the quality of the results obtained. Our results

suggest that of the currently available ML software, PHYML,RAxML and GARLI are the three

best ML methods. Our results also suggest that the starting tree affects the performance of the

search. However, the correlation between the quality of thestarting tree and the quality of the final

solution is not straightforward.

Phylogenetic reconstruction methods like MP and ML often return not a single tree but

hundreds, even thousands, of trees with the same optimalityscore. Consensus phylogenetic trees

are often used to summarize the common features observed in all or most of the resultant trees.

Maximum Compatible Subtree (MCT) is one such consensus tree. In my dissertation, I provide

a fixed-parameter tractable algorithm for the MCT problem when the input trees have a bounded

degree. Further, I provide fast polynomial time approximation algorithms for the complement of

the MCT problem.

The goal of historical biogeography is to infer the history of the geographic distribution of

organisms in the light of their evolutionary history. One ofthe most important tools in historical

biogeographical inference is the comparison of phylogenies of different groups of species that

share their geographic distribution. Common patterns observed among these different phylogenies

suggest a shared geographic history. So that they can be compared, the phylogenies are converted

to area cladograms, where the taxa are the geographic locations of organisms. Until very recently,

area cladograms have been compared only visually. In my dissertation, we formalize the problem

of comparing area cladograms in the form of the Maximum Agreement Area Cladogram (MAAC)
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problem, and provide a fast polynomial-time algorithm for computing the MAAC of two area

cladograms. Further, we develop distance metrics for the comparison of area cladograms.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Life on earth exhibits enormous diversity – there are 1.75 million species that have been discovered

and described, and yet these 1.75 million species representonly a fraction of all life on earth. The

diversity spans many levels: at the highest,phenotypic, level the species differ on manifest traits

like the ability to photosynthesize and anatomical features, and at the lowest,genotypic, level the

species differ in the composition of their genetic material. Yet the best evidence strongly suggests

that all this diversity has a common origin. Throughout the history of life, new species, with

their own distinct genetic material and manifest traits,evolvedfrom pre-existing species. Thus, all

known diversity, at all levels, can be traced back to a singlecommon ancestor.

Phylogeny is the study of this evolution of diverse characteristics from a single origin. An

evolutionary history is mostly, but not always, represented as a branching tree. These branching

structures are calledphylogenetic trees, or simply phylogenies. The exception to the branching

structure occurs when two different lineages come togetherto engender a new lineage, as it hap-

pens, for example, during the process of hybridization of two different plant species.

Phylogenetic trees are constructed on the basis of any set ofcharactersassociated with the

species. Characters such as behaviors or anatomical features are generally calledmorphological

characters. However, diversity at all levels is driven by changes at the genotypic level, that is,
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through random changes in biomolecular sequences like DNA and RNA. Hence, many phylogenies

are now obtained from DNA, RNA or protein sequences. For other phylogenies, the variation in

theorder of genes in chromosomes forms the basis for phylogenetic reconstruction. In any event,

phylogenies derived from variations observed in the biomolecular sequences are calledmolecular

phylogenies.

The reconstruction of phylogenetic trees is both a fundamental problem in biology, and

a problem that has many practical applications. As we will elaborate in Chapter 5, phylogenies

are used to test biogeographic hypotheses about the historyof geographic distribution of organ-

isms. Phylogenies of co-distributed groups of species are compared, and common patterns are

considered evidence of a common history of geographic spread and distribution [Jac04a, CLW95].

Through their use in historical biogeography, phylogeniesalso are finding widespread applications

in biodiversity conservation strategies [PGB05, Erw91, MF98]. Phylogenies are also used to track

evolution of diseases, and thus help design drugs and vaccines. The most famous such application

is the development of influenza vaccines [BCS+99]. Other applications of phylogenies include

multiple-sequence alignment, protein structure prediction and drug design [BW01].

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows: Section 1.1 briefly describes the various

phases of a phylogenetic analysis. Section 1.2 formally defines the phylogeny problem and in-

troduces the notion of the character encoding of a phylogenetic tree, which is fundamental to the

study of phylogenetic trees. Section 1.3 describes the maximum parsimony phylogenetic recon-

struction method. Section 1.4 describes probabilistic models of sequence evolution, and introduces

the maximum likelihood and Bayesian analysis methods of phylogenetic reconstruction. Section

1.5 describes how the results of a phylogenetic analysis areevaluated. Section 1.6 provides a gen-

eral outline of local-search heuristics for “solving” MP and ML, and discusses tree-rearrangement

operations used in local-search heuristics. Here we also introduce thep-ECR tree-rearrangement

operations, one of the main focuses of this dissertation. Section 1.7 describes some phylogenetic

consensus methods that are used to summarize the features common to a set of phylogenetic trees.
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In particular, the section describes the maximum agreementsubtree, and the maximum compatible

subtree methods, two related consensus methods that are another major subject of this dissertation.

Section 1.8 discusses pattern-identification problems that arise in biogeography. Here we introduce

the maximum agreement area cladogram problem, for which we provide algorithms in Chapter 5.

Finally, Section 1.9 provides an overview of the contributions in this dissertation.

1.1 The Different Phases of a Phylogenetic Analysis

A phylogenetic analysis goes through many phases. To begin with, the scope of the phylogenetic

study is determined. Operationally, this means that the group of taxa whose phylogeny is to be

estimated is determined (taxa is plural for taxon, which stands for operational taxonomical unit

which means a unit of classification). Then, the organisms, or tissue specimens from them, are

collected from the field. Once the specimens are collected, the next step is to assemble, for each

taxon, a sequence of characters; the phylogeny of the taxa will be constructed based on the the

observed variations in the character sequences. If a molecular phylogeny is sought, the collected

tissue samples are subject to a series of chemical processesin the lab to extract the biomolecular

sequence of interest.

Once character sequences have been assembled for each taxon, the rest of the phylogenetic

analysis is an entirely abstract computational endeavor, and goes through the following phases:� Multiple Sequence Alignment. In this phase, the set of sequences are placed in the form

of a matrix, with each sequence occupying a row in the matrix.Placing the sequences in

this form assertspositional homology. That is, all nucleotides (or amino acids) in the same

column are assumed to have evolved from a common ancestor. Two sequences are said to

be homologous if they have evolved from a common ancestor. For the set of sequences to

form a meaningful basis for phylogenetic reconstruction, homology among the sequences

is a fundamental requirement. For sequence-based phylogenetic reconstruction, where each
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individual site in the sequences is treated as an independent unit of data for phylogenetic re-

construction, the homology requirement extends to positional homology as described above.

Note that the alignment process makes the length of all the sequences the same, and may

introducegapsin the sequences being aligned. There are many methods for multiple se-

quences, likeClustalW[THG94] andMAFFT [KMKM02, KKTM05].� Phylogeny Reconstruction. The aligned set of sequences form the input for a phyloge-

netic reconstruction method such asmaximum parsimony (MP), maximum likelihood (ML)or

Bayesiananalysis [Fel03, SOWH96]. The objective of a phylogeny reconstruction method,

in general, is to produce a tree whose leaves represent the input set of taxa. The reconstructed

tree is the purported true evolutionary tree.

– Maximum parsimony is an optimization problem based on the minimum evolution cri-

terion. The true tree according to MP is the tree that minimizes the total number of

times the characters change on its edges in order to show the observed diversity at the

leaves.

– Maximum likelihood is also an optimization problem, but requires an explicit proba-

bilistic model of evolution. The true tree according to ML isthe treeT that maximizes

the conditional probability of observing the character data under the assumed model of

evolution. That is, the best tree is that treeT that maximizesPr(DjT).
– Unlike MP and ML, Bayesian analysis is not an optimization criterion, and the objec-

tive of a Bayesian analysis is not to infer one single “true” tree of evolution. Instead,

one computes a probability distribution over the set of all possible phylogenetic trees

for the input dataset, where the probability of any single tree is the conditional proba-

bility that that tree is the true tree given the data. That is,one computes for each tree

T, the conditional probabilityPr(TjD). Like ML, Bayesian analysis is also performed

under an explicitly specified probabilistic model of evolution.
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Maximum parsimony is defined and described in detail in Section 1.3, and ML and Bayesian

analysis receive a similar treatment in 1.4.

Apart from MP, ML and Bayesian methods, there are alsodistance-based methodsfor re-

constructing phylogenies, In distance-based methods, thegiven character data is used to con-

struct a matrix of distances between the taxa, and the matrixthen forms the basis of some

agglomerative method such asNeighbor Joining (NJ)[SN87] or Unweighted Pair Group

Method with Arithmetic Mean (UPGMA)[SS73].� Post-processing.Phylogenetic reconstruction methods that rely on optimization often re-

turn many trees that have the same optimality score, and the result of Bayesian analysis is,

as we have seen, not one tree, but a probability distributionon the set of all trees. This ne-

cessitatesconsensusmethods to summarize information present in all or a majority of the

“good trees”. In Section 1.7, we discuss four of these consensus methods:strict consensus,

majority consensus, maximum agreement subtree (MAST), andmaximum compatible subtree

(MCT).

1.2 The Phylogeny Problem

In this section, we formalize the sequence-based phylogenetic estimation problem, and introduce

the fundamental notions of thecharacter encodingof a phylogeny, and theRobinson-Foulds (RF)

distance between phylogenies.

We first describe how aligned biomolecular sequences and phylogenetic trees are modeled

mathematically.

Aligned biomolecular sequencescan be modeled as strings over an alphabetΣ. For exam-

ple, the alphabet for DNA sequences isΣ = fA;C;T;G; g, where the symbol is used to denote

gaps in the alignment. A sequence of lengthk is an orderedk-tuple fromΣk, i.e., it is a member of

Σk. Givenn sequences of lengthk each, we can place each sequence as the row of ann�k matrix
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and we call theith column of the matrix theith site. A collection onn such sequences (one for each

species) is called a collection of aligned sequences. For RNA sequencesΣ = fA;C;U;G; g, and

for protein sequencesΣ is the set of 20 amino acids and the gap character.

Mathematically, aphylogenetic treeis a rooted or unrooted tree whose leaves are labeled

by distinct extant species. The internal nodes represent ancestral species and are unlabeled. There

are(2n�5)!! = (2n�5)(2n�7) � � �3�1 unrooted binary trees and(2n�3)!! rooted binary trees on

n distinctly labeled leaves. An unrooted binary phylogenetic tree onn leaves hasn external edges,

one attached to each leaf, andn�3 internal edges. A rooted binary phylogenetic tree, on the other

hand, hasn external edge, butn�2 internal edges.

We now formally define the sequence-based phylogeny reconstruction problem.

Definition 1 The Phylogeny Problem� Input: A set S of n aligned sequences� Output: A phylogenetic tree T with n leaves bijectively leaf-labeled by sequences in S. The

tree T is supposed to represent the true evolutionary history of the set S of sequences.

1.2.1 Character Encoding of Phylogenetic Trees and the RF distance

The character encoding is a fundamental notion associated with a phylogenetic tree. Each edge in

a phylogenetic tree induces a partition of the set of leaves of the tree into two sets. The character

encoding of a tree is the set of all such partitions induced byits edges. We now define the character

encoding more formally.

Definition 2 (The set C(T), the bipartition encoding of T ): Removing an edge e from a leaf-

labelled tree T induces a bipartitionπe on its set S of leaves. We denote by C(T) the setfπe : e2
E(T)g. The set C(T) is known as thecharacter encodingof the tree T .
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Bipartitions are sometimes also calledsplits. The bipartitions corresponding to external

edges (those with a leaf as one end-point) are calledtrivial bipartitions since they do not pro-

vide any information about the structure of the tree, whereas bipartitions corresponding to internal

edges are callednon-trivial bipartitions. We will not differentiate between edges and their induced

bipartitions unless necessary; when comparing two edges oftwo trees (leaf-labeled by the same

set of species) we say that the edges are equal if their induced bipartitions are equal. Bipartitions

are sometimes also calledsplits.

The character encoding can be used to define the following distance measure between two

unrooted phylogenetic trees:

Definition 3 (Character Encoding Distance)

The character encoding distance between two unrooted phylogenetic trees T and T0 isjC(T)�C(T0)j+ jC(T0)�C(T)j.
The character encoding distance is also called thebipartition distanceor thesplits distance.

Buneman proved the following theorem, which is the reason why C(T) is called an encoding of

the treeT:

Theorem 1 (Buneman [Bun71])

The character encoding distance is a metric on the space of unrooted phylogenetic trees. In

particular, two phylogenetic trees are isomorphic, with the leaf labels being preserved, if and only

if their character encodings are identical.

The most common application of the bipartition distance in phylogeny is as a measure of

the topological difference between two trees that arise in aphylogenetic analysis. One of the trees

might be the result of an MP, ML or Bayesian analysis, and the other might be a reference tree that

the investigator considers to be a reasonable estimate of the true evolutionary tree. If, as described

later in Section 1.5,simulation studiesare employed in the analysis, the true tree is known, and
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the investigator might want to estimate the difference between the estimated tree and the true tree.

Usually, the differences are stated in terms of thefalse positive rateand thefalse negative rate, as

defined below:

Definition 4 (False Positive and False Negative Error Rates)

If T is the known true tree or a reference tree and T0 is the tree estimated by a phylogenetic

reconstruction method for a set of n taxa, then the rate of false positives isjC(T 0)�C(T)j
n�3 and the rate

of false negatives isjC(T)�C(T0)j
n�3 .

Intuitively, false positives are those splits of taxa that occur in the estimated tree, but not in

the true tree or the reference tree. False negatives are those splits of taxa that occur in the true tree

or the reference tree, but not in the estimated tree. Sometimes, the average error rate, the average

of the false positive rate and the false negative rates is reported.

The bipartition distance is, in fact, identical to an edit distance between phylogenetic trees

based oncontractionsandrefinementsof edges. A contraction of an edge in a tree collapses the

edge and identifies its two end points, while a refinement expands a node of degree greater than

three, called anunresolved node, into two nodes connected by an edge (see Figure 1.1).

The edit distance based on contractions and refinements was introduced by Robinson and

Foulds [RF81], and is defined as follows:

Definition 5 The Robinson-Foulds (RF) Metric. (From [RF81])

The Robinson-Foulds distance between two unrooted leaf-labeled (not necessarily binary)

trees T and T0, denoted RF(T;T0), is defined to be the length of a shortest sequence of contractions

and refinements that transforms T to T0.
Robinson and Foulds also proved that the RF distance betweentwo trees is the same as the

bipartition distance between them [RF81]:

Theorem 2 For any two unrooted phylogenetic trees T and T0, RF(T;T0) = jC(T)�C(T0)j+jC(T0)�C(T)j.
8
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Figure 1.1: Edges e1 and e2 in T1 are contracted to produce T2;node f in T2 is the refined to
produce T3.

In the phylogenetic literature, bipartition distance and RF distance are used interchangeably.

1.3 Maximum Parsimony

As mentioned earlier, maximum parsimony is based on the minimum evolution principle. An

optimal MP tree is a tree that minimizes that total number of mutations needed to “explain” the

observation of the given aligned sequences that label the leaves. We formalize this notion below.

We begin by defining theparsimony scoreof a phylogenetic tree.

Definition 6 Parsimony score of a tree

Let S be a set of sequences of length k over the alphabetΣ. Let T be a binary tree with

leaf set S, and let f be an assignment of sequences of length k over the alphabetΣ to the internal

nodes of T . For two such sequences x and y, let H(x;y) be the Hamming distance between x and

y. The score of T under the assignment f , denoted score(T; f ) equals∑(u;v)2E(T)H( f (u); f (v)).
9



The parsimony score of T is denoted pscore(T) and is the minimum score(T; f ) over all possible

assignments f . The parsimony score of the tree is also calledthe lengthof the tree.

We now formally define the Maximum Parsimony (MP) problem.

Definition 7 The Maximum Parsimony Problem

Input: Set S of sequences of length k over an alphabetΣ.

Output: A binary tree T whose leaves are bijectively labeled with sequences in S, such that the

parsimony score of T , pscore(T), is minimum.

Computing the Maximum Parsimony Score of a Fixed Tree.

Maximum parsimony is nothing but the Hamming-distance Steiner tree problem and has been

known to be NP-hard for a long time [Fel03]. Although finding the most parsimonious tree is

NP-hard, we can find the optimal labeling of the internal nodes of a given tree in polynomial time.

The standard algorithm for this problem is by Fitch [Fit71].

Fitch’s Algorithm. The algorithm operates as follows. First, the tree is rooted(arbitrarily), either

at a leaf, or by subdividing an edgee and rooting the tree at the newly introduced node. The cost

of the tree is then computed using dynamic programming. The algorithm is usually described as

having two phases, where the first phase computes the length of the tree as well as a representation

of candidate labels (strings overΣk that would produce optimal scores) for the root of each subtree

of the tree; the second phase then actually produces a specific labeling for each node achieving the

optimal score.

Note that each position within the strings can be handled separately, so it suffices to describe

the fixed-tree maximum parsimony algorithm as though there were only one position to consider.

Since we have rootedT (arbitrarily), for every internal nodev in T, we can define the rooted

subtreeTv, and also the children ofv. We letStatesv denote the set of state assignments for the
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nodev (i.e., elements fromΣ) which are part of an optimal assignment of states to all nodes in Tv

so as to minimize the total parsimony score inTv. We assume thatT is binary, and thatv’s children

arex andy (the algorithm can be applied more generally, however), andwe similarly defineStatesx

andStatesy. Then, the following equality holds (see [Fit71]):

v is a leaf : Statesv = fstate ofvg
v has two childrenx; y : Statesv =8><>: Statesx\Statesy if Statesx\Statesy 6= /0

Statesx[Statesy otherwise

This allows us to computeStatesv for every nodev in T, from the bottom up. The optimal

cost, i.e. the parsimony score, ofT can also be calculated bottom-up at the same time: every time

Statesx\Statesy = /0 we increment the parsimony score of the tree by one. (Since weperform this

computation for each site – i.e., position – independently,the sum of these values over all the sites

is the parsimony score of the tree.)

In the second phase, we obtain the labeling on the internal nodes using a pre-order traversal.

Once again, we can handle the positions (sites) independently. For the rootr, we arbitrarily assign

the state forr to be any element ofStatesr. Then visit the remaining nodes in turn, every time

assigning a suitable state to the nodev from its setStatesv. When we visit a nodev we will have

already set the state of its parent,u. If the selected state foru is an element ofStatesv, then we use

the same state; otherwise we pick a state arbitrarily fromStatesv.

This algorithm takesO(nrk) time to compute the labeling of every node inT and the optimal

length (i.e., maximum parsimony cost) ofT, wherer = jΣj, n= jSj, andk is the sequence length.
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1.4 Maximum Likelihood and Bayesian Analysis

As opposed to maximum parsimony, maximum likelihood and Bayesian analysis are probabilistic

approaches to phylogenetic estimation. Both approaches assume a stochasticmodel of evolution. In

Maximum Likelihood, given dataD (the data is the same as in MP, a matrix of aligned sequences),

we wish to estimate that treeT that maximizes the conditional probabilityP(DjT), under a given

model of evolution. As opposed to the MP and ML approaches, which are framed as optimization

problems, in Bayesian analysis we wish to estimate, for eachphylogenetic treeT, the conditional

posterior probability P(TjD), the probability of treeT being the “true evolutionary tree”, given

thatD is the observed data. The rest of the section formalizes the above discussion.

1.4.1 Stochastic Models of Single-Site Evolution.

The stochastic models describe the evolution of a sequence down the purported evolutionary tree as

a series ofsite substitutions. A site substitution in a DNA sequence, for example, is a mutation of

one nucleotide into another. No insertions, deletions or duplications of sites occur. In standard site-

substitution models, the sites are assumed to have evolved independently under identical processes.

This is known as thei.i.d. assumption. The sequence of substitutions at a site is modeled as a

Poisson process. [BNB96]:� The numbers of substitutions occurring in two non-overlapping time intervals are indepen-

dent random variables. That is, the current rate of substitutions is independent of the past.� The probability of one substitution occurring in a time interval ∆t is λ∆t +o(∆t) for some

constantλ > 0. That is, the probability that there is a substitution during a short time interval

is proportional to the length of the interval, and does not depend on the location of the

interval.� The probability of two or more substitutions occurring in aninterval of length∆t is o(∆t).
12



That is, the chance of two events occurring in a short interval ∆t tends to zero as∆t tends to

zero.

In the above Poisson process, the number of events in a time interval of lengtht is a

Poisson-distributed random variable with meanλ. Denoting this random variable byX(t), we

have: Pr(X(t) = n) = (λt)n
n! e�λt [BNB96]. The parameterλ is the mean number of substitutions

per unit time, or in other words, themean rate of substitutions.

The Poisson process as described above is sufficient when there is only one type of event

taking place. However, biomolecular sequence evolution consists of many types of events. In DNA

sequence evolution for instance, there can be 12= 4�3 different types of mutations. Hence, two

further assumptions are made in modeling biomolecular sequence evolution:� The evolution of sequences is assumed to occur at equilibrium. That is, the proportion of

different nucleotides is assumed to remain constant acrossall sequences and over time.� The individual mean rate of change to a given nucleotide is proportional to the equilibrium

frequency of the nucleotide. That is, the mean rate of changefrom nucleotidei to nucleotide

j is λi j π j , whereπ j is the equilibrium frequency of nucleotidej, andλi j is a constant of

proportionality.

The rate matrixfor the above model, denotedA, is anr� r matrix, wherer is the number

of characters, which is four for DNA or RNA evolution. The(i; j)th entry ofA, denotedAi; j , is the

mean rate of change from nucleotidei to nucleotidej which is given byλi j π j as noted above.

Thus, the evolution of a single site of a biomolecular sequence on a treeT can be completely

described by specifying the rate matrix and the time duration along each branch ofT. The rate

matrix and the time durations along each branch will be collectively called thesingle site model

parameters, and will be denoted byMs.

Various site substitution models can be derived by constraining the equilibrium base fre-

quencies and the constants of proportionality to satisfy certain relationships. The simplest site-
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substitution model is theJukes-Cantor (JC)model [JC69]. In the JC model, all the site-substitutions

occur at the same mean rate, and the nucleotides are assumed to be equally distributed at equilib-

rium. That is, allπ j = 1=4, andλi j = λkl for i 6= j andk 6= l . The equilibrium assumption implies

thatλii =�∑ j 6=i λi j .

A much more general model is GTR, or theGeneral Time Reversible Markov model.In

GTR, each of the twelve nucleotide substitutions can occur at its own rate, except that the matrix

is constrained to be symmetric so as to preserve time-reversibility. Thus, λi j = λ ji , for all i and j.

The frequency distribution of the bases at equilibrium is arbitrary. In the General Markov (GM)

model, the time-reversibility constraint is relaxed. See [Fel03] for a more detailed description of

the various site-substitution models.

The Single Site Likelihood Score of a Tree.Given a datasetx in the form of a matrix of sequences,

the data at thekth site is thekth column of the data matrix, and will be denotedxk. The conditional

probabilityPr[xkjT;Ms℄ of observingxk at thekth site given that the true tree isT and the model of

evolution isMs is thesingle site likelihood scoreof the treeT under the modelMs.

Single site likelihood scores are computed as follows:� From the modelMs, a set ofprobability matrices, one for each edge ofT, is computed. Let

Qe be the probability matrix for the edgee= (u;v) whereu is the parent. Then,Qi; j
e is the

conditional probability that the sitek changes to statej across edgee, given that it was in

statei at the nodeu. Given that the time duration across edgee is t, Qe can be calculated as

eAt, whereA is the rate matrix. The matrixQe= eAt is such that its eigenvalues are exponents

of the eigenvalues of the matrixAt [SS03].� Once the matricesQe have been computed, the likelihood score of a tree can be computed in

polynomial time, using a dynamic programming algorithm by Felsenstein [Fel81].

Evolution of Whole Sequences: Rates Across Sites.If all the sites evolve at the same rate,

then the single site modelMs is sufficient to describe the evolution of the whole sequence. The
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likelihood score of a treeT for the whole set of sequences is just the product of all the single site

likelihood scores. However, thei.i.d. assumption does not mean that all the sites evolve at the

same rate. The total rates of substitutions at different sites can be different, but be drawn from a

distribution such as the gamma distribution [BNB96], and some sites may not vary at all, with some

probability. The GTR+G+I model incorporates these possibilities. The name GTR+G+I stands for

GTR with rates across sites drawn from a gamma distribution,with some sites being invariable.

The GTR+G+I model is still ani.i.d. model. It is crucial to note that even under the rates across

sites assumption, the ratios between the constants of proportionality of the rates of substitution

λi j remain the same across all sites. It is only the sum of the individual rates of substitutions that

differs across sites. Thus, under the GTR+G+I model, the rates of sequence evolution at different

sites are just scaled versions of one another, with the scaling factors being drawn from the gamma

distribution. Those sites for which the scaling factor is zero are the invariable sites. Thus, with

the gamma-distributed rates across sites assumption, we need two more parameters to completely

specify our model of evolution for whole sequences: (i) the probability of a site being invariant,

denotedp, and (ii) the shape parameterα of the gamma distribution [BNB96].

With the gamma-distributed rates across sites assumption,the likelihood score of a tree

T at a non-invariant sitek now depends on the gamma distribution. This likelihood score is de-

notedPr[xkjT;Ms;α℄, and is calculated as follows. Letg(r;α) be the probability density func-

tion of the gamma distribution parameterized on theshape parameterα. Then,Pr[xkjT;Ms;α℄ =R
Pr[xkjT;Ms; r℄g(r;α)dr, wherePr[xijT;Ms; r℄ is the likelihood at sitei conditional on the scaling

factor beingr.

It is hard to compute the above integral efficiently, Hence, in practice, various discrete

approximations of gamma distributions are used, where the integral is replaced with summation as

follows: Pr[xijT;Ms℄ =∑ j Pr[xijT;Ms; r j ℄ψ j . In this equation ther js are thediscrete rate categories

and theψ j is the probability ofr j being the scaling factor.
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In the most commonly used discrete approximation of the gamma distribution from [Yan94],

the number of rate categories is fixed to a constantk and the ratesr j are chosen so that eachψ j =

1=k and∑ j r j=k = 1. The rates (scaling factors)r j depend on the gamma shape parameterα, and

α is chosen so as to maximize the overall likelihood of datax on treeT, Pr[xjT℄.
The Maximum Likelihood Score of a Tree Under GTR+G+I. The maximum likelihood (ML)

score of a treeT with datax under the GTR+G+I model,ML(T;x), is defined to be

supMs;p;αPr[xjT;Ms; p;α℄. The supremum, instead of the maximum, is used because a maximum

may not exist, but the set of probabilitiesPr[xjT;M; p;α℄ is bounded from above by 1. Maxi-

mum likelihood estimation is a statistically consistent method under the General Markov Model

[Cha96b]. That is, as the sequence length approaches infinity, the probability that the maximum

likelihood tree is the true tree goes to one, given that the model of evolution is correct. How-

ever, ML is not statistically consistent under more generalmodels where sites do not evolvei:i:d:
[Cha96a, ST97], or when the model used to analyze the data differs from the model which gener-

ated it [Cha96a].

1.4.2 Bayesian Analysis

Bayesian analysis in phylogeny deals with estimatingposterior probabilitiesassociated with phy-

logenetic trees. That is, given data about extant species, we would like to estimate, for each

phylogenetic treeT, the probability that the data evolved down treeT.

Posterior probabilities. Let T denote the set of all phylogenetic trees onn leaves. The posterior

probability of a phylogenetic treeT 2 T given the dataD depends on the probabilistic model of

evolution and the prior probability distribution on trees.

P[TjD℄ = P[DjT℄P[T℄
∑T 02T P[DjT0℄P[T0℄ : (1.1)

The quantityP[DjT℄ is usually (i.e., in the most accepted Bayesian approaches)the in-
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tegrated likelihood([Ste02]) of the hypothesis treeT, obtained by integrating the probability

P[DjT;M℄ of observing the data given the tree topologyT under the modelM, over all possi-

ble values ofM. By this token,P[DjT℄ is not the ML score of the tree, since the ML score is the

maximumvalue attained byP[DjT;M℄ over all the parameters of the model of evolutionM. Even

then,P[DjT℄ is not a probability distribution on the space of all tree topologies, andP[DjT℄ could

be defined to be any likelihood measure, including the ML score.

The quantityP[T℄ is theprior probability of T. The denominator in the above equation

is very hard to compute. However, it can be approximated wellby Markov Chain Monte Carlo

(MCMC) approaches [Mau96, LS99, HR01, HRNB01].

1.5 Evaluating Phylogenetic Reconstruction Methods: Simula-

tion Studies

Simulation studies are widely used to evaluate phylogenetic reconstruction methods. Simulation

studies play an important role in phylogeny because of two main reasons:� A reconstruction algorithm has to be evaluated based on how close the inferred tree is to

the true evolutionary tree. But in practice the true evolutionary tree is not known. Hence,

we cannot evaluate our method against the true evolutionarytree. In contrast, in simulation

studies the true tree is known, since it is the model tree thatwe explicitly construct.� Most of the theoretical results on performance guarantees of algorithms offer only loose

guarantees. Simulation studies can overcome this problem by providing actual figures on the

performance of algorithms under various conditions.

A simulation study consists of the following steps:

Steps of a simulation study
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1. We first decide on a stochastic site-substitution model ofevolution, such as the ones de-

scribed in Section 1.4, which will govern the evolution of sequences on a model treeT.

2. We then decide on a class ofmodel tree topologiesT . The model trees might be either

biologically-based, or based on a random process. This is explained briefly later.

3. For each model tree, we evolve sequences based on the probabilistic model of evolution; this

produces a set of aligned sequences at the leaves of the trees. We then apply the phylogenetic

reconstruction algorithm under evaluation to construct a tree on each set of sequences to

obtain a set of inferred trees.

4. For each set of evolved sequences, we compare the topologyof the inferred tree to that of

the model tree. We use the false positive rate and the false negative rate for comparing trees

(defined later in this section). We average the false positive rates of the inferred trees and

do the same for false negative rates; thus, we can determine the average performance of the

algorithm over various tree topologies fromT under the probabilistic model of evolution.

1.5.1 Model Trees

Model trees function as true evolutionary trees in simulation studies. Ideally, we would want model

trees which are most likely to occur in reality. Model trees are either biologically-based model trees

that are constructed from biological data, or random model trees

Biologically Based Model Trees.The application of the phylogenetic reconstruction methodML

on real biological data produces not just the purported optimal tree topology, but also the optimal

branch lengths in the tree and the optimal values for the parameters of the model under which the

reconstruction was performed. The resulting tree topology, together with its branch lengths and

the model parameters, can be used as a model tree for simulating sequence evolution. Such model

trees are called biologically based model trees.
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The biggest advantage from using biologically based model trees is that we may get bio-

logically realistic branch lengths. Thus, when evolving sequences on a biologically based model

tree, we can be confident that the process is not that far from reality. However, using biologically

based model trees has some drawbacks. First, the number of different tree topologies is limited.

Second, if a tree (along with edge lengths) is reconstructedusing the same method we are inves-

tigating, then the experiment will be very biased and not very informative. Third, the model tree

will be biased towards the properties of the biological datafrom which it was constructed. Most of

the readily available data are RNA sequences which are slow evolving; hence, biologically based

model trees from RNA sequences will be biased towards the properties of RNA data. Fourth, if

the data are not well-aligned, then the resulting tree will be inaccurate; multiple alignment of data

is still a difficult problem and most biologists only trust hand alignments. Lastly, depending upon

how we sample the biological data, we could get model trees which are very far from reality. None

of these issues have been resolved in the biology community.

Random Model Trees.Random trees are generated from a probability distributionon trees. There

are various distributions from which to generate random model trees. The beta splitting model

[Ald95, Ald01] is a general model which encapsulates the various probability distributions used in

the phylogenetic literature. In [Ald95, Ald01], the authorhas also compared tree topologies from

the beta splitting model to trees constructed on real biological data; he has suggested parameters

to the model that would produce biologically realistic model trees.

1.6 Local-Search Heuristics For Solving MP and ML

Maximum parsimony is the Hamming-distance Steiner tree problem and has been known to be NP-

hard for a long time [Fel03], and ML has recently been shown tobe NP-hard [CT05a, CT05b]. ML

is, however, much harder to solve than MP in practice, given the many real-valued optimizations
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involved in estimating the optimal ML tree. Distance-basedmethods like NJ are fast polynomial-

time methods, but they are not as accurate as MP or ML [NRJ+01, NMR+02, MW03].

Local-search heuristics, also called hill-climbing heuristics, are the most popular and suc-

cessful methods currently for obtaining good solutions forMP and ML fast. Local-search heuristics

work as follows:� Phase I: Obtain a set of initial trees by using some fast non-optimal algorithm.� Phase II: For each initial tree, perform successive local moves that modify the tree topology

to possibly improve the MP or ML score, until a local optimum is reached. In the case

of ML heuristics, the local moves can also modify either the branch lengths or the model

parameters and leave the topology unchanged. Here, a local optimum refers to a tree none

of whose local-move neighbors has a better ML or MP score. Local moves that modify

the tree topology are of special interest, since they are applicable in ML as well as MP

heuristics. Moreover, even in ML search heuristics, the ultimate interest is often only in the

tree topology. Tree rearrangement operations are described in detail in Section 1.6.1.

In Phase II, it is possible that there is more than one neighbor with a better score than the

current candidate solution. In such cases, one such neighbor is arbitrarily selected to be the next

candidate solution, and the search continues.

While a very basic hill-climbing search has been described above, many variants of the basic

technique exist. One such variant, theParsimony Ratchet([Nix99]), has been a very successful MP

heuristic, and is described below. For ML, recently heuristics based on genetic algorithms have

been developed [Zwi06]. However, all hill-climbing methods in general evaluate trees one after

another looking to improve the (MP or ML) score, and in the worst case will need to look at all

trees in order to find the best.

Parsimony Ratchet. In the parsimony ratchet local-search strategy, escaping alocal optimm is

achieved by perturbing the input set of sequences. The ratchet in essence repeats the following
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steps: (i) Starting from any tree, a local search is performed until a local optimum is reached. (ii)

at this point a certain fraction of the characters are re-weighted (usually the weight of a random

25% of the sites is doubled). That is, the parsimony score dueto those characters are multiplied

by the weighting factor, and a new TBR local search is performed starting from the previous local

optimum until a new local optimum is reached. All the characters are now again equally weighted,

and steps (i) and (ii) are repeated until the desired level ofoptimization is achieved.

An important aspect of any local search heuristic is how the heuristic modifies the current

tree topology to generate new tree topologies, or in other words, thethe tree-rearrangement opera-

tion used by the heuristic. The tree-rearrangement operation exerts a lot of influence on the nature

of the heuristic: for example, it determines how the heuristic moves through the search space of

trees and how many trees are explored in a given amount of time. In the following section, we

discuss a currently common tree-rearrangement move,tree bisection and reconnection (TBR)and

a relatively new move theedge-contract-and-refine (ECR). The latter move is one of the major

subjects of this dissertation. Tree-rearrangement moves are sometimes also called local moves,

and we will use either term interchangeably throughout thisdissertation.

1.6.1 The Tree-Transformation Operations

The Tree Bisection and Reconnection (TBR) Move.In a TBR move an edge is removed from

a treeT, creating subtreesS1 andS2, and then a new edge is added between the midpoints of any

two edges inS1 andS2, creating a new tree. Throughout the operation any internalnode of degree

two is suppressed.

In current heuristics for ML and MP, two special cases of the TBR move are also commonly

used. We now describe those special cases.

The Subtree Prune and Regraft (SPR) Move.In an SPR move on a treeT, as in a TBR move,

an edge is removed creating subtreesS1 andS2. Suppose the removed edge wase, and suppose

it bifurcated edgesf1 in S1 and f2 in S2. In a TBR move, the new edge that is introduced can
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bifurcate any edge inS1 and any edge inS2. But in the SPR move, the new edge is constrained to

bifurcate eitherf1 or f2. Thus, the SPR move is a special case of the TBR move. Intuitively, in an

SPR move, a subtreeS is pruned off a point inT, and then re-attached at a different point in the

truncated treeT.

The SPR and TBR moves are illustrated in Figure 1.2.
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Figure 1.2: TreeT 0 is one SPR move away fromT, while T 00 is one TBR move away.

The Nearest Neighbor Interchange (NNI) Move.The NNI move swaps one rooted subtree on

one side of an internal edgee with another on the other side. This is illustrated in Figure1.3.

Thus, the NNI move is an SPR move where there is only one internal edge between the point of

re-attachment of the pruned subtree and the point of detachment. Note that an NNI move is also

equivalent to contracting the edgee, and then resolving the resultant tree into a binary tree.

The Edge-Contract-And-Refine (ECR) Move. In this dissertation, I consider a newer tree-

rearrangement move, the ECR move, in detail. The ECR tree-rearrangement operation on a phy-

logenetic tree is a sequence of edge contraction operationsfollowed by refinements of unresolved
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nodes. Thep-ECR operation is a parameterized version of the ECR operation, wherep edges are

contracted. The treesT1 andT5 in Figure 1.4 are separated by one 2-ECR operation. A special

case of thep-ECR move where the contracted edges are constrained to forma subtree will be

called thep-sECR move.
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Figure 1.4: Two edges are contracted in T1 to produce T3, which is then refined to produce T5.

Our motivation for studying the ECR move is as follows: in themaximum parsimony ratchet

as well as other popular hill-climbing heuristics available in software such as PAUP [Swo96] and

TNT [Gol99], the TBR operation has been the local move of choice. The ML heuristics im-

plemented in the programs PHYML ([GG03]), RAxML ([SOL05]) and GARLI [Zwi06] use the

Subtree-Prune-and-Regraft(SPR) orNearest Neighbor Interchange(NNI) move, the special cases

of the TBR move. Thus almost all current ML and MP heuristics employ only some form of the

TBR move. However, as noted previously, the tree-rearrangement move is a big part of the heuris-

tic, and there may be potential benefits in employing a diverse suite of moves during a search. For
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instance, a tree that is a local optimum under one move may notbe one under a different move.

However, among the current moves, NNI and SPR are subsumed byTBR.

The ECR local move is distinct from TBR, and is not subsumed byit, as we show in later in

this dissertation, in Chapter 2. The ECR transformation hasa natural appeal and has been proposed

more than once independently, but has not yet been widely employed in local-search heuristics.� In [SAH94] an experimental comparison of local searches based onp-sECR moves for dif-

ferent values ofp is presented, and evaluated with regard to the quality of local optima

generated.� Subsequently thep-ECR move has appeared implicitly rather then explicitly inthe local-

search heuristicsectorial-search[Gol99]. In sectorial-search, a tree is transformed through

contractions of edges and subsequent refinements, but the edges to be contracted are chosen

using some specific heuristic, and so the number of edges contracted can vary during the

search. The refinements are usually determined heuristically, as optimal tree refinement is

NP-Hard [BSWY98] when the optimality criterion is maximum parsimony.

The ECR operation as defined here was first defined in our earlier work [GRW03]. In this

dissertation, I consider ECR as a local move complementary to TBR, and prove several results that

support this view. For instance, I show that only a small number of trees that are either onep-ECR

moveor one TBR move from a given tree are both onep-ECR moveand one TBR move away

from the given tree, forp> 1. This suggests that the two moves explore the tree space in avery

distinct manner.

Our study of thep-ECR local move is motivated by the following questions:� How many trees can be reached from a given tree by applying a single local move, or in

other words, how large is theneighborhoodof a tree under the local move? The size of the

neighborhood determines how likely the local move is to get stuck in a local optimum. The
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smaller the neighborhood, the more likely the local move is to get stuck in a local optimum

soon. However, larger neighborhoods slow down the search.� What is the largest distance between any two trees in the search space under the local move,

or, what is thediameterof the search space under the local move? In parameterized local

moves such as thep-ECR move, obtaining the diameter as a function ofp might suggest

appropriate values ofp to be used during searches.� If more than one move is being used in the heuristic, how do theproperties of the different

local moves interact? In particular, how do the properties of p-ECR and TBR interact?� How quickly can ap-ECR neighbor of a given treeT that has the least MP score among

all the p-ECR neighbors ofT be computed? How quickly can a randomp-ECR neighbor

of a given tree be generated? These questions determine how fast the local move is able to

explore the tree space.

We conclude this section with previous results on the neighborhood sizes and diameters of

the search spaces induced by the TBR, NNI and SPR moves. A complete overview of our results

for the p-ECR move will be provided in Section 1.9. For the sake of completeness, we provide

formal definitions of the notions of the neighborhood of a tree under a local move, and the diameter

of the search space under a local move.

Definition 8 Neighborhood of a Tree Under a Tree-Rearrangement Operation

The neighborhood of a binary leaf-labeled tree T under a tree-rearrangement operation is

the set of all trees that can be obtained from T by one move.

Definition 9 Distance Between Two Trees Under a Tree-Rearrangement Operation

The distance between two trees on the same set of leaves undera given tree-rearrangement

operation is the minimum number of operations needed to convert one tree to another. The notation

δΘ(T1;T2) denotes the distance between trees T1 and T2 under the operationΘ.
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Definition 10 Diameter of the Search Space Under a Tree-Rearrangement Operation

The diameter of the search space under a tree-rearrangementoperation is the maximum

distance between two trees under that operation.

For a tree-rearrangement operationΘ, let GΘ = (U;E) be an undirected graph such that U

is the set of all unrooted phylogenetic trees on a given fixed number of leaves, and for two trees u

and v,(u;v)2 E if and only ofδΘ(u;v) = 1. Thus, the diameter of the search space underΘ equals

the diameter of GΘ, and will be denoted∆(GΘ).
The Size of the NNI, SPR and TBR neighborhoods.The size of the NNI neighborhood of an

unrooted binary tree is fixed, and equals 2n�6 [Rob71]. This can be seen from the fact that there

aren�3 internal edges in any unrooted binary tree, and each of these edges accounts for exactly

two NNI neighbors. Similarly, the sizes of the SPR and TBR neighborhoods can be calculated.

The size of the SPR neighborhood of an unrooted binary tree is(2n�6)(2n�7), and the size of

the TBR neighborhood is at most(2n�3)(n�3)2 [AS01].

NNI, SPR and TBR Distances.The distances induced by NNI, SPR and TBR moves have been

discussed in [AS01, LTZ96, HJWZ96]. Note that every NNI moveis an SPR move, and that every

SPR move is a TBR move. Hence we have the following result from[Mad91].

Observation 1 For any two unrooted leaf-labelled binary trees T and T0 on the same set of leaves,

δTBR(T;T0)� δSPR(T;T0)� δNNI(T;T0):
It is also known that all these distances are finite (Robinsonshowed this for the NNI distance

in [Rob71]). Computing the NNI distance, SPR distance and TBR distance between two trees is

NP-hard (see [DHJ+97], [BS04] and [AS01] respectively).

NNI, SPR and TBR Diameters.

The NNI diameter of the search space of unrooted phylogenetic trees onn leaves isΘ(nlogn).
More precisely,
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Theorem 3 (From [LTZ96])

n
4 log2n�o(nlogn)� ∆(GNNI)� nlog2n+O(n).
The SPR and TBR diameters for the same search space of phylogenetic trees onn leaves is

smaller, inO(n), and so smaller than∆(GNNI). More precisely, we have:

Theorem 4 (From [AS01])

1. n=2�o(n)� ∆(GSPR)� n�3; and,

2. n=4�o(n)� ∆(GTBR)� n�3.

1.7 Phylogenetic Consensus Methods

The result of an MP or ML phylogenetic analysis is often not a single tree but many trees, for

example, the set of all optimal phylogenetic trees. The goalof phylogeneticconsensusmethods

is to extract information that is common to all or a majority of trees that result from an analysis.

One such consensus method, themaximum compatible subtree (MCT)method, and a complement

of this method are the subjects of Chapter 4 of this dissertation.

The strict consensusand themajority consensusmethods work by contracting edges in

the input trees, and are also the most widely used consensus methods. Themaximum agreement

subtree (MAST)and MCT work be eliminating leaves from the input trees, and are much less

widely used than strict consensus and majority consensus.

In this section, we first define the four above-mentioned consensus methods, and the com-

plement of the MCT. We then motivate our interest in the MCT method and its complement. We

then describe the previous results on MAST, MCT and its complement. A polynomial-time dy-

namic programming algorithm for computing a maximum agreement subtree of two trees due to

Steel and Warnow from [SW93] forms the basis of our algorithmfor the MCT problem. The same
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algorithm also forms the basis of our pattern-identification algorithm for biogeography, described

in Section 1.8 and the subject of Chapter 5. Hence, we conclude this section with a description of

the above MAST algorithm, which we call the Steel-Warnow algorithm.

The strict consensus tree of a set of trees is the tree encodedby the set of bipartitions

common to all the trees in the given set:

Definition 11 Strict Consensus Tree

For a given set of treesfT1;T2; : : : ;Tkg, the strict consensus tree T� is such that C(T�) =fπjπ 2C(Ti) for all 1� i � kg.
The majority consensus tree of a set of trees is the tree encoded by the set of bipartitions

present in more than half of all the trees in the given set:

Definition 12 Majority Consensus Tree.

For a given set of treesfT1;T2; : : : ;Tkg, the majority consensus tree T� is such that C(T�) =fπj the number of trees Ti such thatπ 2C(Ti) is greater than k=2g.
The strict consensus and the majority consensus of a set of three trees are shown in Figure

1.5.

The strict consensus ofk trees onn leaves is computable inO(nk) time (see [Day85]). A

linear timerandomizedalgorithm for computing the majority consensus was presented in [ACJ03].

Before we can define the maximum agreement subtree problem, we need to define the

notion ofrestrictinga phylogenetic tree to a subset of its leaves.

Definition 13 (Restriction of a tree to a set of leaves): The restriction ofa tree T to a set X

of leaves, denoted TjX, is the tree obtained by deleting the leaves not in X from T and then

suppressing all internal nodes of degree 2.

Definition 14 Maximum Agreement Subtree (MAST).
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Figure 1.5:Tree T’ is the strict consensus of T1, T2 and T3, while T” is themajority consensus.

For the MAST problem, the input isT , a collection of trees, each leaf-labelled by the same

set S. The task is to find a maximum cardinality set A� S so that the for any two trees T and T0 in

T , TjA and T0jA are isomorphic (with the leaf-labels preserved by the isomorphism). Here, TjA
denotes the tree obtained by restricting T to the leaves labelled by elements of A, and suppressing

degree two nodes. Such a set A is called a maximum agreement subset for the collection of trees

T , and the restricted tree on the set of taxa A is called the maximum agreement subtree (MAST)

for the collectionT .

Before we define the MCT problem, we define what it means for a set of trees to be com-

patible:

Definition 15 (Tree compatibility): A set of treesT = fT1;T2; : : : ;Tkg on the set of leaves S is said

to becompatibleif there is a tree T� that is a common refinement of trees inT . In other words, all

trees inT can be obtained by contracting some edges in T�.
Definition 16 Maximum Compatible Subtree (MCT).
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For the MCT problem the input isT , a collection of trees, each leaf-labelled by the same

set S. Here, the task is to find a maximum cardinality A� S so that the setfTjA : T 2 T g has a

common refinement. Such a set A is called a maximum compatibleset (MCS) for the collection

of treesT , and the restricted tree on the set of taxa A is called the maximum compatible subtree

(MCT) for the collectionT .

We now define the complement of the MCT (or MCS) problem:

Definition 17 Complement of the Maximum Compatible Subset (CMCS).

For the CMCS problem the input isT , a collection of trees, each leaf-labelled by the same

set S. Here, we seek a minimum cardinality subset X of S such that fTj(S�X) : T 2 T g is a

compatible set of trees.

Note that if all the trees in the input collection are binary,any maximum agreement subset

is a maximum compatible subset (and vice versa).

Biological Motivation for the MCT Problem. The problem with standard consensus methods

such as the strict consensus is that they can return highly unresolved trees. The strict consensus tree

is highly unresolved when one species, sayx, is sufficiently distantly related to the other species so

that the reconstruction method is not able to meaningfully locate speciesx in a phylogenetic tree,

and is not able to distinguish between phylogenies that differ only with respect to the placement

of x. This is illustrated in Figure 1.6. TreesT andT 0 in the figure are identical except for the

placement of the taxonx, yet the strict consensus is tree is completely unresolved and conveys

no information. The majority consensus tree can be similarly poorly affected. Taxa such asx are

called “rogue” taxa.

Alternative consensus approaches such as MAST [FG85] were proposed so as to identify

and eliminate rogue taxa from the phylogenetic analysis andget a well-resolved consensus tree.

This is again illustrated in Figure 1.6, where the MAST approach is seen to correctly identify and
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eliminate the rogue taxonx, and return the maximum agreement subtree which is more informative

than the strict consensus in this case.
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Figure 1.6: Trees T and T’ differ only in the placement of taxon x, but this difference is enough to
ensure that they do not share any non-trivial bipartitions.As a consequence, the strict consensus
tree is completely unresolved. But treesT andT 0 become identical oncex is eliminated, and this
identical subtree is their maximum agreement subtree.

Software for the MAST problem exists in the PAUP [Swo96] software package, but is not

very useful since the size of the MAST is often not large enough to be interesting (David Swofford,

personal communication). The problem seems to be that requiring complete agreement between

the trees, even when restricted to a smaller set of taxa, is too strong a requirement.

A potential explanation for this phenomenon lies in the difficulty in correctly resolving

“short edges” in the true tree. In trees resulting from a parsimony analysis, the short edges are

those edges across which the normalized Hamming distance isvery small. In general, short edges

can be identified as those edges with low bootstrap support value (refer to [Fel03] for discussions

on the bootstrap measure). In such situations, optimal solutions for problems such as Maximum

Parsimony or Maximum Likelihood may differ significantly interms of how they resolve around

these short edges. This results in having the MAST of the set of trees being very small. On the
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other hand, the identification and contraction of short edges in each of the ML or MP trees could

result in a collection of trees that, while not binary, have acommon refinement on some large

subset of leaves. This suggests the following approach:� First, contract all short enough edges, and� Second, identify and delete a minimum set of leaves so that after these leaves are deleted and

degree two nodes suppressed, the resultant trees share a common refinement (i.e. are com-

patible). If a consensus tree is desired, the minimum commonrefinement (i.e., the maximum

compatibility subtree, or MCT) of the resultant trees is returned.

The first step is straightforward (though establishing how short is short enough needs to be studied),

but the second step is essentially the CMCS problem.

Note that there is a relationship between the number of leaves in the MAST (maximum

agreement subtree) of a set of trees and its MCT (maximum compatibility subtree). By definition,

the number of leaves in a MCT is at least as big as that of the MAST, and this can often be sig-

nificantly larger. See Figure 1.7 for an example of two trees and their MAST and MCT, for which

there is a difference in sizes. Thus, the MCT problem is a better model for consensus trees, as it

retains more information and is less affected by noise in theinput.

Previous Work on MAST. The maximum agreement subset problem was introduced in [FG85],

and a polynomial time algorithm for computing a MAST of two trees was first described in

[SW93]. In [SW93], a running time of 0(n4:5 logn) is reported, however, we show that the al-

gorithm, in fact, runs inO(n2:5 logn) time, wheren is the number of leaves in the trees. Com-

puting a MAST is NP-hard for three or more trees (whether rooted or unrooted; in general, the

unrooted MAST problem can be solved by solving a polynomial number of rooted MAST prob-

lems) [AK97]. For computing a MAST ofk rooted trees, anO(kn3+nd) algorithm (withd being

the maximum degree of a node in some tree) was described in [FCPT95].

Previous Work on MCT. The maximum compatible subset problem was initially posed by Hamel
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Figure 1.7:The maximum compatible tree (MCT) and the maximum agreementsubtree (MAST) of two
unrooted trees T1 and T2 are shown. If the edges e and e’ in T1, and f and f’ in T2 are short edges which
are contracted, then T1 and T2 categorically differ in only where they place taxon 8. The MCT of T1 and
T2 is larger than MAST(T1, T2), and reflects this observation.

and Steel in [HS96], where it was shown to be NP-hard for six ormore trees. Hein et al. show in

[HJWZ96] that the problem is NP-hard for two trees even if oneof the trees has bounded degree.

The problem is solvable in polynomial time for any number of trees when all trees are of bounded

degree [HJWZ96]. In our work, we show that the MCT problem is polynomial-time solvable

when all the input trees have a bounded degree. Further, we present a 4-approximation algorithm,

and a slower 3-approximation algorithm for the CMCS problem. A detailed overview of these

contributions is presented in Section 1.9.

The Steel-Warnow MAST Algorithm. We now give a brief summary of the algorithm from

[SW93] for computing the MAST of two rooted trees.

We describe the algorithm for two rooted binary trees, for the sake of clarity. The algorithm

can be easily extended to compute a MAST of two arbitrary unrooted trees. In our description,

the expressionMAST(T;T0) denotes a maximum agreement subset of the leaves ofT andT 0. Let

T andT 0 be two given binary rooted phylogenies onn leaves. LetV(T) andV(T 0) be the set of

all nodes ofT andT 0 respectively. Denote byTv the subtree ofT rooted at a nodev in V(T).
Similarly denote byT 0

w the subtree ofT 0 rooted at a nodew in V(T 0). Let c(v) andc(w) be the
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set of children of nodesv andw respectively. The dynamic programming algorithm for MAST

operates by computingMAST(Tv;T 0
w) for all pairs of nodes(v;w) in V(T)�V(T 0) “bottom-up”.

We now show how to reduce computingMAST(Tv;T 0
w) to computing a small number of smaller

MAST computationsMAST(S;S0) whereS andS0 are subtrees ofTv andT 0
w respectively, with at

least one of them being a proper subtree.

To begin with, theMAST(Tv;T 0
w) is easy to compute when eitherv or w is a leaf. So in the

following discussion assume neitherv norw is a leaf.

Let L� be a MAST ofTv andT 0
w, and letT� be the corresponding MAST tree. Then there

exist homeomorphisms mappingT� to a rooted subtree ofTv and to a rooted subtree ofT 0
w. Let p

be the (not necessarily proper) descendant ofv such that the root ofT� is mapped top. Similarly

let q be the descendant ofw in T 0 such that that the root ofT� is mapped tow. Then,MAST(Tv;T0
w)

in fact equalsMAST(Tp;T 0
q).

The vertexp may be actuallyv or it might be a descendant ofv. Similarly q may bew or

some descendant ofw. Based on the location ofp andq, we have the following cases.

1. Vertex p is a proper descendent of v.In this case,Tp is a proper subtree ofTv, andMAST(Tv;T0
w)

equalsMAST(Tp;T 0
w). Sincep is a proper descendant ofv, there existsvmax2 c(v) such that

MAST(Tp;T 0
w) equalsMAST(Tvmax;T0

w). The nodevmax maximizesMAST(Tvi ;T 0
w) over all

nodesvi 2 c(v).
2. Vertex q is a proper descendent of w.In this case,MAST(Tv;T0

w) equalsMAST(Tv;T 0
q).

Sinceq is a proper descendant ofw, there existswmax2 c(w) such thatMAST(Tv;T0
q) equals

MAST(Tv;T 0
wmax

). The nodewmax maximizesMAST(Tv;T 0
w j
) over all nodesw j 2 c(v).

3. Vertex p equals v and vertex q equals w.Let treesT�
1 throughT�

k be the maximal rooted

subtrees of the MAST treeT�. Then, each subtreeT�
i is homeomorphic to a subtree of

Tv j for somev j 2 c(v). Now, there does not exist a nodev j 2 c(v) such that two different

maximal rooted subtreesT�
i1 andT�

i2 of T� are both isomorphic to subtrees ofTv j . To see this,
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let x be a leaf inT�
i1 and lety be a leaf inT�

i2. The least common ancestor ofx andy in T�
is the root ofT�, but the least common ancestor inT1 is a descendant ofv j . This violates

the assumption that the root ofT� is homeomorphically mapped to nodev in Tv. A similar

argument holds with respect to the homeomorphism betweenT� andT 0
w.

Let each maximal rooted subtreeT�
i of T� be homeomorphic to a subtree ofTvi in Tv and a

subtree ofT 0
wi

in T 0
w (assume that the children ofv andw have been re-numbered so that the

above statement is true). A maximum agreement subtreeT� can be computed as follows:

compute a maximum agreement subset for each pair of subtreesTvi andT 0
wi

and take the dis-

joint union. The pairs of nodes(vi , wi) can be identified as follows: letGv;w =(c(v);c(w);W)
be a complete weighted bipartite graph on the sets of vertices c(v) andc(w). The weight of

an edge(x;y) is given byW((x;y)) = jMAST(Tx;Ty)j. Then, the pairs of vertices(vi ;wi)
correspond to a maximum weighted bipartite matching (MWBM)in Gv;w .

The above discussion suggests a straightforward dynamic programming algorithm: we do

not know which of the above three cases is true, but we do know that one of them is true. Hence

we solve the subproblems corresponding to all the three cases and then choose the largest solution.

The running time of the above algorithm is inO(n2) for trees of bounded degree: there

areO(n2) subproblems and the running time for each subproblem is dominated by the MWBM

computation. Using the algorithm from [GT89], the MWBM problem can be solved in time

O(p�qp(p+q) log(p+q)) if the roots of the two subtrees whose MAST is being computed have

degreesp andq. Thus, if the maximum degree of a node in either tree is bounded from above by

a constantd, the total running time is inO(n2d2:5 logd), which is inO(n2). If the degree is not

bounded, a straightforward bound on the running time isO(n4:5 logn), which is in fact the bound

stated in [SW93].

A careful analysis of the algorithm, however, reveals that the running time is in factO(n2:5 logn),
even when the maximum degree is not bounded. If the two sets ofvertices in the bipartition of a
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bipartite graph havep andq vertices, then the running time of the MWBM algorithm in [GT89]

is, as noted above,O(p � q �p(p+q) log(p+ q)). The MAST algorithm performs the MWBM

computation on graphsGv;w, for each pair(v;w) with v2V(T) andw2V(T 0). Let n1 andn2 be

the number of leaves inT andT 0 respectively, withn= max(n1;n2). Also, letdu be the degree of

nodeu in either tree. If we letT(n1;n2) denote the running time of the MAST algorithm, we have:

T(n1; n2) � c ∑
u2T1

∑
v2T2

(dudv

p(du+dv) log(du+dv))� c
p(n1+n2) log(n1+n2) ∑

u2T1

du ∑
v2T2

dv� c n1n2

p(n1+n2) log(n1+n2)� cn2:5 logn:
1.8 Biogeography

Biogeography is the study of spatial and temporal distribution of organisms. Biogeographers seek

not only to understand ecological processes that influence the distribution of living organism over

short periods of time (e.g., climatic stability, effect of area) but also to uncover events occurring in

the distant past (e.g., continental drift, glaciation, evolution) which have resulted in the geographic

distribution observed today.

Biogeography and Phylogeny.One of the ways of understanding the geographic distribution of

species is by using the associated phylogeny. This approachis illustrated thus: consider a group of

islands, each island containing multiple ecological zones(for example, each island can comprise

a coastal ecological zone and a mountain ecological zone). Suppose our goal is to understand the

observed geographic distribution of species on the islands. One hypothesis about the distribution

could be that species dispersed from an ecological zone in anisland to similar zones in other is-
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lands and then differentiated. This process is calledinter-island colonization. Another hypothesis

could be that dispersal between the islands happened first followed by dispersal to the different

ecological zones and differentiations. This process is called adaptive radiation. The crucial idea

is that we might be able to infer which of the above two hypotheses is responsible for the observed

distribution: inter-island colonization is suggested by taxa in different islands but the same eco-

logical zone forming a monophyletic group, and adaptive radiation is suggested if species on the

same island in different ecological zones form a monophyletic group. Thus, the branching struc-

ture of the phylogeny of a set of taxa can be used to differentiate between competing hypotheses

concerning the observed geographic distribution of the setof taxa. Moreover,a consistent pattern

observed in the phylogenies of different genera of species on the same geographic area will imply

a stronger support for the particular hypotheses suggestedby the pattern.

Area Cladograms. Before looking for common patterns in the phylogenies of different sets of

species in the same geographic area, the phylogenies are converted toarea cladograms. Area

cladograms are rooted or unrooted trees (as are phylogenies) whose leaves are labeled withgeo-

graphic areasinstead of taxa. To obtain the area cladogram for a set of species local to a set of

areas, we start with the phylogeny for the set of species and for each leaf, we replace the taxon

label with the label of the area in which the taxon is found. Note that in an area cladogram many

leaves may share the same label and a single leaf may have manylabels.

In view of the above discussion, the problems of comparing cladograms and identifying

patterns within them become important. In this dissertation, we present an algorithm for identifying

the common patterns in two area cladograms, a related distance metric between area cladograms,

and an algorithm to identify if two area cladograms are identical. A detailed overview of these

contributions is presented in Section 1.9.
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1.9 Overview of Our Contributions

My contributions fall into the following categories:� Analysis of the space of phylogenetic trees under thep-ECR local-move operation (Chapter

2).� An experimental evaluation of current ML heuristics in order to understand the factors that

affect the performance of ML heuristics (Chapter 3).� Algorithms for the MCT consensus problem (Chapter 4), and� Algorithms and metrics for comparing area cladograms in biogeography (Chapter 5).

Results onp-ECR Local Operations. My results on thep-ECR local move focus on the following

two aspects:� Designing efficient hill-climbing searches usingp-ECR, and� Understanding the properties of thep-ECR search space.

With respect to designing efficientp-ECR local searches, we have obtained the following

results:� An O(n2) algorithm for computing the optimal (with respect to the MP score) 2-ECR neigh-

bors of a given unrooted binary tree. The algorithm represents a running-time improvement

of a factor ofn over a brute-force algorithm. This result has been published in [GRW03].� We present aΘ(p) expected-time algorithm to generatep-ECR neighbor of a tree uniformly

at random. We also present two algorithms to generate ap-sECR algorithm uniformly at

random: (a) aΘ(np2) algorithm, and (b) a faster algorithm that takes onlyΘ(p) time to

produce a random neighbor, but one that may fail to return a neighbor in some cases. The

latter algorithm requires anO(p2) preprocessing at the beginning of the search.
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With respect to understanding the properties ofp-ECR search spaces, I have obtained the

following results, published in [GRW04]:� Asymptotically tight bounds for the diameter of tree-spaceunderp-ECR andp-sECR moves

as a function ofp, showing that the diameter of the search space in both cases is inΘ( nlogn
plogp)

(wheren is the number of leaves in the trees). This result could be potentially useful in

selecting a suitable range of values ofp for performing local searches based onp-ECR

operations.� A comparison of the neighborhoods of a tree induced by TBR andp-ECR moves, showing

that their intersection is of sizeO(minfn2p;n2pg). The neighborhoods themselves are much

larger: there could beΘ(n3) trees in the TBR neighborhood of a tree, as mentioned before,

while thep-ECR neighborhood containsΩ(np2p) trees. These results may help explain why

the combination of the two moves improves upon the use of justone, as reported in [Gol99].

Apart from the abovep-ECR results that relate to local-search heuristics, I havestudied

p-ECR purely with respect to its structural properties. My results, detailed below, have shown that

the p-ECR local move has simple and elegant properties:� We define the properties ofirreducibility andcommutativityof p-ECR operations, and ob-

serve a surprising connection between irreduciblep-ECR operations andelementarybipar-

tite graphs. We exploit this connection to develop anO(n+ p2) algorithm to reduce ap-ECR

operation into an equivalent sequence of irreducible (atomic) ECR operations. These results

also have been published in [GRW04].

Experimental Evaluation of ML Heuristics. In Chapter 3, I evaluate the performance of four

ML software PAUP [Swo96], PHYML [GG03], RAxML [SOL05], GARLI [Zwi06], a Bayesian

analysis software MrBayes [HR01] used as an ML heuristic, and the MP heuristic ratchet used as

an ML heuristic on real biological and simulated datasets. The experiments also chart the impact

of starting trees on the quality of the final trees obtained bythe various heuristics.
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Results on Maximum Compatible Tree Consensus Method.The following are my results on

the Maximum Compatible Tree (MCT) consensus method.� A 4-approximation algorithm for thecomplementof the MAST problem, i.e., eliminating a

minimum number of taxa so that the resulting trees on the restof the taxa all share a common

refinement. The algorithm runs inO(k2n2) for k trees onn leaves.� A 3-approximation algorithm for the same problem that runs in O(k2n3) time for k trees on

n leaves.

The above two results have been published in [GW02]. Apart from the above two results,

I also obtained aO(22kdnk+1) time algorithm for computing a maximum compatible tree ofk

unrooted trees onn leaves, with the maximum degree of any tree beingd+1 [GW01]. Though

this result was obtained independently, the result had beenknown previously [HJWZ96].

Biogeography.The following are my results in biogeography:� We show that the equivalence between the edge-contract-and-refine metric (“RF-distance”)

and the bipartition metric (“character-encoding” metric)that holds for phylogeniesdoes not

hold for area cladograms. More specifically, we show that the bipartition metric, when ex-

tended to area cladograms, is not a metric. For the edge-contract-and-refine edit distance

between two area cladograms we present a simple, but worst-case exponential-time algo-

rithm. This edit distance can compare only area cladograms that are on the same number of

leaves, and when each area labels the same number of leaves inboth area cladograms� We define another metric, for comparing two rooted area cladograms, which is based on

the size of a largest common pruned subtree between the two area cladograms. We call a

largest common pruned subtree amaximum agreement area cladogram (MAAC), and the

distance metric the MAAC metric. The MAAC distance metric can compare two arbitrary

trees that are not necessarily on the same number of leaves, which is particularly useful when

comparing area cladograms
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� We present a polynomial-time algorithm for computing a MAACof two rooted area clado-

grams. The algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm that runs inO(n2:5 logn) time,

wheren is the maximum number of leaves in either cladogram. We also describe a linear-

time algorithm to decide if two area cladograms are identical. In more recent work not

included in this dissertation, a faster algorithm for computing a MAAC of two area clado-

grams is described, which runs inO(n2) time, and it is proved that computing the MAAC of

k area cladograms is NP-hard. This work has not been included in this dissertation since it

is joint work with our co-author Hai-son Le [GGJ+06].
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Chapter 2

The p-Edge-Contract-and-Refine Tree

Transformation

In this chapter, thep-ECR tree-rearrangement operation and our results on the analysis of the space

of phylogenetic trees under thep-ECR operation are described. Recall from Section 1.6.1 that an

edge-contract-and-refine (ECR) move contracts some edges in a tree and creates a different tree

by refining the unresolved nodes created as a result of the contraction. Thep-ECR move is the

parameterized version of ECR wherep edges are contracted at one time. Along with thep-ECR

operation, we also study thep-sECR operation, in which the contracted edges form a connected

subtree.

The rest of the chapter is organized as follows:� In Section 2.1, we explore the nature of the search space under the p-ECR move:

– We establish bounds on the size of ap-ECR neighborhood, and show that the size of the

intersection of thep-ECR and TBR neighborhoods of tree, forp> 1, is asymptotically

smaller than the size of either neighborhood (Subsection 2.1.1).

– We establish tight asymptotic bounds on the diameters of thespace under thep-ECR
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move and thep-sECR move (Subsection 2.1.2).� In Section 2.2, we provide fast algorithms for local search with the p-ECR move:

– We provide an algorithm for computing a 2-ECR neighbor of a tree with the best MP

score.

– We provide algorithms for generating a uniformly randomp-ECR neighbor of a tree

and a uniformly randomp-sECR neighbor of a tree.� In Section 2.3, we analyze the structural properties of thep-ECR move in detail. Through a

surprising connection to bipartite graphs with perfect matchings, we show how to transform

any givenp-ECR move into a sequence ofirreducibleor atomic smaller ECR operations.

2.1 The Search Space of Trees Under thep-ECR Move

We motivated the study of the search space under thep-ECR move in the Introduction, Section

1.6.1, but it is worth recalling the motivations here. Comparing the neighborhood structures of TBR

and p-ECR is important for the following reason: most current heuristic searches for maximum

parsimony and maximum likelihood employ the TBR move to movethrough the tree space. If

the p-ECR and TBR neighborhoods are significantly different, then it might mean that a tree that

is a local optimum under one move might not be so under the other move, and hence switching

betweenp-ECR and TBR moves might be a good way of getting out of local optima.

Calculating the diameter of the space under thep-ECR move is important for the following

reason: we would like local moves to induce search spaces with diameters comparable to that of

TBR, whose diameter isΘ(n). Further, obtaining the diameter of thep-ECR search space as a

function of p might give us ways to pick a range of values ofp to use in a search, based on the

diameter.
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Before we present our results, we recall some notation first introduced in Chapter 1, Section

1.6.1.

Notation. In what follows, we will denote the neighborhood of a treeT under, say, thep-ECR

operation, asΓp�ECR(T). A local move such asp-ECR induces an undirected graphGp�ECRon the

space of trees; the vertices ofGp�ECRare the trees, and(u;v) is an edge in the graph if treesu and

v are p-ECR neighbors. We will denote the diameter of thep-ECR search space by∆(Gp�ECR).
Similar notation will apply for other local moves. We will let r!! denote the product of all odd

numbers up tor.

Recall thatC(T) denotes the character encoding or the set of all bipartitions of a treeT, and

RF(T;T0) denotes the Robinson-Foulds distance between two treesT andT 0.
2.1.1 Comparison Betweenp-ECR and TBR Neighborhoods

The following observation follows from Definition 5 and Theorem 2 in Chapter 1.

Observation 2 Let T and T0 be two unrooted binary leaf-labeled trees on n leaves, and let p be

any integer between1 and n� 3. Then RF(T;T0) � 2p if and only if T and T0 are at most one

p-ECR move apart.

We now provide a lower and upperbound on the size of thep-ECR neighborhood of a tree.

Lemma 1 Let T be an unrooted binary leaf-labeled tree on n leaves. Then, ∑p
k=1

�n�3
k

�
2k �jΓp�ECR(T)j � �n

p

�(2p+1)!! .
Proof: For any treeT 0 in Γp�ECR(T), RF(T;T0) 2 f2;4;6; : : :;2pg. We will show that the number

of treesT 0 in Γp�ECR(T) such thatRF(T;T0) = 2k is at least
�n�3

k

�
2k, and that will give us the

result that we desire.

Let k be such that 1� k� n�3. For every way of choosingk edges inT, there are at least

2k different k-ECR moves that can be performed onT: for each chosen edge, contract the edge
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and refine the resulting unresolved node in one of two ways that results in the alteration of the

bipartition corresponding to the edge. Since all thek bipartitions are altered, the resulting set of 2k

k-ECR neighbors is disjoint from any other set of similar 2k k-ECR neighbors. Thus, there are at

least
�n�3

k

�
2k treesT 0 such thatRF(T;T0) = 2k. This completes our proof of the lower bound. For

the upper bound, observe that for each of the
�n

p

�
ways of selectingp edges to contract, there are

at most(2p+1)!! neighbors ((2p+1)!! is the number of unrooted leaf-labeled binary trees with

p internal edges). This completes our proof. �
The following is the main result of this section, and shows that the size of the intersection

of the p-ECR and the TBR neighborhoods is very small.

Theorem 5 Let T be an unrooted binary leaf-labeled tree on n leaves. Then, for any p,jΓp�ECR(T)\ΓTBR(T)j �minf(2n�3)(p+1)2p+3;4(2n�3)2(p+1)g
.

Proof: Let S= Γp�ECR(T)\ΓT BR(T), and letT 0 be inS. Then,jC(T)�C(T 0)j � p, sinceT 0 2
Γp�ECR(T). Moreover, sinceT 0 2 ΓTBR(T), the edges inT corresponding to bipartitions inC(T)�
C(T0) all must lie on a path, and the bipartitions corresponding toall edges on the path except three

(the first edge, the last edge and the edge that is broken for the TBR move) must be inC(T)�C(T0).
Hence, each suchT 0 can be specified by three edges that lie on a path of length at most (p+3).
Now, the number of paths of length at most(p+3) is at most(2n�3)2p+3. This is because the

number of paths of length exactlyp+3 is at most(2n�3)2p+2: fix one of the terminal edges of

the path, and there are at most 2p+3 paths with a given terminal edge since the tree is binary. But

in this manner each path will be counted at least twice, and hence there are at most(2n�3)2p+2

paths of length exactly(p+3). Summing over allp we get that the number of paths of length at

most(p+3) is at most(2n�3)2p+3.
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Also, each path of length at most(p+3) corresponds to at most(p+1) trees that are inS,

since there are(p+1) ways of choosing the edge that is broken for the TBR move. Hence we have

thatjSj � (2n�3)2p+3(p+1).
Moreover, the total number of paths inT is (2n�3)2. For every tree inS, there is a path in

T, and each path contributes at most 4(p+1) trees toS. HencejSj � 4(2n�3)2(p+1).
Thus, we have thatjΓp�ECR(T)\ΓTBR(T)j �minf(2n�3)(p+1)2p+3;4(2n�3)2(p+1)g.�
Note thatjΓp�ECR(T)j 2 ω(�n�3

p

�
2p) and recall from Chapter 1 thatΓT BR(T) 2 Θ(n3).

Thus, Theorem 5 implies thatjΓp�ECR(T)\ΓTBR(T)j 2 o(minfjΓp�ECR(T); ΓTBR(T)jg). In other

words, the size of the intersection of thep-ECR and TBR neighborhoods is asymptotically smaller

than either neighborhood.

The following is the analogous result for thep-sECR operation. The proof is similar to that

of Theorem 5.

Lemma 2 Let T be an unrooted binary leaf-labeled tree on n leaves. Then, for any p,

jΓp�sECR(T)\ΓTBR(T)j �minf(2n�3)(p+1)2p+2;4(2n�3)2(p+1)g:
The following result relates the above two results by comparing Γp�sECR\ ΓTBR with

Γp�ECR\ΓTBR.

Lemma 3 For any p> 1, there exists an unrooted binary leaf-labeled tree T such thatΓp�sECR(T)\
ΓTBR(T) is a proper subset ofΓp�ECR(T)\ΓTBR(T).

Further, for any tree T and for any p� 1, Γp�ECR(T)\ ΓTBR(T) � Γ(p+1)�sECR(T)\
ΓTBR(T).
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Proof: In Figure 2.1 the treeT 0 is in jΓp�ECR(T)\ΓT BR(T)j, as evinced by the bold edges inT

that correspond to bipartitions inC(T)�C(T 0). However,T 0 62 jΓp�sECR(T)\ΓTBR(T)j since the

p bold edges do not form a subtree. This proves the first part of the lemma.

For the second part, letT 0 be a tree inΓp�ECR(T)\ΓTBR(T). Then, as observed in Theorem

5, the edges corresponding to bipartitions inC(T)�C(T0) lie on a path and all except at most

one edge (the edge that is broken for the TBR move) in the path are in C(T)�C(T 0) (i.e., the

corresponding bipartitions are inC(T)�C(T0)). There are at mostp bipartitions inC(T)�C(T 0)
and hence the length of the path is at mostp+1. The treeT 0 can be obtained by contracting all

edges on the path and subsequently introducing the edges corresponding to bipartitions inC(T 0)�
C(T) through refinements, while retaining the edge that gets broken for the TBR move. This

corresponds to a(p+1)-sECR operation onT, and henceT 0 2 Γ(p+1)�sECR(T)\ΓT BR(T). This

completes the proof of the second part of the lemma. �
a

b

c

d1 2
. . . . . .

p+1 p+2k k+1

T T’

p+2 . ..
k+2k+1

. . .

a

b

k

k −1

c d

e1 e2 e3

Figure 2.1: Trees T and T’ are TBR neighbors; The TBR move deletes edgee2 in T and introduces
an edge bifurcating edgese1 ande3. Tree T’ is ap-ECR neighbor, but not ap-sECR neighbor of
T. Thep-ECR move contracts the bold edges inT and introduces the bold edges inT 0.
2.1.2 Diameter of thep-ECR Search Space

My results prove asymptotically tight bounds for the diameter of the tree-space induced by thep-

ECR operation (as a function ofp). As mentioned earlier, it was shown in [LTZ96] that∆(GNNI) 2
Θ(nlogn), and it was shown in [AS01] that∆(GTBR) 2 Θ(n). The NNI operation is just the 1-
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ECR operation. Hence the diameter of the 1-ECR operation is in Θ(nlogn). The diameter of the(n�3)-ECR operation is, of course, 1. As observed earlier, obtaining the diameter as a function

of p might give us a way to pick the right range of values ofp to use in a search, based on the

diameter.

We prove the upperbound for thep-sECR move, and the lower bound for thep-ECR move.

Sincep-ECR subsumesp-sECR, the upperbound and lowerbound then hold for both the moves.

Theorem 6 ∆(G(2p�2)�sECR) 2O( nlogn
plog p).

Proof: LetC be the sorted “caterpillar” tree for the set of leaf labelsf1; 2; : : : ; ng (Figure 2.2). We

will show that for any unrooted binary leaf-labeled treeT, δ(2p�2)�sECR(T;C)� n
p logpn+O( n

p).
We will first show that the number of(2p�2)-sECR steps needed to convert a complete

binary tree onn leaves to a caterpillarC is at mostnp logpn. We then show that any tree can be

transformed into a complete binary tree inO( n
p) steps, each step being a(2p�2)-sECR move. The

above two results would then imply that any tree can be converted toC in at mostnp logpn+O( n
p)

steps. A complete binary tree and the sorted caterpillar tree for the set of leaves labeled from 1

through 7 are shown in Figure 2.2.

1

2 3 4 5 6

7

1 2 3 4 5 6
7 C

B

Figure 2.2:B is a complete rooted binary tree on seven leaves. Note that ingeneral the leaves need
not be in sorted order in the tree.C is the sorted caterpillar tree for the same set of leaves.

Converting an arbitrary complete binary tree to a sorted caterpillar tree. The procedure is

recursive, and is illustrated in Figures 2.3 and 2.4. LetB be the complete binary tree onn leaves.

Let B1, B2, B3, . . .Bp be the subtrees ofB at a depth of log2 p. SinceB is a complete binary tree, so

are subtreesB1 throughBp. Recursively convert each of thep subtrees to a sorted caterpillar tree,
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producing thebc-tree(binary-cum-caterpillar tree)B0. The subtrees ofB0 at a depth log2 p are now

sorted caterpillar treesC1 throughCp (see Figure 2.3).

The following process is illustrated in Figure 2.4: consider the firstp leaves in the sorted or-

der. Thesep leaves can be “pulled” up to the root by contracting only 2p�2 edges (this is because

the caterpillar treesC1 throughCp are sorted). The contraction of these 2p�2 edges make the root

of the tree unresolved, with each of thep leaves now a descendant of the root. To complete the(2p�2)-sECR operation, we have to refine the root, and when we refine the root thep leaves can

be transferred to “above” (see Figure 2.4) the root in sortedorder. The next(2p�2)-sECR move

will transfer the nextp leaves in the sorted order to above the root. In this manner wecan obtain aC

from B0 in n
p (2p�2)-sECR moves. This gives us the following recursive equationfor the number

of moves required to convertB toC. Let S(n) denote the number of(2p�2)-sECR steps required

to convert ann-leaf complete binary tree to the corresponding sorted caterpillar tree. Then,

S(n)� pS(n
p
)+ n

p
:

Solving the recurrence yields usS(n)� n
p logpn.

Converting any tree to a complete binary tree withp-sECR moves.We now show that any tree

can be transformed into a complete binary tree inO( n
p) steps, each step being ap-sECR move.

This will then give us the desired result. Note that these transformations concern only the tree

topology and not the leaf labels.

In a caterpillar we define theterminal leavesto be the two pairs of leaves at each end of

the caterpillar; the remaining leaves are theinternal leaves. The path connecting the two pairs of

terminal leaves is thespineof the caterpillar. We define aq-caterpillar as a caterpillar in which

each internal leaf is replaced by aq-spoke, which is a caterpillar withq�2 internal leaves and one

pair of terminal leaves (see Figure 2.5). The last spoke in the q-caterpillar (one that is adjacent to

the parent of one of the two terminal pairs of leaves) is aq0-spoke for someq0 � q.
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Let T be an unrooted binary tree. It can be shown by induction on thenumber of leaves

that any binary tree with at least four leaves contains at least two pairs of leaves that are siblings.

We fix two such pairs of sibling leaves inT and we call the unique path connecting their parents

x1 andx2 the spine ofT. Note that the spine thus depends on the choice of the siblings. We fix one

of the parents, sayx1, and relative tox1 we define thepotentialφ(T) = 2 �n1+n2, wheren1 is the

number of successiveq-spokes inT starting with the vertex adjacent tox1 on the spine, andn2 is

the number of successive subtrees with at leastq leaves rooted at vertices on the spine following

the initialn1 q-spokes.

Consider the transformation of an arbitrary binary treeT into aq-caterpillar usingp-sECR

moves, whereq = bp=2. The initial potential ofT is non-negative and final potential of the

transformed tree is 2� b(n�4)=q. We now describe a method that transformsT into aq-caterpillar

usingp-sECR moves that increase the potential of the transformed tree in each step by at least one.

Thus this method transformsT into aq-caterpillar inO( n
p) moves.

Our method will apply ap-sECR move by contracting edges starting with the edges in the

subtree rooted at the vertexv on the spine, which is adjacent to the last vertex that is a root of one

of then1 q-spokes already constructed (ifn1 = 0 then this is the vertex adjacent tox1 on the spine).

The resulting contracted subtreeSon p internal edges will havep+3 external edges incident on it,

of which two are on the spine andp+1 are within subtrees rooted at one or more vertices on the

spine. IfScan be refined to form a new successiveq-spoke, then the potential increases by at least

one. Otherwise, at leastq external edges end in subtrees, each of which contain at least two leaves,

which implies thatS can be refined into two subtrees, each containing at leastq leaves. Further,

sinceScould not be refined into aq-spoke, the subtree rooted atv was not of size betweenq and

2q, so one of the two subtrees formed is a new one, resulting in anincrease in potential of at least

one. HenceT can be transformed into aq-caterpillar inO( n
p) p-sECR moves.

By reversing the above strategy theq-caterpillar can be transformed into any binary tree,

including a complete binary tree, in the same number of moves. Hence any binary tree can be
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transformed into a complete binary tree inO( n
p) steps, each step being ap-sECR move. �

2 3 57 1 46 8 9101112 13 1415 16
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Figure 2.3: Converting a complete binary treeB to abc-treeB0
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Figure 2.4: Converting abc-treeB0 to a sorted caterpillar treeC with 6-ECR moves. At every
contraction the bold edges are contracted.

T

Figure 2.5: TreeT is a 4-caterpillar. The leaf-labels are not shown since theyare not relevant in
the transformation of a tree to aq-caterpillar.

The following theorem establishes a lower bound on thep-ECR diameter.
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Theorem 7 ∆(Gp�ECR)� nlog2n�o(nlogn)
8plog2 p+O(p) , for all p> 1.

Proof: Let T be an unrooted binary tree onn labeled leaves, and letT 0 be a tree such that

δp�ECR(T;T0) = 1. It can be established thatδNNI(T;T0)� 2plog2 p+O(p), for p> 1.

Without loss of generality, assume thatjC(T)�C(T0)j= p, and letX be thep-ECR oper-

ation that transformsT to T 0. If the edges corresponding to bipartitions inC(T)�C(T0) form a

connected subtree ofT, sayS, let the corresponding connected subtree inT 0 beS0. ThenSandS0
may be considered to form a tree withp+3 leaves each, andScan be transformed intoS0 using at

most 2plog2 p+O(p) NNI moves, as was shown in [LTZ96].

If the edges corresponding to bipartitions inC(T)�C(T 0) form a forest ofk connected

subtrees, then it can be shown that there exist somek ECR operationsX1 throughXk that act on

disjoint sets of bipartitions such thatX is equivalent to performing thek operationsX1 through

Xk one after the other. LetXi be api-ECR operation. We have∑k
i=1 pi = p. Let T i be the tree

obtained by the application ofXi on T i�1 (thus,T = T0 andT 0 = Tk). Then,δNNI(T i�1;T i) �
2pi log2 pi +O(pi). Hence,δNNI(T;T0) � 2∑k

i=1 pi logpi +O(p). The summation on the right-

hand side is less thanplog2 p for all p> 1 andk> 1, and henceδNNI(T;T0)� 2plog2 p+O(p),
for p> 1.

From the results in [LTZ96, AS01],∆(GNNI) � nlog2 n�o(nlogn)
4 . This, together with the

fact that anyp-ECR move can be emulated by at most 2plog2 p+O(p) NNI moves, gives us the

desired result. �
As observed earlier, sincep-ECR is strictly more general thanp-sECR forp> 1,∆(Gp�sECR)<

∆(Gp�ECR) for p> 1. Forp= 1, a 1-ECR move is also a 1-sECR move. Thus, we have:

Corollary 1 ∆(Gp�ECR) and∆(Gp�sECR) are both inΘ( nlogn
plog p).
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2.2 Efficient Hill-Climbing with 2-ECR

The problem of computing an optimal 2-ECR neighbor under theparsimony criterion arises during

steepest descent hill-climbing heuristic for maximum parsimony, where at each step one chooses

the neighbor with the least parsimony score to be the next candidate tree. In this section we present

a fast algorithm for computing an optimal 2-ECR neighbor under parsimony. The technique used

to obtain the fast algorithm is general and has been used to obtain fast algorithms for the optimal

neighbor problem under the NNI, SPR and TBR moves as well (see[Swo86, Gol96]). We now

define the Optimal 2-ECR Neighbor problem.

Definition 18 Optimal2-ECR Neighbor

Input An unrooted binary tree T on n leaves, each bijectively leaf-labeled by a set S of sequences

of length k over an alphabet of size r.

Output : An unrooted binary tree T0 on n leaves, each bijectively labelled by the same set S, such

that T0 has the minimum MP score among all such trees t for whichδ2�ECR(T; t) = 1.

Henceforth, we will call such a tree anoptimal2-ECR-neighborof T. TheOptimal TBR-neighbor,

Optimal SPR-neighborandOptimal NNI-neighborproblems are defined similarly. Note also that

there can be more than one optimal neighbor, and that in general the objective is to find one optimal

neighbor.

We observe that a brute-force algorithm for the above problem would takeΘ(n3rk) time,

since there areΘ(n2) 2-ECR neighbors for any tree, and computing the parsimony score of each

tree using Fitch’s algorithm 1.3 would takeΘ(nrk) time. We will obtain aΘ(n2rk) time algorithm

for the Optimal 2-ECR neighbor problem which will return allthe optimal neighbors.
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2.2.1 The Three Labels Technique

As was observed in Section 1.6.1, anNNI move can be thought of as a 1-ECR move. So, not

surprisingly, we use a fast algorithm for computing optimalNNI-neighbors in our algorithm for

computing optimal 2-ECR-neighbors. A brute-force optimalNNI neighbors algorithm would run

in Θ(n2rk) time, but our algorithm runs inΘ(nrk) time.

The way we obtain a speed-up over the brute-force techniquesfor each of the problems we

address is by performing a preprocessing step in which we assign three labels to each node in the

tree.

In order to understand why we do this preprocessing step, consider an NNI move across an

edge, say(u;v), in a given treeT. LetW andX be the rooted subtrees belowu, and letY andZ be

the rooted subtrees belowv. The NNI move will, for example, involve swappingW with Y. Let the

resulting tree beT 0. Supposing that we have the parsimony scores and optimal state assignments

for the rooted subtreesW, X, Y andZ, the parsimony score ofT 0 can be computed inΘ(rk) time,

thus: we can subdivide edge(u;v) and rootT 0 at the newly created node, which we shall callx.

This produces a binary tree rooted atx, with subtrees offx rooted atu andv. The parsimony score

of the subtree ofT 0 rooted atu depends just on the parsimony scores and optimal state assignments

of X andY, and can be computed from them inΘ(rk) time, as in Fitch’s algorithm. Similarly,

the parsimony score of the subtree ofT 0 rooted atv can be computed inΘ(rk) time. Finally, the

parsimony score ofT 0 (rooted atx) can be computed inO(rk) time from the parsimony scores and

optimal state assignments of the subtrees rooted atu andv.

The above observations suggest that a preprocessing stage that computes the parsimony

score and the optimal state assignments for every rooted subtree will let us compute the parsimony

score of each NNI neighbor inΘ(rk) time. The scores and the associated labels of a subtree would

be stored at the internal node that is its root. Each internalnode is a root of three such subtrees

(since the tree is binary), and hence three such labels have to be computed for each internal node

(this is illustrated in Figure 2.6). Hence, this preprocessing step is called theThree-Way Labels
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algorithm. The brute-force way of performing this preprocessing step would takeΘ(n2rk) time,

but this stage can be completed inΘ(nrk) time, by using a dynamic programming technique, the

details of which we omit. We have:

Lemma 4 The Three-Way Labels algorithm takes O(nrk) time, where n is the number of leaves in

the tree T , and each leaf is labeled by a sequence of length k over an alphabet of size r.

v v v

a

b c

vv

ba a c b c

tree(v, a, b) tree(v, a, c) tree(v, b, c)

Figure 2.6: Internal nodev and the three subtrees associated with it.

As we saw previously, the preprocessing stage would let us compute the parsimony score

of each NNI-neighbor inΘ(rk) time. Since there are 2n� 6 NNI-neighbors, the optimal NNI

neighbors can be identified inΘ(nrk) time after the preprocessing step. To summarize,

Theorem 8 We can solve the Optimal NNI-Neighbors Problem inΘ(nrk) time.

In the following section, we show how to use the optimal NNI neighbor algorithm to com-

pute the optimal 2-ECR neighbors inO(n2rk) time.

2.2.2 Computing an optimal2-ECR neighbor

We now show how to compute an optimal 2-ECR neighbor of an unrooted binary tree onn labeled

leaves, each labeled by a sequence of lengthk over an alphabet of sizer, in Θ(n2rk) time, thus

spending onlyΘ(rk) time per neighbor.
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A 2-ECR move on such a treeT is specified by(i) the two edgese1;e2 to be contracted, and(ii) the refinement of the resulting contracted tree into an unrooted binary tree that differs fromT.

Our algorithm will handle the following two cases separately.

1. The edgese1 ande2 are not adjacent to each other.

2. The edgese1 ande2 are adjacent to each other.

We now show how to handle case (1). We first prove that in this case any 2-ECR move can

be “simulated” by two successive NNI moves.

Observation 3 Let T� be an unrooted leaf-labelled tree on n leaves that has exactly p unresolved

nodes, each of degree 4. Then, the number of ways to refine T� is exactly3p.

Proof: There are three ways to resolve each of thep unresolved nodes. �
Lemma 5 Let T be an unrooted binary tree on n leaves. The number of trees (not including T)

that can be obtained from T by performing one p-ECR move involving a given set S of p internal

edges, no two of which are adjacent, is exactly3p�1.

Proof: A p-ECR move involving such a setSof p edges first generates a treeT� with exactlyp

unresolved nodes, each of degree four, and then refinesT�. From Observation 3, the number of

ways to refineT� is 3p. However, one of the refinements gives backT, and must be discounted.�
Thus there are exactly eight trees that can be obtained by performing a 2-ECR move on a

treeT involving two given non-adjacent edgese1 ande2. Let us denote byN(e1;e2) the set of

new trees that can be obtained by performing a 2-ECR move involving edgese1 ande2 in T. As

mentioned earlier, any tree that can be obtained by an NNI move just one1, by an NNI move just

one2, or by an NNI move one1 followed by an NNI move one2, will be in N(e1;e2), but the latter
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may contain trees that cannot be obtained by sequentially performing NNI one1 ande2. For any

edgee, let N(e) denote the set of new trees formed by performing NNI one, and letN(e1) �N(e2)
be the set of new trees formed by performing NNI one2 for each tree inN(e1).
Corollary 2 If e1 and e2 do not share a vertex, then N(e1;e2) = N(e1)[N(e2)[N(e1) �N(e2).
Proof: As observed earlier, each ofN(e1); N(e2) andN(e1) �N(e2) is a subset ofN(e1;e2). Also,

these sets are pairwise disjoint. ButjN(e1)j+ jN(e2)j+ jN(e1) �N(e2)j = 2+ 2+ 4 = 8 =jN(e1;e2)j by Lemma 5. �
We now show how we deal with case 1 (non-adjacent edges) and case 2 (adjacent edges).� Case 1.Corollary 2 means that a 2-ECR move involving two separated edgese1 ande2 can

be simulated by two successive NNI moves involving the contraction and refinement ofe1

ande2. To compute the optimal 2-ECR neighbor ofT in this case, we do the following:

1. For each treeT 0 2 NNNI, compute the best NNI-neighbor ofT 0 . This can be accom-

plished inΘ(nrk) time (from Theorem 8).

2. There areΘ(n) trees inNNNI. Hence, the set of optimal 2-ECR neighbors can be

computed inΘ(n2rk) time, when the two edges are contracted and refined one after

another.� Case 2.We observe that there are onlyO(n) pairs of adjacent edges. We can process each

such pair inO(nrk) time using the brute-force method, for a total ofO(n2rk) time. Here

we can again use the three-way labeling technique from Section 2.2.1 to obtain a factor ofn

improvement in running time over the brute-force method as follows.

The contraction of two adjacent edges creates a single unresolved node of degree five. The

number of ways of refining this degree five unresolved node is 5�3= 15. Each of the 15

refinements involves only a rearrangement of the five rooted subtrees that span out of the
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unresolved node around the two new edges that result from therefinement. However we can

compute the optimal labels at the root of all such subtrees inΘ(nrk) time in a preprocess-

ing step as in Section 2.2.1. Hence for each 2-ECR involving two adjacent edges, we can

compute the optimal neighbor inΘ(rk) time. There are onlyΘ(n) pairs of adjacent edges.

Hence, in this case we can compute the best 2-ECR neighbor inΘ(nrk) time.

The overall optimal 2-ECR neighbors will be those with the best score, computed as per

Case 1 (non-adjacent edges) and Case 2 (adjacent edges).

Theorem 9 Let T be an unrooted binary tree on n leaves, each labeled by a sequence of length k

over an alphabet of size r. Then the optimal2-ECR neighbors of T can be computed inΘ(n2rk)
time.

The use of the 3-Way-Labels algorithm, finding optimal 2-ECRneighbors is new, but simi-

lar techniques have been presented before (see [Swo86, Gol94, Gol96]).

2.2.3 Random Sampling from thep-ECR and the p-sECR Neighborhoods

The use of MCMC (Markov Chain Monte Carlo) algorithms in phylogenetic reconstruction is of

increasing interest in the research and user community [HRNB01, HR01, LS99]. In this section,

therefore, we address the problems of generating ap-ECR neighbor and ap-sECR neighbor uni-

formly at random. We assume that the trees are binary, a condition satisfied by all intermediate

trees in any current MCMC, MP or ML heuristic [HR01, Swo96, GG03, BHD+02].

Basic Strategy.Before we begin, we formally define the randomp-ECR neighbor problem:

Definition 19 Random p-ECR Neighbor

Input An unrooted binary tree T on n leaves, each bijectively leaf-labeled by a set S.

Output : An unrooted binary tree T0 on n leaves, each bijectively labelled by the same set S,

chosen uniformly at random fromΓp�ECR(T), the p-ECR neighborhood of T .
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The randomp-sECR neighbor problem is defined in a similar manner.

We approach both the problems in a similar manner, in two phases:� Phase 1.Choose at random the edges to be contracted.� Phase 2.A apply a random move on the chosen edges.

It turns out that Phase 1 is considerably simpler for a randomp-ECR move than for a

randomp-sECR move. Further, Phase 2 for thep-ECR move can be reduced to a series of applica-

tions of p0-sECR Phases 2, for suitable values ofp0. Hence, we first describe our randomp-sECR

neighbor algorithm and then the randomp-ECR neighbor algorithm.

A Random p-sECR Neighbor

As described above, we first choose ap-subtree uniformly at random, and then apply ap-sECR

move at random on the chosen subtree.

4 5 3

1 2 5

1 4 23

T R

v

Figure 2.7: The unrooted treeT has been rooted at the leaf labeled 5 to give the rooted treeR. Tree
R is considered to have four leaves, with the fifth leaf being implicit, as indicated by the dotted line
attaching 5 to the treeR. Nodev is the root of treeR.

Choosing ap-subtree Uniformly at Random. Let T be the input tree onn leaves. We first root

treeT on the highest labeled leaf, as shown in Figure 2.7 to obtain treeR. Note that this does

not change thep-sECR neighborhood, since no internal edges have been deleted or introduced in

obtainingR from T. LetV(R) be the set of all nodes inR, and letRv be the maximal subtree ofR
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rooted at a nodev. Let A[p;v℄ denote the number ofp-subtrees rooted atv. The first phase of our

algorithm proceeds as follows:

1. Root the input treeT to obtain treeR.

2. Choose an internal nodev from R with probability A[p;v℄
∑w2V(R)A[p;w℄.

3. Choose ap-subtree uniformly at random from among allp-subtrees rooted atv, i.e., with

probability 1
A[p;v℄ .

Note that for anyp-subtreeX with rootv, the probability thatX is chosen is A[p;v℄
∑w2V(R)A[p;w℄�

1
A[p;v℄ = 1

∑w2V(R)A[p;w℄ . Thus, the above procedure choosesp-subtrees uniformly at random, provided

steps 2 and 3 are performed correctly.

We adopt the following convention regardingA: we assumeA[0;w℄ = 0 if w is a leaf and 1

otherwise. With this convention, we state and prove a recurrence relation satisfied byA:

Lemma 6 Let A[k;w℄ be the number of k-subtrees rooted at node w of a given rooted tree. Then,

for all k � 0 and w2V(R), A[k;w℄ = B[k;w℄ where,

B[k;w℄ = 0 for any leaf w, for k� 0= 1 for k= 0, for any non-leaf w= B[k�1;wl ℄+B[k�1;wr ℄+ k�1

∑
i=1

B[i�1;wl ℄B[k� i�1;wr ℄ for k> 0, for any non-leaf w.

Here, wl and wr are the left and right children of w respectively.

Proof: Let O be a post-ordering of theV(R), and letZ+ be the set of non-negative integers. Define

a partial order� on P = Z+�V(R) as follows: (k1;w1)� (k2;w2) if and only if w1 is a proper

descendant ofw2 andk1 < k2. The proof is by induction onP partially ordered by�. The base

case consists of pairs(k;w) such thatw is a leaf ork= 0. Our recurrence correctly setsB[k;w℄ = 0
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for k > 0 wherew is a leaf. For the rest of the base case pairs(k;w), our recurrence is correct by

our convention thatA[0;w℄ = 0 if w is a leaf and 1 otherwise. Now assume by way of induction

that for some pair(k;w)2 P such thatk> 0 andw not a leaf,A[x;u℄ = B[x;u℄ for all (x;u)� (k;w).
We will now show thatA[k;w℄ = B[k;w℄. Let wl andwr be the left and right children ofw.� If wl andwr are both leaves,A[k;w℄ = 0, andB[k;w℄ = 0 since we setB[x;u℄ = 0 for all leaves

u irrespective ofx.� If wl is a leaf whilewr is not, thenB[k;w℄ = B[k� 1;wr ℄. Now, if wl is a leaf, then allk-

subtrees rooted atw have all their edges to the right ofw. Each suchk-subtree consists of the

edge(w;wr) together with a(k�1)-subtree rooted atwr . Thus,A[k;w℄ = A[k�1;wr ℄, which

equalsB[k�1;wr ℄ by the induction hypothesis. Note that our convention thatA[0;wr ℄ = 1

ensures thatA[1;w℄ = 1. Thus, we haveA[k;w℄ = B[k;w℄. The argument is similar whenwr

is a leaf whilewl is not.� If neither wl nor wr is a leaf, then, letA[k;x;w℄ be the number ofk-subtrees rooted atw

that havex edges to the left ofw. Then,A[k;w℄ = ∑k
x=0A[k;x;w℄. Note thatA[k;x;w℄ =

A[x�1;wl ℄�A[k�x�1;wr ℄ for 0< x< k. This is because eachk-subtree rooted atw with x

edges to the left is made of a(x�1)-subtree rooted atwl and a(k�x�1)-subtree rooted at

wr along with the two edges(w;wl ) and(w;wr). If x= 0, thenA[k;x;w℄ = A[k�1;wr ℄, since

each suchk-subtree is made of a(k�1)-subtree rooted atwr and the edge(w;wr). Similarly,

A[k;k;w℄ = A[k�1;wl ℄. Thus,A[k;w℄ = A[k�1;wl ℄+A[k�1;wr ℄+∑k�1
i=1 A[i�1;wl ℄A[k�

i�1;wr ℄, which equalsB[k;w℄ by the induction hypothesis. �
The above recurrence suggests an obvious bottom-up algorithm for choosing ap-subtree

uniformly at random from a rooted subtreeR. The algorithm is given in pseudocode below. The

main routine RAND-SUBTREE takesp andR as input and returns ap-subtree ofR chosen uni-
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formly at random. This routine invokes two subroutines: COMPUTE-NUM-SUBTREES com-

putes the valuesB[k;w℄ for 0 � k � and for allw 2 V(R) using the above recurrence relation.

The routine RAND-SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT returns a uniform random p-subtree rooted at a

specified nodev.

COMPUTE-NUM-SUBTREES(p, R= (V(R);E(R))) f
/* Compute the number ofp-subtrees in the rooted treeR */

Compute a post-orderO of the nodes inV(R)
foreach (leaf l )

for (i = 0 to p)

B[i; l ℄ 0

foreach (internal nodew in post-orderO)

/* wl is the left child ofw, andwr the right child */

B[0;w℄ 1

for (i = 1 to p)

B[i;w℄ B[i�1;wl ℄+B[i�1;wr℄+∑i�1
j=1B[ j�1;wl ℄B[i� j�1;wr ℄g

RAND-SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT(p, R= (V(R);E(R)), v) f
/* Choose ap-subtree rooted atv uniformly at random. */

H /0 /*H will hold the edges of the subtree */

if (v is a leaf)

return H

/* Let vl be the left child ofv, and letvr be the right child */

Q[0℄ B[p�1;vr ℄
B[p;v℄

Q[p℄ B[p�1;vl ℄
B[p;v℄

for (i = 1 to p�1)
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Q[i℄ B[i�1;vl ℄B[p�i�1;vr ℄
B[p;v℄

k a random variable from[0; p℄ with distributionQ

/* k will be the number of subtree edges in the left subtree */

if (k = 0)

H H [f(v;vr)g[ RAND-SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT(p�1, R, vr )

if (k = p)

H H [f(v;vl)g[ RAND-SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT(p�1, R, vl )

if (0< k< p)

H H [f(v;vr);(v;vl)g
H H[ RAND-SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT(k�1, R, vr )

H H[ RAND-SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT(p�k�1, R, vr )

return Hg
RAND-SUBTREE(p, R= (V(R);E(R))) f

/* Choose ap-subtree ofR uniformly at random */

B COMPUTE-NUM-SUBTREES(p, R)

sum 0

foreach (internal nodew)

sum sum+B[p;w℄
v an internal node chosen with probabilityB[p;v℄

sum

S RAND-SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT(p, R, v)

return Sg
Lemma 7 After COMPUTE-NUM-SUBTREES terminates, B[k;w℄ holds the number of k-subtrees

rooted at w.
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Proof: COMPUTE-NUM-SUBTREES simply calculatesB[k;w℄ according to the Lemma 6, and

its correctness follows from the correctness of Lemma 6. �
Lemma 8 The routine RAND-SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT(p, R, v) correctly chooses a p-subtree

rooted at v uniformly at random, where p is a positive integer, R is a rooted subtree and v is an

internal node in R.

Proof: Let O be a post-order onV(R). The proof is by induction on the nodes ofV(R) ordered by

O. For the base case, RAND-SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT correctly returns an empty subtree for all

leaves. Now assume that for a nodev, RAND-SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT(k, R, u) correctly returns

a k-subtree rooted atu with probability 1=B[k;u℄ for all k < p and for all proper descendantsu of

v. Let vl andvr be the left and right children ofv respectively. LetH be the subtree returned by the

call to RAND-SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT(p, R, v). Note thatH is always ap-subtree. There are

three cases to consider, based on the number of edgesk of H to the left ofv:� k= 0 with probabilityB[p�1;vr ℄
B[p;v℄ . Thep-subtreeH consists of the edge(v;vr) and the(p�1)-

subtree obtained through a call to RAND-SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT(p�1, R, vr ). Thus, by

the induction hypothesis, the probability with whichH is chosen isB[p�1;vr ℄
B[p;v℄ 1

B[p�1;vr ℄ = 1
B[p;v℄ .� Whenk= p, a similar analysis shows thatH is returned with probability 1

B[p;v℄ .� k equalsi for some 0< i < p with probability B[i�1;vl ℄B[p�i�1;vr ℄
B[p;v℄ . HereH consists of the

edges(v;vl ), (v;vr), and an(i�1)-subtree and a(p� i�1)-subtree chosen through calls to

RAND-SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT. Thus, by the induction hypothesis, the probability that

H is chosen is 1
B[p;v℄ in this case too. �

Theorem 10 The routine RAND-SUBTREE(p, R) correctly chooses a p-subtree of R uniformly at

random, where p is a positive integer and R is a rooted subtree.
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Proof: The proof follows from Lemmas 7 and 8. �
Running Time of RAND-SUBTREE. The subroutine COMPUTE-NUM-SUBTREES takesΘ(np2)
time. The subroutine RAND-SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT takesΘ(p2) time: if T(p) is the time

taken by the subroutine for choosing ap-subtree rooted atv, thenT(p) = T(i�1)+T(p� i�1)+
Θ(p) for somei satisfying 0< i < p, or T(p) = T(p�1)+Θ(p). The recurrence is satisfied by

T(p) 2O(p2). Thus, the total time taken by RAND-SUBTREE isΘ(np2).
The time taken by COMPUTE-NUM-SUBTREES for generating ap-subtree depends on

n, which makes it very expensive in the context of a local move.We note that the dependency on

n comes from the fact thatB is a (2n� 3)� (p+ 1) array: for two nodesu andv and for some

positive integerk, B[k;u℄ could be potentially different fromB[k;v℄: for example, if both children

of u are leaves,B[k;u℄ = 0 for all k > 0, but if neither ofv’s children are leaves, thenB[1;v℄ = 2.

Let vl andvr be the children ofv, and letul andur be the children ofu. Clearly, ifB[i;ul ℄ = B[i;vl ℄
andB[i;ur℄ = B[i;vr ℄ for all 0< l < p, thenB[k;u℄ = B[k;v℄ for all 0� k� p. This condition for

equality can be propagated down the tree through nodesul andvl on the one hand and nodesvl and

vr on the other hand. In general, if the shortest path leading from u to a leaf and the shortest path

leading fromv to a leaf both have at leastk internal edges, thenB[k;u℄ = B[k;v℄. If this condition is

met for all pairs of nodesu andv and for allk� 0, then the arrayB can be parameterized on justp,

and consequently the time to compute it can be brought down toΘ(p2). In reality the condition is

not always met, since it is tantamount to assuming that the tree is infinite, or equivalently that there

are no leaves. However, in practice we can still approximateB well by using this “infinite-tree”

assumption: we approximateB[k;v℄ by C[k℄ whereC[k℄ is given by:

C[0℄ = 1; and

C[k℄ = 2C[k�1℄+ k�1

∑
i=1

C[i�1℄C[k� i�1℄ for k� 0.
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In fact, for all nodesvand for allk� 0,B[k;v℄�C[k℄. With this approximation, COMPUTE-

NUM-SUBTREES runs inΘ(p2) time. Further, it has to be run only once at the start of a sequence

of p-sECR moves, sinceC is independent of the tree structure. However, since the approximation

of B by C is based on the “infinite-tree” assumption, it might happen that in a call to RAND-

SUBTREES-GIVEN-ROOT(k, R, v), k might exceed the number of internal edges belowv. We

can check this by computing the number of internal edges under each node, and return nok-subtree

if k exceeds this number. Computing the number of internal edgestakesO(n) time initially, but

this information can be updated inO(p) time after ap-sECR move.

With this modification, a call to RAND-SUBTREE for choosing ap-subtree runs inO(plogp)
time after aΘ(p2) preprocessing step for COMPUTE-NUM-SUBTREES: in the algorithm RAND-

SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT, the probability distributionQ of the random variablek, the number

edges to be chosen from the left subtree, can be pre-computedin Θ(p) time, and samplingk from

the distributionQ can be performed inΘ(logp) time. If T(p) is the time taken now by RAND-

SUBTREE-GIVEN-ROOT for choosing ap-subtree rooted atv, thenT(p) = T(i� 1)+T(p�
i�1)+Θ(logp) for somei satisfying 0< i < p, or T(p) = T(p�1)+Θ(logp). For anyT(p)
satisfying the recurrence,T(p) 2O(plogp).

Note that while we may now fail to return anyp-subtree, if ap-subtree is returned, it is a

uniform random subtree: each failed attempt can be construed as generating a virtual randomp-

subtree from the non-existent infinite tree, and each generated randomp-subtree, whether virtual

or real is now generated with the same probability1C[p℄N , whereN is the number of internal nodes.

Thus, each realp-subtree has the same probability of being chosen as any other real p-subtree.

In practice, we run the faster version of RAND-SUBTREE untilit succeeds in returning

a p-subtree up to a maximum of np
10logp times. If all the np

10logp attempts fail, we run the more

expensiveΘ(np2) algorithm to generate thep-subtree. Thus, if one of the first np
10logp attempts

succeed, we are at least 10 times as fast as the more expensiveRAND-SUBTREE algorithm.

Applying a p-sECR move Uniformly at Random on a Givenp-Subtree. Our algorithm is
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based on a correspondence between binary trees onf leaves and permutations of integers from 0

through 2f � 3, i.e., a permutation on[0;2 f � 3℄ [DH98]. For every permutation on[0;2 f � 3℄
there corresponds a binary tree onf leaves. The algorithm PERM-TREE, described below in

pseudocode, generates a binary tree from a given permutation. The algorithm is illustrated in

Figure 2.8.

0  2  1  6  5  8  7  93  4

    f = 6
2f − 3 = 9

4  3  0  2  1  6  5  8  7  9

0  2  3  4  1  6  5  8  7  9
8 96 7

6

0 2 1 5 3 4

7
8

9

(a)

(b)

(c)

T

Figure 2.8: Transforming a permutation on[0;2 f �3℄ to a rooted binary tree onf leaves: here,
f = 6. A permutation always has an even number of elements, 2f �2, and successive elements are
grouped into pairs. A permutation is first transformed into acanonicalpermutation, in steps (a)
and (b). Step (a) sorts eachpair of elements in ascending order. In our example, all pairs except(4 3) are already sorted to begin with. Step (b) retains the pairings, but sorts the pairs in ascending
order according to the larger element in each pair, producing the canonical permutation. Step (c)
produces a rooted binary tree from the canonical permutation. In the permutation, elements 0
throughf �1= 5 correspond to leaves, and elementsf = 6 through 2f �3 correspond to ancestral
nodes. The pairs in the permutation correspond to siblings in the tree. The parent of the first pair
of siblings in the permutation is labeledf = 6, the parent of the next pair of siblings isf +1= 7,
and so on. The parent of the last pair of siblings is the root ofthe binary tree. The label of the
parent of each pair in the canonical permutation is shown under the pair. Note the correspondence
between the canonical permutation and the tree: 6 is the parent of leaves 0 and 2, 7 is the parent of
leaves 3 and 4, 8 is the parent of leaf 1 and the ancestral node 6, and 9 is the parent of leaf 5 and
the ancestral node 8.

PERM-TREE(A[0: : :2 f �3℄) f
/* A holds a permutation of 2f �3. */

1 for (i in f0; 2; 4; : : : ;2 f �4g)
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2 if (A[i℄> A[i +1℄) swapA[i℄ andA[i +1℄
3 Re-orderA to getA� such that

4 for all j � 0, A[2 j℄ = A�[2 j�℄ andA[2 j +1℄ = A�[2 j�+1℄ for somej� � 0

5 A�[1℄< A�[3℄< A�[5℄< :: : < A�[2 f �3℄
T /0 /* T will hold the edges of the tree */

for (i = 0 to 2f �2) create nodes with labeli

ilabel f

for (i in f0; 2; 4; : : : ;2 f �4g)
T T [f(ilabel;A�[i℄);(ilabel;A�[i +1℄)g
ilabel ilabel+1

return Tg
Note that lines 1 through 5 of PERM-TREE apply a re-ordering to the input permutation to

produce what we call acanonicalpermutation. In fact 2f�1( f �1)! permutations correspond to

the same canonical permutation. Hence, the number of canonical permutations equals(2 f�2)!
2f�1( f�1)! ,

which equals the number of rooted binary trees onf leaves. This number, usually denoted(2 f �
3)!!, is the the product of all odd numbers from 1 through 2f �3. Further, it can be shown that

there exists a one-one map between canonical permutations on [0;2 f � 3℄ and binary trees onf

leaves [DH98].

Our strategy for applying ap-sECR move is as follows:� First label the leaves of the selectedp-subtree from 0 throughp+1. Note that ap-subtree

hasp+2 leaves.� Generate an integerz uniformly at random in the range[0;(2(p+2)�3)!!)�1℄.� Generate a unique permutationπz corresponding toz, using function GENERATE-PERM
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described below. The function GENERATE-PERM will ensure that permutations for two

different integersz1 andz2 do not have the same canonical permutation.� We then apply PERM-TREE onπz to obtain a newp-subtree which will replace the old

p-subtree.

We now present function GENERATE-PERM:

GENERATE-PERM(z, f ) f
/* z is an integer such that 0� z� (2 f �3)!! �1

for (i = 0 to 2f �3) A[i℄ i

/* A holds the identity permutation */

dividend z

k f

divisor (2k�3)!!
j 0

for (i = 0 to f �2) quotient[i℄ 0

while (dividend> 0) do

quotient[ j℄ �dividend
divisor

�
remainder dividend�quotient[ j℄�divisor

dividend remainder

k k�1

divisor (2k�3)!!
j  j +1

1 for (i = 0 to f �2)
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2 swapA[2i +1℄ andA[2i +1+quotient[i℄℄
3 return Ag
Lemma 9 Let z1 and z2 be two integers in the range[0;(2 f �3)!! �1℄. Let A1 = GENERATE-

PERM(z1, f ) and A2 = GENERATE-PERM(z2, f ). Then, there exists j in the interval[0; f � 2℄
such that A1[2 j℄ = A2[2 j℄ but A1[2 j +1℄ 6= A2[2 j +1℄. Further, the canonical permutations of A1

and A2 are different.

Proof: Let Q1 andQ2 be the twoquotientarrays generated by GENERATE-PERM corresponding

to z1 andz2 respectively. Thenz1 = ∑ f�2
j=0 Q1[ j℄ � (2 f �5�2 j)!! and z2 = ∑ f�2

j=0 Q2[ j℄ � (2 f �5�
2 j)!!. Hence,z1 = z2 if and only if Q1[ j℄ = Q2[ j℄ for all j such that 0� j � n� 2. Now, the

lines marked 1, 2 and 3 permute arrayA that is initialized with the identity permutation based

on thequotientarray. Now, letQ1 andQ2 be two different quotient arrays. LetA1 andA2 be

the permutations corresponding toQ1 and Q2. There exists a minimum indexj � 0 such that

Q1[ j℄ 6= Q2[ j℄. Now consider thefor loop of lines 1, 2 and 3 when the indexi equals j. At this

point, A1[k℄ = A2[k℄ for all 0 � k � 2n� 3. In particularA1[2 j℄ = A2[2 j℄. Now A1[2 j + 1℄ is

swapped withA1[2 j +1+Q1[ j℄℄ andA2[2 j +1℄ is swapped withA2[2 j +1+Q2[ j℄℄. Hence in the

final permutationsA1[2 j +1℄ 6= A2[2 j +1℄. This completes our proof. This also implies that the

canonical permutations of the finalA1 andA2 are different: in the canonical permutation ofA1, the

successor ofA1[2 j℄, which equalsA2[2 j℄, is A1[2 j +1℄. However, in the canonical permutation of

A2, the successor ofA1[2 j℄ is A2[2 j +1℄. �
Thus, each permutation generated by GENERATE-PERM corresponds to a different binary

tree.

Running Time of the Random p-sECR Neighbor Algorithms. Both PERM-TREE and

GENERATE-PERM run inΘ( f ) time. Hence, the time taken to apply a randomp-sECR move on
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a previously selectedp-subtree isΘ(p) time. The total time taken to generate a randomp-sECR

neighbor of an unrooted binary tree onn leaves is, thereforeΘ(p2+p) = Θ(p2) if the faster version

of COMPUTE-NUM-SUBTREES succeeds, and isΘ(np2+ p) = Θ(np2) otherwise.

We now present our randomp-ECR neighbor algorithm.

A Random p-ECR Neighbor

Choosing p edges Uniformly at Random. Let T be the input tree onn leaves. There aren�3

internal edges inT. We repeatedly pick an internal edge uniformly at random with replacement

from the set of all internal edges until we havep distinct internal edges. LetX be the number of

steps before we have chosenp distinct internal edges. Then, the expected value ofX, E(X), equals(n�3)∑p�1
i=0

1
n�3�i . Thus,E(X)� (n�3)p

n�3�p. If p is independent ofn, thenE(X) 2O(p).
Applying a Uniform Random p-ECR Move. Let the p internal edges chosen as above formr

connected subtrees. Letpi be the number of edges in theith connected subtree. We apply ap-

ECR move on thep-chosen edges by applying api-sECR move uniformly at random on theith

connected subtree, for 1� i � r. If mi is the number of ECR neighbors ofT that can be obtained

by applying api-sECR move on theith connected subtree, then the number ofp-ECR neighborsT

that can be obtained by contracting thep chosen internal edges equalsΠr
i=1mi. Since eachpi-ECR

move is independent of others, our procedure ensures that each p-ECR neighbor is chosen with

probability 1
Πr

i=1mi
.

Running Time of the Random p-ECR Neighbor Algorithm. As noted in the the previous sec-

tion, the time taken to apply a randomp-sECR move on a previously selectedp-subtree isΘ(p).
If p is independent ofn, the expected time taken to select a set ofp internal edges uniformly at

random is inO(p). Thus, a randomp-ECR neighbor of an unrooted binary tree onn leaves can be

generated in expectedO(p) time.

We summarize the results in this section in the following theorem:

Theorem 11 Given an unrooted binary tree on n leaves:
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� A random p-sECR move can be generated in O(np2) time. It can be generated inΘ(p2) time

after a Θ(n+ p2) pre-processing step, if the faster version of the procedureCOMPUTE-

NUM-SUBTREES succeeds.� A random p-ECR move can be generated in expectedΘ(p) time.

2.3 Structural Properties of the p-ECR Move

In this section, we define the notion of anirreducible or elementaryp-ECR operation, and de-

scribe a method to construct, for any two given trees, a sequence of elementary or irreducible ECR

operations that transforms one tree to another.

We first introduce some terminology and notation. LetT be an unrooted leaf-labeled tree.

Let X andY be two ECR operations onT. We will sayX equalsY if performingX on T results

in the same tree as the one obtained by performingY on T. For twoECRoperationsX andY, we

will let YÆX be the following sequence of twoECRoperations:X onT, followed byY on the tree

that results from performingX on T.

Definition 20 Reducible p-ECR operation

Let T be an unrooted leaf-labeled tree. Let X be a p-ECR operation on T. X is said to be

reducible if there exists a p1-ECR operation X1 and a p2-ECR operation X2 such that X= X2ÆX1

and p= p1+ p2.

The concepts of reducibility and irreducibility of ECR operations are illustrated in Figure

2.9.

In this section we address theIrreducible Decompositionproblem, which we define as

follows: given two binary treesT andT 0 such thatRF(T;T0) = 2p, (RF denotes the Robinson-

Foulds metric, see Section 1.5) decompose thep-ECR operationX that separatesT andT 0 such

thatX = XkÆXk�1Æ : : :ÆX1, eachXi is an irreduciblepi-ECR operation, and∑k
i=1 pi = p.
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Figure 2.9: Trees T1 and T2 are one irreducible 2-ECR move away, and trees T1 and T3 are one
reducible 2-ECR move away.

2.3.1 Irreducibility and Elementary Bipartite Graphs

We begin with a definition:

Definition 21 Bipartition (or edge) compatibility:

A set of bipartitions B is said to becompatibleif and only if B�C(T) for some tree T .

Lemma 10 (From Buneman [Bun71]) A set of bipartitions is compatible iff any two bipartitions

in the set are pairwise compatible. Furthermore, two bipartitions A= A1 : A2 and B= B1 : B2 are

compatible iff at least one of the four sets A1\B1, A1\B2, A2\B1 and A2\B2 is empty.

Observe that there cannot be more than 2n�3 edges in a phylogenetic tree withn leaves,

since there are no internal nodes of degree two (in general weusen to denote the number of leaves).

This gives us the following:

Corollary 3 The maximum cardinality of any set of compatible bipartitions of a set of n elements

is 2n�3.

We now define a graph, which we call theincompatibilitygraph, defined by two leaf-labeled

trees.
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Definition 22 Incompatibility Graph

Let T and T0 be two unrooted leaf-labeled trees. The incompatibility graph G between T

and T0 is defined as follows: G is a bipartite graph with vertex set U[V, where U=C(T)�C(T 0),
V =C(T 0)�C(T) �, and edge setf(u;v) : u2U; v2V; u and v incompatibleg.

An elementary bipartite graph is one where every edge is in some perfect matching [LP86].

SupposeT andT 0 are two trees such thatδp�ECR(T;T0) = 1; then, we show that thep-ECR move

that separates them is irreducible if and only if the incompatibility graph induced by the two trees

is elementary. We start with the following lemma.

Lemma 11 Let G be the incompatibility graph between two unrooted binary leaf-labeled trees.

Then G has a perfect matching.

Proof: We show that the incompatibility graphG satisfies the following two properties: (1) For

every subsetS of V, jΓ(S)j � jSj, and (2) For every subsetR of U , jΓ(R)j � jRj. Our result will

then follow from Hall’s matching theorem [Hal35]. Letq= jC(T)�C(T0)j= jC(T0)�C(T)j. We

first show that (1) holds. LetSbe a subset ofV. Note then that the set of bipartitionsA = (U �
Γ(S))[S[ (C(T)\C(T 0)) is compatible. Now ifjΓ(S)j< jSj, then the setA contains more than

2n�3 bipartitions that are pairwise compatible, sincej(U�Γ(S))[Sj> q andjC(T)\C(T0)j=
2n�3�q. But this is a contradiction by Corollary 3. Similarly, we can show that (2) holds. �
Theorem 12 Let X be a p-ECR move that transforms an unrooted leaf-labeled binary tree T to

T 0. Let G= (U;V;E) be the incompatibility graph between T and T0. Then, X is irreducible if and

only if G is elementary.

Proof: We show thatX is irreducible if and only if there is no proper subsetS of V such thatjΓ(S)j= jSj. This is equivalent to showing thatG is elementary, since we have already established�Note that the definition here is almost the same as the definition of the incompatibility graph appearing in [PW96],
whereU andV wereC(T) andC(T 0) respectively. Our definition has the effect of removing isolated vertices from the
incompatibility graph.
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thatG always contains a perfect matching. We show thatX is reducible if and only if there is a

proper subsetSof V such thatjΓ(S)j= jSj, which is equivalent to showing thatG is not elementary,

since we have established thatG always contains a perfect matching.

Suppose thatX is reducible and is equivalent toX2ÆX1. Then the set of bipartitionsS that

results from the refinement phase ofX1 satisfies the condition thatjΓ(S)j = jSj. If not there is

at least one bipartition inS that is incompatible with a bipartition inU �Γ(S). But this makes

carrying outX1 onT impossible, and hencejSj= jΓ(S)j.
Conversely, if there is a setS� V that satisfiesjSj = jΓ(S)j, then the contraction of the

bipartitions inΓ(S) and the creation of bipartitions inScan be “scheduled” before the other con-

tractions and refinements inX, and that makesX reducible. �
Using the above characterization, we now show that we can check efficiently if a p-ECR

move is irreducible. This also means that we can compute, forany givenp-ECR move, its irre-

ducible decomposition.

Theorem 13 Let X be a p-ECR move that can be performed on an unrooted binary leaf-labeled

tree on n leaves. Then, in O(n+ p2) time, we can determine if X is reducible, and we can compute

an irreducible decomposition of X.

Proof: Let G= (U;V;E) be the incompatibility graph corresponding to thep-ECR moveX. The

graphG can be constructed inO(n+ p2) time as follows: The setsU andV can be computed in

O(n) time, while calculating theRF distance betweenT andT 0 [Day85]. OnceU andV have been

determined,E can be calculated inO(n+ p2) time, since for each bipartition inU , we can identify

all bipartitions inV incompatible with it inO(p) time.

Once we haveG, we use the method in [LP86], Section 4.3, to decomposeG into maximal

vertex-disjoint components such that the subgraph ofG induced by each component is elementary,

as follows: we compute a perfect matchingM in G (which is guaranteed to exist by Lemma 11)

and then compute an associated directed graph, sayH. The graphH is computed fromG by first
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orienting all the edges uniformly towards eitherU or V, and then identifying the vertices matched

by M.

The directed graphH is strongly connected if and only ifG is elementary. This is due

to the following reason: each edge ofG not in M is in some perfect matching if and only if the

corresponding directed edge inH is in a directed cycle. Hence,G is elementary if and only if every

edge not inM is also in a perfect matching, by definition. Every edge inH is in a cycle if and only

if H is strongly connected. This proves our claim.

If G is not elementary, thenH can be decomposed into strongly connected components,

sayC1 throughCk, with componentCi representing an elementary subgraph ofG induced by the

sets of vertices(Si;Ti), with Si �U andTi �V. Without loss of generality, letC1;C2; : : : ;Ck be the

topologically sorted order of the strongly connected components. Then, this represents an ordering

of the corresponding elementary subgraphs ofG, as follows: if (u;v) 2 E such thatu 2 Si and

v2 Tj , theni � j (assuming without loss of generality that all edges were oriented towardsV while

creatingH from G). Hence, if we let the induced subgraph(Si ;Ti) stand for theith ECR operation

Xi, it is assured thatXi can be performed once operationsX1 throughXi�1 have been performed.

This is because the incompatibilities of the bipartitions created byXi (i.e., those inTi) are with

bipartitions in componentsSj with j < i, and these bipartitions would have been eliminated by the

ECR moves fromX1 throughXi�1. The outcome of the sequence of operationsX1 throughXk is X.

The decomposition ofH into strongly connected components can be computed inO(p2)
time. Hence the corresponding irreducible decomposition of X can be computed inO(p2) time,

after anO(n+ p2) time taken to compute the graphsG andH. �
Commutable p-ECR Moves.A p-ECR operationX is said to be separable if and only if there are

two ECR movesX1 andX2 such thatX = X2ÆX1 = X1ÆX2. The ECR movesX1 andX2 are then

said to be commutable. The following is a necessary and sufficient condition for separability of a

p-ECR operation:
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Lemma 12 Let X be an ECR move executable on an unrooted leaf-labeled binary tree. The in-

compatibility graph induced by X is not connected if and onlyif X is separable. In particular,

the incompatibility graph has k components, for k> 1 if there exist k commutable ECR moves X1

through Xk such that X= X1ÆX2Æ : : :ÆXk.

Proof: Let X transform an unrooted binary treeT to an unrooted binary treeT 0. Let G= (U;V;E)
be the incompatibility graph ofX. Let A equalC(T)\C(T0).

We first show that if theG is not connected, thenX is separable. LetG= (U;V;E) be the

incompatibility graph ofX. Let Gi = (Ui;Vi;Ei) be theith connected component ofG. Let pi bejUij. First, note thatjUij = jVij for all i. If not, assume without loss of generality thatjUij < jVij.
Then, since the graphsGi are not connected,D = A[ (U �Ui)[Vi forms a set of compatible

edges. However,jDj> 2n�3 which contradicts Corollary 3. Thus,pi = jUij= jVi j for all i. Now,

A[ (U �U1)[V1) is a compatible set of bipartitions, since there are no edgesbetweenV1 and

U �U1. This holds in general forWi = A[ (U �[ j
i=1Ui)[ ([ j

i=1Vi), for 0� j � k. Let Ti be the

unrooted binary tree whose set of non-trivial bipartitionsis Wi . Note thatT0 = T andTk = T 0.
Then, there exists api-ECR moveXi that transformsTi�1 into Ti for 1 � i � k. Note that the

incompatibility graph ofXi is Gi . ThusX = X1ÆX2Æ : : :ÆXk. Our ordering of the componentsGi

is arbitrary, and hence the ECR movesXi are mutually commutable. Thus,X is a separable ECR

move.

We now show that ifX is separable,G is not connected.X = X1 ÆX2Æ : : :ÆXk, where the

Xi are mutually commutable ECR moves. LetTj be the tree obtained by applyingX1Æ : : :ÆXj on

treeT. Let Gi be the incompatibility graph ofXi . Note that the graphsGi are mutually disjoint. If

not, assume without loss of generality (due to the commutability of Xi) thatG j andG j+1 are not

disjoint, for somej < k. Assume also that there exists an edge betweenVj andU j+1. However,

this violates the assumption that there exists an intermediate treeTj . For the application ofXj on

Tj�1 is impossible since it would lead to a conflict with the edges in U j+1. Thus, the assumption

thatGi are not mutually disjoint leads to a contradiction. �
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However, there is a necessary and sufficient condition for separability of X that can be

verified without computing the incompatibility graph, as described by the following theorem:

Theorem 14 Let T be an unrooted leaf-labeled tree. Let X be a p-ECR operation on T that would

result in a tree T0. Then, there exist k mutually commutable ECR operations X1, X2, . . . Xk such

that X= XkÆXk�1Æ : : :ÆX1 if and only if the edges corresponding to bipartitions in C(T)�C(T 0)
constitute a forest with k connected trees.

Proof: We show thatX is separable if and only if the edges corresponding to the bipartitions in

C(T)�C(T0) do not form a connected subtree. The desired result would then follow.

We first prove thatX is separable if the edges represented byC(T)�C(T 0) do not form a

connected subtree. Let the edges represented byC(T)�C(T 0) form two disjoint subtreesS1 and

S2 in T. For clarity of presentation, we assume thatS1 andS2 are connected subtrees ofT. This

assumption, however, is not crucial to our argument. Letf be an edge inT such thatS1 andS2

lie on opposite sides off . Contracting all the edges ofS1 would result in an unresolved nodev1.

Let L1 be the set of all leaves that can be reached fromv1 without going throughf . Similarly, let

v2 be the unresolved node that would be created by contracting all the edges ofS2, and letL2 be

the set of all leaves that can be reached fromv2 without going throughf . Note thatL1\L2 = /0.

Now, lete1 be any edge created by refiningv1, and lete2 be any edge created by refiningv2. Let

A1jA2 be the bipartition induced bye1 on the set of all leaves ofT, and letB1jB2 be the bipartition

induced bye2. At least one ofA1 andA2, sayA1, is a subset ofL1. Similarly, at least one ofB1 and

B2, sayB1 is a subset ofL2. Hence,A1\B1 = /0. This proves thate1 ande2 are compatible edges.

Since the choice ofe1 ande2 was arbitrary, this shows that in executingX we could first contract

all edges ofS1 and fully refine the resulting unresolved node, and then contract all the edges ofS2

and fully refine the resulting unresolved node. This, in turn, shows thatX is separable.

We now prove the other direction of our theorem. LetU =C(T)�C(T0) andV =C(T0)�
C(T). We prove the following: letu1;u2 be two bipartitions inU , corresponding to two edgese1
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ande2 adjacent inT. Let v1 andv2 be two bipartitions inV such that,(u1;v1) 2 E, (u2;v2) 2 E,(u1;v2) 62 E, and(u2;v1) 62 E. We show thatu1, u2, v1 andv2 can be reached from one another in

G. This would imply that if the edges inU form a single subtree inT, thenG is connected.

We now prove the above claim. Letu1 be the bipartitionP : P0 and letu2 beP[Y : P0�Y,

for someY� P0 (this entails no loss of generality sinceu1 andu2 are compatible). Similarly, letv1

andv2 beQ : Q0 andQ[Z : Q0�Z respectively, for someZ�Q0. Sinceu1 andv2 are incompatible,

we haveP\ (Q0�Z) = /0 (it can be verified that the other three pairwise intersection cannot be

empty) from Lemma 10. Similarly, we haveQ\ (P0�Y) = /0.

Now, since the treeT is binary, and the edgese1 ande2 are adjacent, we have thatY : Y0
(whereY0 is the complement ofY) is a bipartition inT, and the corresponding edge is adjacent

to bothe1 ande2. We show thatY : Y0 is incompatible with bothv1 andv2, thus showing that

u1; u2; v1; v2 are reachable from each other.

Now, Q\ (P0�Y) = /0 andQ\P0 6= /0 implies thatQ\P0 � Y. Now, we show thatY 6�
Q\P0. Suppose, to the contrary, thatY �Q\P0. Then,Y � Q. This, combined with the fact that(Q0�Z) � P, means that(Q0�Z) � (P0�Y). However, this contradicts(Q0�Z)\ (P[Y) 6= /0,

and henceY 6�Q\P0. Thus, we have(Q\P0)�Y. We now show thatY : Y0 is incompatible with

bothv1 andv2, thus completing our proof.

1. Y\Q 6= /0, since as we already saw,Q\P0 �Y. Also,Y 6�Q. Hence,Y\Q0 6= /0. Moreover,

Q 6� Y (sinceQ 6� P0), and henceQ\Y0 6= /0. Similarly, Q0 \Y0 6= /0. Thus, we have that

Y : Y0 is incompatible withv1.

2. Y\ (Q[Z) 6= /0, sinceY\Q 6= /0. Now, since(Q0�Z)\P= /0 and(Q0�Z)\ (P[Y) 6= /0,

we haveY\ (Q0�Z) 6= /0. This means thatY0\ (Q[Z) 6= /0 andY0\ (Q0�Z) 6= /0 as well.

Thus, we have thatY : Y0 is incompatible withv2.

This completes our proof. �
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Existence of Irreducible p-ECR Moves We establish that an irreduciblep-ECR move can be

constructed for every set ofp connected edges in any tree through explicit construction:

Theorem 15 Let T be any unrooted binary tree with p internal edges, for some p� 1. Then

there is a tree T0 with RF(T;T0) = 2p such that the incompatibility graph between T and T0 is

elementary.

Proof: The proof relies on constructing two treesT andT 0 such that the incompatibility graph

between them contains a Hamiltonian cycle, and hence is elementary.

Consider any cyclic tour through all the leaves of ofT that visits each internal edge ex-

actly twice. There exists at least one such tour: root the tree at any leaf and perform an in-order

traversal of the rooted tree. Let the leaves ofT be x1 throughxn, numbered based on their order

of appearance in some such cyclic traversal that visits eachinternal edge exactly twice. Note that

n� 4, sincep� 4. Lete1; e2; : : : ; er be the internal edges ofT, named in the order in which they

are visited for the first time in the above cyclic traversal ofthe leaves (r = n�3, but that is not of

consequence in our proof).

For convenience, we will use the following notation:[xi ;x j ℄ will denote the set of consecu-

tively labeled leaves fromxi throughx j , if i � j. If i > j, then[xi;x j ℄ = [xi ;xn℄[ [x1;x j ℄.
Our circular numbering of the leaves leads to the following observation: ifπ j = J1jJ2 is the

bipartition induced by the internal edgeej , then there exist integersk, l such that 1� k< l < n and

J1 = [xk;xl ℄ andJ2 = [xl+1;xk�1℄ or [xl+1;xn℄ (the latter case will hold whenk= 1).

We construct a treeT 0 from T by permutingT ’s leaf labels as follows: each leafxi is

relabeledxi�1, and the leafx1 is relabeledxn. Thus,T 0 is on the same set of leaves asT.

We claim thatT andT 0 are separated by one irreduciblep-ECR move. Our strategy is as

follows: we first show thatRF(T;T0) = p, and exhibit two perfect matchings in the incompatibility

graph betweenT andT 0. The existence of two such perfect matchings is sufficient toshow that the

incompatibility graph has a Hamiltonian cycle and is thus elementary.
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Let G= (U;V;E) be the incompatibility graph whereU = C(T)�C(T0) andV = C(T)�
C(T0). Then,� We have thatRF(T;T0) = p, and thatG contains a perfect matching. Consider an internal

edgeej in T. Let π j = J1jJ2 be the bipartition induced byej . Then, as observed above,

J1 = [xk;xl ℄ andJ2 = [xl+1;xk�1℄ for some 1� k < l < n. For clarity of presentation, we

assume thatk> 2. Because we just permuted the leaves ofT to constructT 0, there exists an

internal edgee0j in T 0 that corresponds toej . The correspondence is as follows:e0j induces a

bipartitionπ0
j = J01jJ02, such thatJ01 = [xk�1;xl�1℄ andJ02 = [xl ;xk�2℄. Then,π j is incompatible

with π0
j . To see this, observe thatxk 2 J1\J01, xk�1 2 J2\J01, xl 2 J1\J02, andxl+1 2 J2\J02.

Thus,π j cannot be induced by any internal edge ofT 0. Sinceej was arbitrarily chosen,T 0
has no internal edges that induce any bipartition induced byan internal edge ofT. Similarly,

no internal edge ofT induces any bipartition induced by an internal edge ofT 0. Thus,

RF(T;T0) = p, and we have exhibited a perfect matching inG.� Now consider the above edgeej in T, and the edgee0j+1 in T 0. Let B1jB2 be the bipartition

induced bye0j+1. Then, due to our circular numbering of the leaves,B1 = [xk�1;xl�1℄[[xm;xk�2℄ and B2 = [xl ;xm�1℄ for somem such thatm� l + 2. Now, ej is incompatible

with e0j+1, for the following reason:xk 2 J1\B1, xl+1 2 J2\B2, xl 2 J1\B2, andxk�1 2
J2\B1. The above argument holds whenj < r, but the argument forj = r, to show thater is

incompatible withe01, is the same except for differences in leaf-label indices. Thus, we have

demonstrated another perfect matching inG.

The following is a Hamiltonian cycle inG: e01;e1;e02;e2; : : : ;er�1;e0r ;er ;e01. The presence

of a Hamiltonian cycle inG implies thatG is elementary, since the cycle by itself is a minimally

elementary bipartite subgraph ofG. This completes our proof. �
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Chapter 3

Factors Affecting Maximum Likelihood

Heuristic Searches

3.1 Introduction

Maximum likelihood is an NP-hard problem [CT05b], and is also one of the most important meth-

ods of phylogenetic reconstruction. Maximum likelihood isincreasingly being preferred over even

maximum parsimony as a phylogenetic reconstruction method. While both MP and ML are NP-

hard problems as was observed in Chapter 1, it is “easier” to obtain a good MP solution in a

reasonable amount of time. This is because unlike MP, ML is not a purely combinatorial opti-

mization problem, and involves the optimization of many real-valued parameters of the model of

evolution and the real-valued branch lengths of a tree. The MP score of a tree can be computed in

time linear in the number of taxa and the length of the sequences using Fitch’s algorithm, described

in Chapter 1. But even computing the ML score of a tree can takemany hours, as we will see later

in this chapter. Even then, there is no guarantee that the obtained score is really the maximum.

Software for obtaining good MP solutions for datasets with thousands of taxa in the matter

of days have been available for a few years now [RMWW04, Gol99]. But good software for ML
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heuristic optimization have not been available until very recently. In fact, Moret et al. find in

[MW03] that MrBayes, a software intended not for ML optimization but for Bayesian analysis,

was the best ML heuristic. Similarly, the study in [BHD+02] finds that a parsimony heuristic, the

ratchet([Nix99]) is a good ML heuristic, better than even the ML heuristics studied in the same

paper.

Recently, however, three new ML heuristic software have been developed: PHYML [GG03],

RAxML [SOL05] and GARLI [Zwi06]. In this chapter, we experimentally evaluate the relative

performances of these ML-specific software, along with thatof the ML heuristic implemented in

the “traditional” software PAUP [Swo96]. We also study the Bayesian analysis software, MrBayes,

and the ratchet heuristic treated as ML heuristics.

The Objectives of our Experiments.Our experiments are designed to answer the questions listed

below. In our experiments we allow each software a maximum of24 hours of optimization.� Which of the various ML heuristics obtain trees with the highest (best) maximum likelihood

scores after 24 hours of optimization?� Which of the various ML heuristics, PAUP, PHYML, RAxML, MrBayes and GARLI, re-

covers the most topological accurate trees after 24 hours ofoptimization? Also, how do the

three new software compare against PAUP?� All local-search heuristics require astarting tree, the starting point of a heuristic’s search of

the tree space. Do starting trees have an impact on the final outcome of the search, or are

ML heuristics indifferent to the starting point?� As observed earlier calculating the ML score of a fixed tree isa hard problem in itself. Which

ML software calculates the ML score of a fixed tree topology the best?

Our rationale for allowing a maximum of only 24 hours of optimization is as follows:

PHYML, RAxML and GARLI complete their heuristic optimization in less than 24 hours on all
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our datasets, real and simulated. The actual running time ofPHYML and GARLI can be seen

in Table 3.9, and all PHYML optimizations reach completion in times comparable to those of

RAxML and GARLI. Further, we ran PAUP for 60 days on two of our three real datasets to see if

a longer analysis affects our conclusions about the relative performance of methods significantly.

A similar optimization on the third real dataset could not becompleted in time for this disserta-

tion. We find that while PAUP finds a tree with a numerically higher ML score if run for 60 days,

the improvements in ML scores are not statistically significant. These results are presented and

discussed in greater detail in Section 3.3. Moreover, MrBayes was included in our study since an

earlier study from 2003 had found it to be the best ML heuristic [MW03], and our results from

24-hour optimizations are sufficient to show that that conclusion no longer holds.

Our results show that the new ML heuristics PHYML, RAxML and GARLI vastly outper-

form the PAUP ML heuristic, and the parsimony ratchet used asan ML heuristic. The Bayesian

analysis software, MrBayes, often outperforms PHYML, but not RAxML or GARLI on real

datasets. Our results also show that PAUP is the best heuristic for estimating the optimal model

parameters and branch lengths for, and computing the ML score of, a given tree topology.

While our experiments were designed primarily with the previously listed objectives in

mind, two other interesting observations emerged from our experiments:� Our results suggest that the difference in performance between PAUP and the newer ML

heuristics stems mainly from the ability of the new methods to quickly obtain crude approx-

imations of the ML scores of the intermediate trees. We discuss this in Section 3.5.� While the new methods obtain final trees with higher ML scores, for the most part the differ-

ences in ML scores are not statistically significant. Moreover, there was up to 25% topolog-

ical difference between tree topologies that were statistically indistinguishable. This raises

questions about the significance of the improvements achieved by the new ML heuristics,

and the use of ML as a phylogenetic estimation criterion. We briefly discuss this issue in
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Section 3.3, and leave a thorough investigation for future research.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows: Section 3.2describes the experimental

methodology and the datasets used. Section 3.3 presents theresults of our experiments on real

datasets, and Section 3.4 presents the results of our experiments on simulated datasets. In Section

3.5 we discuss mechanisms used by various heuristics for computing optimal branch lengths of

intermediate trees, and provide some evidence that more time spent optimizing the branch lengths

of intermediate trees during a search may be counterproductive from the point of view of obtaining

final trees with high ML scores. Section 3.6 concludes this chapter with a summary of our results

and observations.

3.2 Experimental Methodology

In this section, we describe the datasets used in our experiments, and our experimental method-

ology. Our experiments have the following general outline.Each stage in the outline will be

elaborated upon later in this section.

Outline of our Experiments.� Starting Trees. For each dataset we obtain up to three different starting trees.� Scoring the Starting Trees.Each starting tree is then scored, i.e., has its ML score calcu-

lated, with PAUP. This results in the “optimal” branch lengths for the tree topology and the

“optimal” model parameters being calculated.� Topology and Branch Length Optimization. Each software is then provided each of the

starting trees, and is allowed a maximum of 24 hours for optimizing the tree topology and

branch lengths, while keeping as many model parameters as possible fixed at the values

computed previously by PAUP. The reason for this is as follows: while ML is a probabilistic

model-based optimization method, the true interest lies only in the tree topologies that any
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ML method produces. Hence, our intention is to evaluate the heuristics with respect to their

ability to effectively search the tree space.� Evaluation of the Final Trees. The final trees for the real datasets are evaluated on the

basis of their ML scores. However, we do not just numericallycompare their ML scores,

instead, we assess the statistical significance of the differences in ML scores by applying the

Shimodaira-Hasegawa test [SH99]. The final trees resultingfrom the simulated datasets are

evaluated on the basis of their differences in ML scores as well as their topological accuracy.

For the simulated datasets, the topological accuracy of thefinal trees can be computed since

the true tree, the model tree, is known.

We perform two sets of experiments: first, we perform all the experiments described above

with real biological datasets. Our second set of experiments attempt to validate the major conclu-

sions of our results from the first experiments using simulated datasets.

3.2.1 Datasets

We now describe the datasets used in our experiments. We usedboth real biological datasets, and

simulated datasets derived from the biological datasets. We first list our real biological datasets,

and then describe how we generate our simulated datasets.

Real Datasets.We used the following real datasets:� A set of 228 aligned DNA sequences of a group of Angiosperm plants, each of length 4811.

This dataset was first analyzed in [SSN+97], and later in [BHD+02]. We call this theAngio

dataset.� A set of 162 aligned nuclear ribosomal DNA sequences from thegenus Helianthus (Sun-

flower), each of length 1296 [TSL06]. We call this theHelia dataset.
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� A set of 57 aligned nuclear ribosomal DNA sequences from the genus Helianthus, each of

length 238. We call this theETSdataset, since the sequence is from theexternal transcribed

spacerregion of nuclear ribosomal DNA. This dataset and the Helia dataset were both se-

quenced and aligned by Ruth Timme [TSL06].� A set of 96 aligned chloroplast DNA sequences from the Linaceae (flax) family of plants,

each of length 429. We call this theLinumdataset.� A set of 25 aligned chloroplast DNA sequences from the Linaceae family of plants, each of

length 481. We call this theLina dataset. This dataset and the above Linum dataset were

sequenced and aligned by Joshua McDill [MRKS06].� A set of 682 aligned small subunit rRNA sequences, consisting of 678 species ofNematodes

(species of microscopic multicellular worms) and 4 outgroups, each of length 1808. This

dataset has been assembled as part of theNematode Tree of Lifeproject [NEM]. This dataset

will be called theNematodesdataset.� A set of 500 alignedrbcL DNA sequences each of length 1398, also known as therbcL500

dataset. This dataset was first published in [CSO+93]. This dataset will be called the rbcL

dataset.

Simulated Datasets. We generated simulated datasets corresponding to the threelargest real

datasets, Angio, Nematodes and rbcL, in the following manner: first, we performed extensive

ML optimizations on the three real datasets with our variousML heuristics. We thus obtained

trees with high ML scores, along with the “optimal” model parameters and branch lengths, for

each of three real datasets. We then used the trees which thenhad the highest ML scores as model

trees for our simulations. Corresponding to each real dataset, we simulated 10 datasets according

to the GTR+G+I model using the programSeq-Gen[RG97] on the model tree. A more detailed

description of how our model trees were obtained follows:
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� For the Angio dataset, we used a tree that was provided to us byDerrick Zwickl, which at

the time had the highest known ML score for the Angio dataset.The branch lengths and

model parameters were also supplied along with the tree. This tree was obtained by running

GARLI from a random starting tree.� For the Nematodes dataset, we used the tree obtained by running RAxML on a ratchet start-

ing tree. The parameters and branch lengths on this tree wereestimated by PAUP. Later in

this section, we explain how we obtain our starting trees, including the ratchet trees.� For the rbcL dataset, we used the final tree from a RAxML analysis starting from a ratchet

tree. The model parameters and branch lengths were estimated on the tree by PAUP.

All the model trees had the highest-known ML score for their datasets at the time the sim-

ulations were performed. We subsequently obtained trees with higher ML scores than the model

trees, but the crucial point is that the model trees are stillvery good ML trees, and are thus likely

to be realistic.

Software. We used the following versions of each software. Each version was the latest version at

the times the experiments were conducted.� PAUP version 4, beta 10.� RAxML version V.� PHYML version 2.4.3� MrBayes version 3.0, beta 4.� GARLI version 0.93

Starting Trees. We used two starting trees for each dataset: a neighbor-joining tree, and an MP-

ratchet tree. We now describe in detail how we obtain each of these starting trees.
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� The Neighbor Joining (NJ) tree. The NJ starting tree for each dataset was obtained using

PAUP, with the following command:dset distance=gtr rates=gamma basefreq=empirical;

nj brlens=no breakties=random tieseed= int(10000*rand()); The command means that the

distance matrix used was aGTR distance model, the substitution rates were assumed to

be from a gamma distribution, and the empirical estimates are to be used for initial base

frequency estimates.� The MP Ratchet tree. The MP ratchet tree (henceforth simply called the ratchet tree) for

each dataset was the obtained by running the “standard” ratchet heuristic (see [Nix99]),

implemented in PAUP by Tiffani Williams, for approximatelyone hour (hence, the number

of iterations run was different for each dataset). The standard ratchet heuristic, briefly, is

as follows: In the zero-th iteration an initial tree is obtained by performing a TBR search

with the input dataset until one local optimum tree is reached. Each subsequent iteration

is structured thus: starting from the tree saved from the previous iteration, a hill-climbing

search is performed on a modified dataset where a random 25% ofthe sites are assigned

double the weight of the rest of the sites, and from the resulting local optimum tree a hill-

climbing search is performed with the original dataset. Theresulting tree is the saved tree for

the current iteration. The above procedure is carried out for a specified number of iterations.

Apart from the NJ and ratchet starting trees, we also explored the use of random starting

trees. However, as the discussion in Section 3.2.3 shows, the performances with random starting

trees are never better, and sometimes significantly worse, than the performances with the other two

starting trees. Hence, we use only NJ and ratchet starting trees in our experiments.

Scoring the Starting Trees.The starting trees were scored with PAUP under the GTR+G+I model.

The choice of PAUP to score the starting trees (and later, final trees) will be explained in Section

3.2.2. The model, GTR+G+I, was chosen taking into consideration the size of the datasets. This is

the most general time-reversible model, and is the preferred model among systematists for datasets
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with hundreds of taxa [Zwi06]. The following parameters areestimated when a tree is scored under

the GTR+G+I model.� the branch lengths,� the six site-substitution rate parameters (one for each pair of bases),� the equilibrium frequencies of the bases,� the proportion of invariant sites, and� the shape parameter of the gamma distribution.

The number of rate categories in the discrete approximationof the gamma distribution was set to

the default value of 4 while scoring the trees.

Tree Topology and Branch Length Optimization. During this phase, each dataset is subjected to

heuristic optimization with the various heuristics under consideration, with each starting tree. For

the real datasets, all the six heuristics, PAUP, PHYML, RAxML, GARLI, MrBayes and Ratchet,

were run. We found that the ratchet heuristic’s performancewas poor (see Section 3.3 for a dis-

cussion), and hence eliminated it from consideration for the simulations.

During the search, as far as possible, the model parameters were kept fixed at the values.

However, not all the software allow fixing all the model parameters: RAxML does not support

fixing any parameter, and PHYML does not support fixing the base frequencies.

Though it appears that the experimental settings favor RAxML by allowing it it to optimize

all parameters while keeping model parameters fixed in othersoftware, such differences in the

settings do not matter:� For PAUP, our way of running it, estimating the model parameters first on a fixed starting

tree and keeping the estimated model parameters fixed while optimizing tree topology and

branch lengths, is the best way of running it [SAJS05]. In general, the authors of [SAJS05]
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advocate a successive approximations approach where the tree resulting from one iteration

of tree-topology optimization is scored and then used as theinitial tree for the next iteration.

However, in 24 hours on large datasets it is not possible to complete even one iteration of

hill-climbing optimization in PAUP. Hence for large datasets with a 24-hour time limit, the

successive approximation scheme boils down to our approach.� Allowing PHYML to estimate model parameters simultaneously while estimating tree topol-

ogy and branch lengths does not seem to improve the ML score ofthe best final tree, as Table

3.6 that appears in Section 3.3 shows.

To recapitulate, the following are the differences in the way model parameters were handled

during topology and branch-length optimization in each software.� PAUP. All model parameters were fixed.� MrBayes. All model parameters were fixed.� PHYML. All model parameters except the equilibrium base frequencies were fixed.� RAxML. The standard distribution does not allow fixing any model parameters. Hence,

RAxML was run in a default manner.� GARLI. All model parameters were fixed.

Each software was allowed a maximum of 24 hours for optimization. It has been suggested

that GARLI be run five times for each initial settings [Zwi06], since it is a randomized algorithm.

Hence, the reported data from GARLI analyses are averaged over five runs. All the other software

were run once for each dataset with each starting tree.

Two versions of PAUP were run: one with the number of rate categories in the discrete

approximation of the gamma distribution set to a default 4, and one with the number of rate cate-

gories set to 10. This was done for the following reason: with10 rate categories, PAUP obtains a
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more accurate estimate of the ML score of a tree. PAUP exhaustively calculates the ML scores of

intermediate trees, and hence, with 10 rate categories, PAUP would spend more time scoring each

intermediate tree. Running PAUP twice, with the number of rate categories set to 10 and 4, would

enable us to explore the trade off between accuracy of the ML scores of the intermediate trees and

the time spent obtaining these scores.

The ratchet heuristic was run as follows: we first calculated, for each dataset, the number

of ratchet iterations that correspond to 24 hours. This was done by extrapolating the time taken

by ratchet for a small number of iterations. Then, for each dataset, the ratchet was run for the

calculated number of iterations, and the tree output at the end of the last iteration was taken to be

the ratchet final tree.

The Final Trees.The heuristics GARLI, RAxML, PHYML and the ratchet report back one “best”

final tree. The software PAUP does not complete its hill-climbing search in 24 hours, but was run

so that it writes out the best current tree at the end of the 24-hour period. MrBayes outputs not

one final tree, but the posterior probability distribution on a set of trees. A tree with the highest

posterior probability was taken to be the MrBayes final tree.The maximum likelihood scores of

all final trees were computed with PAUP, with the number of rate categories set to 10. This was

necessitated because we ran PAUP with both 4 and 10 rate categories during the topology and

branch-length optimization phase. All final trees are stillscored in an uniform manner, and hence

the ML scores of the final trees remain comparable. We do not measure the topological accuracy

of the final trees obtained for the real datasets, as the true tree for these datasets cannot be known.

However, for each dataset, we do assess the statistical significance of the differences in ML scores

among the pool of trees consisting of the initial trees and the final trees. We use the Shimodaira-

Hasegawa statistical test, implemented in PAUP [SH99]. We present the results of the statistical

test, along with an explanation of the test, in Section 3.3. For the simulated datasets, the model

tree is the true tree, and we compute the topological accuracy of the final trees by computing the

RF distance to the model trees.
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3.2.2 Calculating the ML Score of a Fixed Tree Topology

There are two measures of the quality of the result of an ML heuristic search: the maximum like-

lihood score of the final tree, and the topological accuracy of the final tree. However, as observed

earlier, calculating the maximum likelihood score of a treeinvolves not a clear-cut combinato-

rial optimization, but an iterative numerical optimization. Moreover, when the GTR+G+I model

is assumed, discrete approximations of the continuous gamma distribution have to be employed.

The likelihood score of a tree computed by different software even for a fixed topology, branch

lengths and model parameters can be different, depending onhow the gamma distribution is ap-

proximated. For example, for a fixed tree topology, branch lengths and model parameters for the

Angio dataset, PAUP computed a likelihood score ofe�121209:68226, whereas PHYML computed a

likelihood score ofe�120925:58250. The tree topology, branch lengths and model parameters were

obtained by performing a PHYML heuristic ML optimization with an NJ starting tree. The above

instance makes it clear that if the the results from different software are to be comparable, it is

necessary to score all the final trees with the same software.

To this end, we first compared PAUP and PHYML on their ability to optimize the ML score

of a given tree for five of our smallest real biological datasets: Angio, Lina, Linum, Helia and ETS.

We did not include the other three software in this comparison for the following reasons: MrBayes

is not an ML heuristic, but a Bayesian analysis software, andhence it cannot calculate the ML score

of a given tree. The GARLI manual itself recommends that the final trees be scored using PAUP

[Zwi06]. The version of RAxML used in our study was RAxML-V, which was the latest version at

the time of the study [SOL05]. RAxML-V computes the ML scoresof trees, and indeed performs

the entire heuristic search, under a different model of variation of rates of evolution across different

sites [Sta06]. The author of RAxML-V, Alexandros Stamatakis, strongly recommends that trees

not be compared based on ML scores computed by RAxML-V [Sta06]. Thus, we compared only

PHYML and PAUP.

For each dataset, we first computed an MP ratchet tree [Nix99]. The ratchet heuristic was
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run for 200 iterations. The resulting tree was then scored using PHYML and PAUP, under the

model of evolution suggested by the program ModelTest [PC98]. ModelTest suggested GTR+G+I

model for the Angio dataset, and GTR+G for all the other datasets except the ETS dataset, for

which the suggested model was HKY85+G. See Chapter 1 for a brief discussion of probabilistic

models of evolution. Table 3.1 shows the results of our comparison. Note that the likelihood scores

are typically very small fractions, and hence it is conventional to report the natural logarithm of

the likelihood score, denotedlnL, or its negative-lnL.

PAUP -lnL PHYML -lnL

Angio 121176.45774 121450.384

ETS 916.38580 916.392035

Helia 12604.79916 12608.83973

Lina 1553.67286 1553.83973

Linum 2154.94922 2155.25683

Table 3.1:Calculation of the -lnL score of a fixed tree: PAUP vs. PHYML

As can be seen from the table, PAUP obtains a lower-lnL score, and hence a higher ML

score in every case. Hence, we conclude that PAUP optimization is the best way to calculate the

ML score of a fixed tree topology. We calculate the ML scores ofthe starting trees and the final

trees in the rest of our experiments using PAUP.

3.2.3 The Use of Random Starting Trees

A random tree refers to a tree chosen uniformly at random fromamong all possible tree topologies.

We did not use them in our experiments, for the following reasons:� Earlier experiments with the smaller datasets, Lina, Linumand ETS indicated that the final

trees obtained with a random tree were far worse than trees obtained with the NJ and ratchet
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starting trees for PAUP and PHYML, and are never better than other final trees for RAxML.

This is illustrated in Figure 3.1.� Derrick Zwickl, the author of GARLI suggested that sometimes GARLI does better with a

random starting tree than with a ratchet starting tree (personal communication). However, for

the three largest real datasets, GARLI’s performance with arandom starting tree is relatively

inferior to its performance with the other two starting trees, as seen from Figure 3.2. Only

for the Angio dataset is the final tree with the highest ML score obtained with a random

starting tree. The random starting trees were not generatedand scored by PAUP, but GARLI

itself. For each dataset and for each starting tree, GARLI was run independently five times,

as recommended by Derrick Zwickl [Zwi06], and the ML scores reported are averaged over

the five runs.� We did not use random starting trees with MrBayes for the following reason: recall that

we score all our starting trees with PAUP, estimating the model parameters that are to be

kept fixed during topology and branch-length optimization.Calculating the ML score of

random starting trees proved to be a daunting task for the twolargest datasets, Nematodes

and rbcL. A random tree on these datasets could not be scored even after days of analysis

using PAUP. Since the tree-topology and branch-length optimization itself is limited to 24

hours, the results obtained with a starting tree that has been scored after many days with

PAUP would not be very meaningful. Alternatively, the random starting trees could have

been generated and have had their ML scores calculated with GARLI, but this is not how

MrBayes is run in practice.
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Figure 3.1: ML scores of the final trees for the Lina, Linum andETS datasets: the performances

of PAUP and PHYML are much worse with a random starting tree than with the other two starting

trees, and the performance of RAxML with a random starting tree is never better than its perfor-

mance with the other two starting trees.
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Figure 3.2: GARLI’s average performance with random starting trees is poor. But in one instance,

for the Angio dataset, a final tree obtained with a random starting tree achieves the best -lnL score

of 120543.71465 among all the final trees: the next best scoreis 120549.67754, achieved with a

ratchet or an NJ starting tree. However, for the Nematodes and rbcL datasets, performance with

random starting trees is inferior to performances with the NJ starting trees.

3.3 Experimental Results on Real Datasets

The two main objectives of our experiments, as detailed at the beginning of this chapter, were to

determine the relative performance of the ML heuristics andthe impact of starting trees on the

outcome of the heuristic searches. In this section on real datasets, the measure of the quality of

search heuristics and the starting trees will be the ML scoreof the final trees they produce. The true
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evolutionary tree cannot be known for real datasets, and hence it is not meaningful to talk about

the topological accuracy of the final trees. Topological accuracy of the final trees will be discussed

when we present our results on simulated datasets, in Section 3.4.

Relative Performance of ML-specific Heuristics.Among the software intended as ML heuris-

tics, PHYML, RAxML and GARLI are the three best methods. Among PHYML, RAxML and

GARLI, RAxML and GARLI are better than PHYML. The performance of the traditional heuris-

tic, PAUP, while comparable to that of PHYML, is not comparable to those of RAxML and GARLI.

This assessment is supported by Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5.
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Figure 3.3: The plot shows the -lnL scores of the final trees from PAUP, PHYML, MrBayes,

RaxML and GARLI optimizations for the Angio dataset. The figures for GARLI are the averages

from five independent runs.
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Figure 3.4: The first plot shows the -lnL scores of the final trees from PAUP, PHYML, RAxML,

MrBayes and GARLI optimizations for the Nematodes dataset.The second plot presents the same

data, but excludes results from PAUP for better visualization. The figures for GARLI are the

averages from five independent runs.
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Figure 3.5: The plot shows the -lnL scores of the final trees from PAUP, PHYML, MrBayes,

RaxML and GARLI optimizations for the rbcL dataset. The figures for GARLI are the averages

from five independent runs.

The Impact of the Starting Trees. The data presented show that starting trees do have an impact

on the outcome of the search, but the relationship between the quality of the starting trees and the

quality of the final trees is not always straightforward.� The ML scores of the starting trees improve in this order: random, NJ, ratchet. This is seen

from Tables 3.2, 3.3 and 3.4.� PAUP and PHYML benefit from being provided good starting points. For PAUP and PHYML,

the ML score of the final tree is strictly correlated with thatof the ML score of the initial tree

they were provided. This can be observed in Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5. Significantly, PAUP
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and PHYML are also the software that perform poorly with random starting trees.� For RAxML, MrBayes and GARLI, the starting trees do have an impact, but the manner

in which they affect the outcome is not always straightforward. Sometimes the final tree

obtained with an NJ starting tree has a higher ML score than the tree obtained with a ratchet

starting tree. See, for instance, Figures 3.3 and 3.4. It canbe seen from the first of these

figures that RAxML obtains better final trees in terms of ML scores with an NJ starting tree

for the Angio dataset. The second figure shows that GARLI obtains a final tree with a higher

ML score with an NJ starting tree than with a ratchet startingtree for the Nematodes datasets.

Similarly, it can be seen from Figure 3.3 that MrBayes performs better with an NJ starting

tree than with a ratchet starting tree.

-lnL Time (hr:min:sec)

to construct to score

NJ 121414.69990 00:00:01 00:38:30

Ratchet 121189.78026 01:00:00 01:14:02

Table 3.2:-lnL Scores of Angio Starting Trees

-lnL Time (hr:min:sec)

to construct to score

NJ 136190.64441 00:00:01 01:23:07

Ratchet 133840.69739 01:00:00 03:55:31

Table 3.3:-lnL Scores of Nematodes Starting Trees
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-lnL Time (hr:min:sec)

to construct to score

NJ 86232.11381 00:00:01 00:30:38

Ratchet 85645.25561 01:00:00 00:30:20

Table 3.4:-lnL Scores of rbcL Starting Trees

Performance of MrBayes. While MrBayes is not intended to be an maximum likelihood opti-

mization tool, it is widely used as such [MW03]. In fact, [MW03] reports that MrBayes was the

best ML optimization tool at that time. Our study shows that MrBayes obtains, after 24 hours, trees

that are surprisingly good considering the fact that MrBayes is not an ML heuristic. In fact, it can

be seen from Figures 3.3, 3.4 and 3.5 that MrBayes often outperforms PHYML on real datasets.

However, RAxML and GARLI still outperform MrBayes consistently.

The Performance of MP Ratchet as an ML Heuristic. We ran the ratchet heuristic on each

dataset for 24 hours and computed the ML score of the resulting tree with PAUP. For the real

datasets, the MP ratchet tree was far worse than the best ML tree obtained by running an ML

software, as can be seen from Table 3.5. This represents a vast improvement in the performance of

ML-specific heuristics since the publication of the study [BHD+02] when the ratchet outperformed

ML-specific heuristics.

Dataset ML score of MP-Ratchet treeML score of the best ML heuristic

-lnL -ln L

Angio 120707.99704 120560.24587

Nematodes 133456.72390 133180.62977

rbcL 85228.07207 85040.82773

Table 3.5:Performance of MP-Ratchet as an ML heuristic for real datasets
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Performance of PHYML when allowed to estimate the model.Allowing PHYML to estimate

model parameters simultaneously while estimating tree topology and branch lengths does not im-

prove upon the the ML score of the overall best final tree, as Table 3.6 shows. In the table, the

first PHYML column shows the PAUP-calculated ML scores of thefinal trees obtained when all

model parameters are estimated during the PHYML optimization. The second column shows the

PAUP-calculated ML scores of the final trees when all the model parameters are kept fixed during

PHYML optimization. In one of the three datasets PHYML recovers a tree with a slightly worse

-lnL score when it is allowed to estimate the model parameters than when the model parameters are

fixed. In the other two datasets, the improvements in -lnL scores PHYML obtains by estimating

model parameters is very slight.

Dataset PHYML (estimating model parameters)PHYML (fixing model parameters)

-lnL -lnL

Angio 120625.36073 120623.12021

Nematodes 133302.99467 133305.93587

rbcL 85160.42069 85160.99522

Table 3.6:Two Ways of Running PHYML

Statistical Significance of the Differences in ML Scores.As observed earlier, some final trees

have relatively higher ML scores than others. However, thisdoes not mean that the differences in

ML scores are necessarily significant. In fact, our results show thatmostfinal trees are statistically

indistinguishable from the highest-scoring tree, based onthe Shimodaira-Hasegawa test [SH99].

The test results are presented in Table 3.7. We explain the test and the results in detail below.

In maximum likelihood phylogenetic estimation from a dataset of sequences, the evolution

of the input dataset is assumed to be a random process. In estimating a tree along with the model

parameters and branch lengths, we are attempting to estimate the parameters of the random process
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that generated the sequences. However, note that the input dataset is not necessarily the only

product of the random process. Rather, the specific input dataset is just one instance of the possibly

many products of the true random process. Hence, if a treeT1 has a higher ML score than a treeT2

for a datasetx, it could be just due to chance. It is possible that for a different datasety generated

by the same random process that generatedx, T2 could have a higher ML score thanT1. Thus, we

would like tostatisticallytest if T1 is better thanT2 under ML, not by measuring the difference in

their ML scores on just one dataset. Intuitively,T1 would be a better ML tree thanT2 if it has a

higher ML score on a large fraction of independently sampleddatasets all generated by the same

random evolutionary process as the original dataset. For real datasets, a large number of such

independent samples can be generated bybootstrap samplingfrom the original dataset [Efr79].

Given a data matrix withk columns, a bootstrap sample or areplicateis generated by samplingk

columns from the original data matrix at random, independently and with replacement.

The Shimodaira-Hasegawa (SH) test for the significance of differences in ML scores among

a set of treesT1 throughTm on a datasetx adapts the above ideas to test the statistical significance

of the ML scores among asetof trees. The test works as follows (our description follows[Fel03]):

1. For each treeTi , its log-likelihood score on the datasetx, Li , is calculated. Let the highest

log-likelihood score achieved by any tree onx beH, and let treeT� be the tree that achieves

it.

2. A large number, sayb, of bootstrap replicatesx1 throughxb are generated fromx.

3. For each treeTi and each replicatex j , the log-likelihood scoreLi j of treeTi on replicatex j is

calculated. Further the difference betweenLi j and the highest log-likelihood score achieved

for that replicate, denotedSi j is calculated. If the highest log-likelihood score for replicate j

is H j , thenSi j = H j �Li j .

4. For each treeTi , the fraction of bootstrap replicates whereSi j > H�Li is calculated. This

fraction is thep-valueassociated with treeTi in the SH test.
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This p-value associated with treeTi approximates the probability that we observe a differ-

ence in log-likelihood score ofH�Li betweenTi andT� if the null hypothesisthatTi andT� are

indistinguishable under ML is true. Customarily, the null hypothesis is rejected is the p-value is

less than 0:05. See [BNB96] for a discussion of hypothesis testing and p-values.

Thus, under the SH test, all trees with a p-value greater than0:05 are considered statistically

indistinguishable under ML. The results of our experimentsare presented in Table 3.7. For each

dataset, the following trees were included in the SH test:� Two initial trees, NJ and ratchet.� Two final trees each from PHYML, MrBayes and PAUP run with 4 and10 rate categories.

The two final trees correspond to the NJ and ratchet initial trees.� Three final trees from RAxML, since RaxML was run with a randomstarting tree as well.� Fifteen final trees from GARLI, since GARLI was run five times independently with three

different starting trees, NJ, random and ratchet.� A PHYML final tree whose starting tree itself was a RAxML final tree from a ratchet starting

tree.� Finally, for the Angio and rbcL datasets, we ran PAUP for 60 days starting from a tree that

had the highest known ML score at that time. For the Angio dataset, this tree was the same

as the model tree used for simulations (see Section 3.2 for a description of the various model

trees). For the rbcL dataset, this tree was obtained by running PHYML from the final tree of

a RAxML optimization starting from a ratchet tree (as in the previous bullet point). For the

Angio and rbcL datasets, this tree proved to be the tree with the highest ML score. Such a

tree for the Nematodes dataset could not be obtained in time to be included in our statistical

tests.
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Thus, the pool of trees in our test includes the non-random starting trees, and all the final

trees from PAUP, PHYML, RAxML, GARLI and MrBayes. Two more trees were obtained by first

running PHYML on the tree that had the highest known ML score at that time, and subsequently

running PAUP for two months on the then best ML tree (recall that this last tree was not obtained

for the Nematodes dataset). These last two trees were obtained to make sure that the results aren’t

influenced by the 24-hour constraint of our experiments. TheRAxML and GARLI trees from

random starting trees were included because (a) RAxML performs well with random starting trees,

even if it never improves upon other starting trees, as seen from Figure 3.1, and (b) while on an

average GARLI’s performance with random starting trees is relatively poor, GARLI with a random

starting tree returns the best known tree for at least one dataset, as seen from Figure 3.2.

As can be seen from Table 3.7, out of the 30 or 31 trees under consideration, only for about

5-8 trees is the difference between their ML scores and that of the highest scoring tree statistically

significant. In other words, for three-quarters of the treesthere is a probability of at least 0.05 that

they are as good as the highest scoring tree under ML, even when the observed difference in ML

score on the original dataset is hundreds of log likelihoods. Further, as noted in Table 3.7, at least

one such tree is about 25% topologically different from the highest scoring tree for each of the

datasets. That is, there is high topological variance amongtrees that are currently statistically in-

distinguishable under ML. The high topological differencebetween statistically indistinguishable

trees calls into question the desirability of ML as phylogenetic inference criterion, since for a phy-

logenetic inference method, it is desirable that the tree topologies it favors are not very dissimilar.

On the other hand, if we accept ML as a phylogenetic inferencemethod, we must conclude that

the existing ML heuristics are not satisfactorily solving ML. In other words, it is possible that trees

with much higher ML scores which are topologically similar among themselves exist that can be

statistically distinguished under ML from the currently high-scoring tree topologies, but that the

current ML heuristics are not obtaining such high-scoring tree topologies. In any event, our re-

sults indicate that ML optimization is anything but a solvedproblem, in spite of the impressive
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improvements made by the newer ML software PHYML, RaxML and GARLI.

Angio Nematodes rbcL

# trees 31 30 31

# trees withp< 0:05 5 8 7

highest ln L -120536.56254 -133166.04199 -85016.75318

Method achieving highest ln L PAUP, 60-day analysisGARLI, NJ starting tree PAUP 60-day analysis

∆�lnl 104.54201 344.74307 257.45157

∆RF 24.44 27.39 27.36

Table 3.7: The results of the SH test of the significance of differences in ML scores among a

pool of trees for the three datasets. The row labeled∆�lnl shows the maximum difference in the

negative log-likelihood scores between the highest scoring tree and a tree withp> 0:05. The row

labeled∆RF shows the maximum normalized RF distance from the highest scoring tree to a tree

with p> 0:05.

3.4 Experimental Results on Simulated Datasets

With the experiments on the real datasets, we were able to compare the various ML heuristics

on their ability to search for trees with higher ML scores. Experiments on the simulated datasets

allow us to compare the topological accuracy of the ML heuristics as well, apart from their ability

to search for better ML trees. Recall that our experimental methodology for simulated datasets is

identical to that for the real datasets, except for the following two differences:� Since the performance of the ratchet as an ML heuristic was poor compared to the other

heuristics (Section 3.3, Table 3.5), we eliminate ratchet from our studies.� With real datasets, GARLI was run five times independently with each starting tree. But with
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simulations, GARLI was run just once for each simulated dataset and with each starting tree.

This was done so as to avoid the proliferation of experimental runs. We have 10 simulated

datasets corresponding to each real dataset. For each heuristic, including GARLI, the ML

scores and topological accuracies presented are averaged over the 10 simulated datasets.

We present the results of our experiments on simulated datasets below.

Relative Performance of ML-specific Heuristics.The new heuristics, PHYML and RAxML and

GARLI, outperform PAUP but only marginally. PAUP’s performance is indistinguishable from

that of others for the simulated Angio datasets with the NJ orthe ratchet starting trees (Figure 3.6):

the final lnL scores obtained by PAUP are just 3 less than thoseobtained by RAxML and GARLI

and are 2 higher than those obtained by PHYML, and the topological error rates of all methods are

within 1% of one another. PAUP’s performance is similarly indistinguishable from that of the oth-

ers for the simulated Nematodes datasets too, when a ratchetstarting tree is used (Figure 3.7): the

differences in lnL scores are less than 10, and the differences in error rates are less than 2%. Only

for the simulated rbcL datasets do the newer ML methods achieve a much higher final lnL scores

with both the starting trees, with the difference being about 300. But even here, the difference in

topological error rates is only about 2% (Figure 3.8). Nevertheless, PAUP almost never outper-

forms the newer heuristics. The only exception is that PAUP’s final trees for the simulated Angio

datasets achieve very slightly better topological accuracies than the final trees from the other meth-

ods. But even here, the improvement is less than 0:3%. The performances of the newer heuristics

are nearly identical across all the simulated datasets, except that the performance of PHYML is

slightly worse than that of RAxML and GARLI with NJ starting trees. The above observations are

supported by Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8.

The Impact of the Starting Trees. Again as observed with the real datasets, starting trees gen-

erally do have an impact on the outcome of the search, but the relationship between the quality

of the starting trees and that of the final trees is not the samefor all methods or across all meth-

ods. The ratchet starting trees are more topologically accurate than the NJ starting trees, as seen
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from Table 3.8. However, it is not the case that the ratchet starting trees result in better final trees

always. For the simulated Angio datasets, the starting trees do not seem to have any significant

impact on the outcome of the search, as seen from Figure 3.6. The ML score or the topological

accuracy of the final trees produced by RAxML do not seem to depend on the starting tree, for any

dataset. Starting trees seem to have the greatest impact on PAUP, which for the Nematodes and the

rbcL datasets produces final trees with higher ML scores and accuracies with ratchet starting trees.

The impact of starting trees on PHYML is similar to that on PAUP, but the difference between

final trees obtained with ratchet and NJ starting trees is smaller with PHYML than with PAUP.

MrBayes performs marginally better with NJ starting trees than with ratchet starting trees, when

there is a difference in performance between the two starting trees. GARLI’s performance with

the two starting trees is nearly identical for the Angio and the rbcL datasets. On the Nematodes

datasets, GARLI performs better with the NJ starting trees.These observations are supported by

Figures 3.6, 3.7 and 3.8.

The Topological Accuracy of the Final Trees.The significant observation here is that for two of

the three datasets, the final trees have high topological error: for the simulated rbcL datasets, the

error ranges from about 8% to 11%, and for the simulated Nematodes datasets, the error ranges

from about 11% to 18%. These observations are supported by Figures 3.7 and 3.8. It is, however,

desirable that the error is well below 10%, as with the simulated Angio datasets (Figure 3.6).

We hypothesized that the high error rates might be because the optimization is performed

under the wrong model. To test this, we ran the following experiment: for the simulated Nematodes

datasets, we ran GARLI and PHYML with the model parameters fixed to their true values, and

compared the outcomes with the earlier outcomes shown in Figure 3.7. The comparison is shown

in Figure 3.9. The figure shows that the topological error of the final trees produced by PHYML

and GARLI worsen in some cases, and in any event are always above 10%. This suggests that

the high error rate may not be due to erroneous assumptions about the model. That is, even when

provided the the correct model, the current ML methods are not able to obtain accurate final trees.
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This could be due to the limitations of the methods because ofwhich the final trees are far from

being optimal. But again, as in Section 3.3, this also may point to the limitation of ML as a

phylogenetic estimation criterion. We leave these questions open for future research.
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Figure 3.6: The plots show the results of topology and branch-length optimization for the simulated

Angio datasets. The first plot shows the average -lnL scores of the final trees obtained with different

software with NJ and ratchet starting trees. The second plotshows the topological accuracy of the

final trees.
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Figure 3.7: The plots show the results of topology and branch-length optimization for the simu-

lated Nematodes datasets. The first plot shows the average -lnL scores of the final trees obtained

with different software with NJ and ratchet starting trees.The second plot shows the topological

accuracy of the final trees.
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Figure 3.8: The plots show the results of topology and branch-length optimization for the simulated

rbcL datasets. The first plot shows the average -lnL scores ofthe final trees obtained with different

software with NJ and ratchet starting trees. The second plotshows the topological accuracy of the

final trees.
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NJ Ratchet

Angio 16.93 10.27

Nematodes 26.54 13.78

rbcL 19.72 12.72

Table 3.8: The topological accuracies of the initial trees:the figures are the average of the normal-

ized RF distances between the 10 initial trees of each kind and the model tree. The ratchet trees

are more accurate across all the datasets.
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Model Effects on Topology Optimization

Estimated Model
Correct Model

Figure 3.9: The plots show the results of topology and branch-length optimization with PHYML

and GARLI for the simulated Nematodes datasets, once with fixed estimated model parameters,

and once with fixed correct model parameters. The correct model seems to have very little impact

on either the -lnL scores or the topological accuracies. Thetopological error of the methods does

not fall below 10% even when the correct model is used.

3.5 Evaluation of Intermediate Trees in the ML Heuristics

Another factor that seems to have a significant impact on the quality and speed of the search is the

heuristic’s approach to evaluating the intermediate trees.

As noted in Section 3.2, PAUP is the best method at evaluatingthe ML score of a given

tree topology. However, PAUP also exhaustively evaluates the ML scores of the intermediate trees
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that it encounters during heuristic searches. In contrast,the new “second-generation” ML software

PHYML, RAxML and GARLI settle for a quick and crude evaluation of the ML scores of the

intermediate trees. This allows them to explore a much larger space of tree topologies in a given

amount of time.

In this section, we briefly describe the features of the search heuristic that are relevant to

our discussion: how each software generates and evaluates intermediate trees during a search.

In PAUP, new candidate trees are generated through the applicationof an NNI, SPR or

TBR reconnection move on the current candidate tree (refer to Chapter 2 for the definitions of

these moves). The default tree-rearrangement move is TBR, which we use in our experiments.

After each tree-rearrangement move, PAUP carries out a combined heuristic optimization of the

lengths of all branches in the tree so as to maximize the likelihood score of the new candidate tree.
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Figure 3.10: TreeT can be transformed into eitherT 0 or T 00 with one NNI move

PHYML follows the following procedure to generate and evaluate a new candidate tree:

an NNI move on an internal edgee can generate one of two NNI neighbors, as seen in Figure

3.10, reproduced here from Chapter 1. Let the current lengthof an internal edgee be denoted

le. PHYML first heuristically computes the optimum lengthl�e of each internal branche so as

to maximize the ML score of the current tree while keeping allother branch lengths fixed at the

original value. It then evaluates each possible NNI move as follows: the optimal lengthl�f of the

new branchf created as a result of the NNI move is estimated, keeping all other branch lengths

fixed, so as to maximize the likelihood score of the NNI neighbor. The likelihood scores of the NNI

neighbors thus computed are used to rank the NNI moves. Now a new candidate tree is generated

as follows:
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� The fractionλ of the best NNI moves are applied. This fraction is initiallyset to a high value,

and in the default PHYML implementation, it is set to 0:75. The best NNI move is always

applied irrespective of the value ofλ. When an NNI move is applied so as to create a new

branchf , the new branch gets the optimal lengthl�f computed earlier.� For those edgese for which an NNI move does not improve upon the ML score of the current

tree, the length of the edge is modified tole+λ(l�e� le).
The likelihood score of the new candidate tree is computed, and if it doesn’t improve upon the

current score, the whole procedure is repeated withλ divided by two. The application of theλ

fraction of the best moves, and the division ofλ by two if the score does not improve, is repeated

until the likelihood score of the new candidate tree bettersthat of the current tree. Note that even if

λ approaches zero, the best NNI move is always applied, and this ensures that the likelihood score

of the current tree is improved upon, as long as there is at least one NNI move that improves the

likelihood score. Note also that PHYML never carries out combined heuristic optimization of all

branch lengths in a tree, as PAUP does. When a new candidate tree is obtained by applying a set

of NNI moves on the current tree, it is by no means certain thatthe assigned branch lengths are

optimal for the new candidate tree. Each assigned lengthl�f or l�e is optimal only if all the rest of

the lengths are held at the values in the current tree. For thenew candidate tree, only the likelihood

score, and not the maximum likelihood score over all possible branch lengths, is computed with

these assigned branch lengths.

The softwareRAxML , follows a different strategy to generate and evaluate new candidate

trees from the current tree. RAxML uses the SPR move to generate new trees, as follows:� Recall that in an SPR move, a subtree is pruned from the current tree by deleting an edge

e, and a new tree is generated by re-attaching the subtree at a different edgef . The re-

attachment bifurcates the edgef into two edges in the new tree,f1 and f2. RAxML evaluates

an approximate likelihood score of the new tree by only optimizing the branch lengths of
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e, f1 and f2. RAxML then collects the top 20 SPR neighbors based on this approximate

likelihood score.� A global branch-length optimization is performed on the top20 trees to estimate their ML

scores more accurately. The top-scoring tree is chosen as the new candidate tree.

RAxML also reduces the number of trees it evaluates before itgenerates a new tree as

follows: initially, the SPR moves are constrained so that the number of edges between the old

point of attachment of the pruned subtree and its new point ofattachment is limited to a specified

value. However, if this results in the current tree being a local optimum, this limit is increased

by one, up to a maximum of 20, and whole process is repeated with the new limit. If the current

tree proves to be a local optimum, even with the maximum limit, the search is ended. Note that

RAxML does not perform a global branch-length optimizationon all trees considered during the

search.

In MrBayes, the local movefrom [LS99] is predominantly used as the topology-changing

move. Thelocal move in fact may or may not change the topology, but when it does it is an NNI

move. However, MrBayes is a Bayesian analysis software, andat no point during a run is a global

branch-length optimization on the current tree performed.

In GARLI , new candidate trees are generated from old candidate treesusing an NNI or an

SPR move [Zwi06]. The most commonly employed move is the SPR move constrained so that the

point of re-attachment of the pruned subtree is within a small radius of the point where the subtree

was originally attached. Here, the radius refers to the number of edges between the original point

of attachment and the point of re-attachment. After the SPR move, an exhaustive branch length

optimization is not performed. Instead, branch lengths in asmall radius around the point of re-

attachment are iteratively optimized until the ML score of the tree improves by more than the

a prescribed threshold. If the radius of optimization is toosmall to improve the ML score, the

radius is increased and the branch lengths are re-optimized. Thus, GARLI again avoids exhaustive
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re-optimization of the branch lengths of intermediate trees.

Search Space Explored by PAUP, PHYML and GARLI. We now make the above discussion

concrete, by presenting some evidence that the newer ML methods PHYML and GARLI explore

a larger tree space in a given amount of time than PAUP. For PAUP, for each of our experiments

with real datasets, we report the number of TBR rearrangement movesattemptedby PAUP over

the course of 24 hours. The number of successful TBR attemptsis not reported by PAUP. We

ran PAUP in two different ways for each dataset with each starting tree: once with the number of

rate categories in the discrete approximation of the Gamma distribution set to 4 and once with the

number of rate categories set to 10. With 10 rate categories,the ML scores of the intermediate

trees in the search are better estimated, at the expense of spending more time per tree during the

search. For PHYML and GARLI, we report the number ofsuccessfultopological re-arrangements

performed during the course of the optimization. While comparing our reported figures for PAUP,

PHYML and GARLI, it is important to keep in mind that the number of successful moves, i.e., the

moves that increase the ML score, is typically far fewer thanthe number of attempted moves: for

an NNI move, for example, there areΘ(n) neighbors of a tree, wheren is the number of taxa. In

the initial stages of a heuristic, a large fraction of attempted moves would be successful, and during

the later stages, only a small fraction of attempted moves are successful, until the heuristic reaches

a local optimum, when no move will be successful. Thus, on an average if a heuristic explores

half of its neighbors before it finds a neighbor with a higher ML score, there would be roughly

aboutn=2 attempted moves for every successful move. For PAUP, in fact, this ratio would be much

higher, since it uses the TBR move under which each tree hasΘ(n3) neighbors.

The data are presented in Table 3.9. Similar data for RAxML are not available since the

program does not report them. The figures reported for GARLI are averaged over 5 independent

runs.� The number of tree-rearrangement operationsattemptedby PAUP over 24 hours number

only in the thousands. Significantly, PAUP explores fewer trees with 10 rate categories, and
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returns a tree with a lower ML score at the end of 24 hours. Thiscan be seen in Figure 3.11.� PHYML makes hundreds ofsuccessfultopological moves. As noted above, typically only a

very small fraction of attempted moves are actually successful. Moreover, PHYML reaches

a local optimum in just a few hours, as seen from Table 3.9. In contrast, PAUP doesn’t reach

a local optimum even after 24 hours.� GARLI makes thousands of successful topological moves. However, since GARLI imple-

ments a genetic algorithm, it accepts a topological move with some probability even if it

doesn’t immediately improve the ML score. Thus, the actual number of topological moves

made by GARLI that increase the ML score is likely smaller than the number reported, but

is still likely to be in the thousands. Moreover, GARLI completes the search in a few hours,

sometimes even faster than PHYML, as seen in Table 3.9. This suggests that GARLI is

excellent at exploring the tree space.

Thus, the vast difference between the performance of PAUP onthe one hand and that of

PHYML, RAxML and GARLI on the other hand appears to stem partly from how large a space of

trees that a method is able to explore in a given amount of time.
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Figure 3.11: The plots show the results of PAUP topology and branch-length optimizations with

two different rate categories. “NJ” and “Ratchet” refer to the starting trees for the optimizations.

One optimization was carried out with the number of rate categories set to 4 and one with the

number of rate categories set to 10. PAUP’s performance with10 rate categories is worse than its

performance with 4 rate categories.
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PAUP c = 4 PAUP c = 10 PHYML GARLI

# moves tried # moves tried # moves taken time # moves taken time

Angio, NJ 5167 1169 101 3:13:53 96183.8 3:15:33

Ratchet 4948 1196 90 3:57:54 87540.4 2:24:03

Nematodes, NJ 3144 916 462 6:50:50 248289.2 4:01:03

Ratchet 3713 1014 145 5:37:20 153273.4 2:35:03

rbcL , NJ 7829 1730 302 3:11:15 179646.2 1:40:54

Ratchet 6371 1745 94 1:40:01 141646.8 1:23:50

Table 3.9: Size of the search spaces explored by PAUP, PHYML and GARLI, for three different

datasets, from NJ and ratchet starting trees. The running time is given in hours, minutes and

seconds. PAUP was run for 24 hours for each dataset and with each starting tree.

3.6 Conclusions

We assessed the relative performance of ML heuristics on large real and simulated datasets. Our

experiments show that the new ML-specific software PHYML, RAxML and GARLI are signifi-

cantly better than the traditional software PAUP in obtaining trees with a high ML score over a

period of 24 hours. The Bayesian analysis software MrBayes often outperforms PHYML, but not

RAxML or GARLI, on real datasets. This represents an improvement in the state of the art of

ML heuristics, considering that it was reported in the year 2003, in [MW03], that MrBayes was

the best ML heuristic. The performance of a maximum parsimony heuristic, the ratchet, was far

worse than those of the ML-specific heuristics. Again, this is evidence of the drastic improvement
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in the performance of ML-specific heuristics over what was reported in [BHD+02], where it was

reported that the ratchet was a competitive ML heuristic. Wehypothesize that the improvement in

the new ML heuristics is due the manner in which intermediatetrees are generated and evaluated.

PAUP spends a lot of time evaluating the ML score of intermediate trees, whereas the new methods

PHYML, RAxML and GARLI evaluate the intermediate trees quickly, settling for crude approx-

imations. This enables them to explore a larger search space, and also reduces their dependency

on good starting trees to obtain good final trees. Of the threenew methods, our data show that

RAxML and GARLI are better than PHYML.

While dramatic improvements have been achieved in searching for better ML trees on large

real datasets, our results indicate that the higher ML scores achieved are, in most cases, statistically

insignificant. This could be interpreted in two ways: eitherthe newer ML methods, in spite of

their vast improvements, do not produce final trees statistically distinguishable from the final trees

produced by earlier heuristics, or ML is limited as a phylogenetic inference criterion. The high

topological error of the final trees obtained for two of the simulated datasets also supports the

above interpretations. We leave the resolution of the questions raised here for future research.
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Chapter 4

The Maximum Compatible Tree Consensus

Method

Recall that in the maximum compatible tree consensus method, we seek to delete a minimum-size

subset of the taxa so that the input trees restricted to the remaining set of taxa share a common

refinement. As discussed in the Introduction (Chapter 1, Section 1.7), the MCT and the related

MAST consensus methods return more informative consensus trees than the strict and majority

consensus methods when the input trees differ just in the placement of a few rogue taxa. How-

ever, maximum agreement subtrees are often not large enoughto be interesting (David Swofford,

personal communication). The problem is that requiring complete agreement turns out to be too

stringent a requirement, due to which “short edges”, like those with a low bootstrap value, pose a

problem for MAST. In MCT, we relax the agreement requirementand only demand that the trees

on the reduced set of taxa share a common refinement.

In this chapter, we present a polynomial time algorithm for the MCT problem when the trees

have a bounded degree. Our algorithm shows that the MCT problem is fixed parameter tractable

when the trees have bounded degree [DF99]. We then present two approximation algorithms for

the complement of the MCT problem, the CMCS problem defined inthe Introduction in Section
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1.7.

The chapter is organized as follows: in Section 4.1 we present a fixed-parameter tractable

algorithm for the MCT problem fork trees. In Section 4.2, we describe a 4-approximation al-

gorithm and a 3-approximation algorithm for the complementof the MCT problem, the CMCS

problem. The 4-approximation algorithm is faster than the 3-approximation algorithm: it runs in

O(kn2) time as opposed to theO(kn3) running time of the latter algorithm, wherek is the number

of trees andn is the number of leaves in each tree.

4.1 Fixed Parameter Tractable Algorithm for MCT

It was shown by Hein et al. in [HJWZ96] that the MCT problem canbe solved in polynomial time

when the trees have bounded degree. The results detailed here were obtained independently.

My results for the MCT problem include algorithms for rootedas well as unrooted trees.

For rooted trees, the algorithm runs in timeO(24dn2) for two trees onn leaves each,d being the

degree bound. When there arek trees onn leaves each, the algorithm runs inO(22kdnk) time. The

algorithm implies that the two-tree MCT problem is fixed-parameter tractable (the parameter being

the degree bound). For unrooted trees, the algorithm runs inO(24dn3) time for two trees and in

O(22kdnk+1) time fork trees. Note that for unrooted trees, the degree bound is assumed to bed+1,

and notd. The reason is that for unrooted binary trees, the degree of each internal node is three,

whereas for rooted binary trees, the degree of each internalnode is conventionally considered to

be two, discounting the edge that connects a node to its parent.

The algorithm we present is a dynamic programming algorithmand is an extension of the

earlier dynamic programming algorithm for the two-tree MAST problem in [SW93], which we

described in the Introduction in Section 1.7. We begin by observing the following relation between

a maximum compatible subset (MCS) and a maximum agreement subset:

Relation Between MCS and MAST.We begin by observing the following:
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Lemma 13 Let T1 and T2 be two unrooted leaf-labelled trees. Let X be an MCS of T and T0. Then

there exists a binary tree T01 refining T1 and a binary tree T02 refining T2 such that X is a MAST of

T 0
1 and T02.

Proof: SinceX is a compatible subset of taxa for the pair of treesT1 andT2, there is a common

refinementT� of T1jX andT2jX. Hence we can refineT1, obtainingT 0
1, and refineT2, obtainingT 0

2,

so thatT 0
1 restricted toX yieldsT�, and similarlyT 0

2 restricted toX also yieldsT�. ThenX is an

agreement subset ofT 0
1 andT 0

2. �
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Figure 4.1: The MCT of Trees T1 and T2

The above observation is illustrated in Figures 4.1 and 4.2.

This observation suggests an obvious algorithm for computing an MCS of two trees: for

each way of refining the two trees into a binary tree, compute aMAST. However, this algorithm is

computationally expensive, since the number of binary refinements of ann leaf tree with maximum

degreed can beO(4nd). Hence this brute force algorithm will not be acceptably fast.
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Figure 4.2: The MAST of Trees T3 and T4

4.1.1 Computing an MCS of two rooted trees

We now describe the dynamic programming algorithm for the maximum compatible set (MCS) of

two rooted trees, both with degree bounded byd (by this we mean that every node has at mostd

children). As for the MAST problem, here too the algorithm computes the cardinality of an MCS,

but can be easily modified to compute an MCS itself. This algorithm can be extended to produce a

dynamic programming algorithm for computing an MCS of two unrooted trees, by computing an

MCS of each of then pairs of rooted trees (obtained by rooting the unrooted trees at each of the

n leaves). Furthermore, we also show how to extend the algorithm to handlek rooted or unrooted

trees.

The basic set of problems we need to compute must include the computation of an MCS of

subtreesTv andT 0
w, for every pair of nodesv andw. We will also need to include the computation

of MCS’s of other pairs of trees, but begin our discussion with these MCS calculations.

Let T andT 0 be two rooted trees, and letv andw denote nodes inT andT 0 respectively. As
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in the MAST algorithm, letc(v) andc(w) be the set of children ofv andw respectively. LetX be

the set of leaves involved in an MCST� of Tv andT 0
w. Note thatTjX andT 0jX will only include

those children ofv andw which have some element(s) ofX below them. LetA be the children of

v included inTjX andB be the children ofw included inT 0jX. (Note thatX defines the setsA and

B.)

Note also that any MCS ofT andT 0 actually defines an agreement subset of some binary

refinement ofT and some binary refinement ofT 0 (Lemma 1). Hence,T� defines a binary refine-

ment at the nodev if jAj> 1, and a binary refinement at the nodew if jBj> 1. In these cases,T�
defines a partition of the nodes inA into two sets, and a partition of the nodes inB into two sets.

There are four cases to consider:

1. jAj = jBj = 1, i.e.,A = fvig andB= fw jg for somevi 2 c(v) andw j 2 c(w). In this case,

any MCS ofTv andT 0
w is an MCS ofTvi andT 0

w j
.

2. jAj= 1 andjBj> 1, i.e., any MCS ofTv andT 0
w is an MCS ofTvi andT 0

w for somevi 2 c(v).
3. jAj> 1 andjBj= 1, i.e., any MCS ofTv andT 0

w is an MCS ofTv andT 0
w j

for somew j 2 c(w).
4. jAj> 1 andjBj> 1.

The analysis of the fourth case is somewhat complicated, andis the reason that we need

additional subproblems. Recall thatT� defines a bipartition ofA into (A0;A�A0) and B into(B0;B�B0). Further, recall thatT� is a binary tree with two subtrees off the root; we call these

subtreesT1 andT2. It can then be observed thatT1 is an MCS of the subtree ofTv obtained by

restricting to the nodes belowA�A0 and the subtree ofT 0
w obtained by restricting to the nodes

below B�B0. Similarly, T2 is an MCS of the subtree ofTv obtained by restricting to the nodes

belowA0 and the subtree ofT 0
w obtained by restricting to the nodes belowB0. Hence we need to

define additional subproblems as follows. For eachA0 � A define the treeT(v;A0) to be subtree

of Tv obtained by deleting all the children ofv (and their descendents) not inA0. Similarly define
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the treeT 0(w;B0) to be the subtree ofT 0
w obtained by deleting all the children ofw (and their

descendents) not inB0. The construction of treeT(v;A0) is illustrated in Figure 4.3. Now define

MCS(v;A0;w;B0) to be the size of an MCS ofT(v;A0) andT 0(w;B0) �. From the above discussion it

follows that:

MCS(v;A0;w;B0) is the maximum of:� maxfMCS(v;A0;w j ;Children(w j)) : w j a child ofwg,� maxfMCS(vi;Children(vi);w;B0) : vi a child ofvg,� maxfMCS(v;A00;w;B00)+MCS(v;A0�A00;w;B0�B00) : A00 andB00 are non-empty proper sub-

sets ofA0 andB0, respectively.g.

t3

V

t2

t2 t3

T(V, A’ )   
     T

t1 t4

A’

V

Figure 4.3: The tree T, the set A’ and the tree T(v, A’)

The computation of these subproblems follows the obvious partial ordering, in whichMCS(v;A;w;B)
must followMCS(v0;A0;w0;B0) if both of the following conditions holds:� v lies abovev0 or [v= v0 andA0 � A].�The size of a tree is taken to mean the number of leaves in the tree.
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� w lies abovew0 or [w= w0 andB0 � B].

The base cases, in whichv is a leaf orw is a leaf, are easy to compute, and equal 1 or 0.

For example, ifv is a leaf then necessarilyA= /0, and soMCS(v; /0;w;B) = 1 if v2 T 0(w;B), and 0

otherwise.

Running time analysis There areO(2dn) treesT(v;A), and henceO(22dn2) subproblems. The

computation ofMCS(v;A;w;B) involves computing the maximum of 2d+22d values, and hence

takesO(22d) time. Hence the running time isO(24dn2).
4.1.2 Algorithm for the MCS problem of k rooted trees with bounded degree

We now show how to extend the analysis tok rooted trees. In this case, the subproblems are 2k-

tuples of the formMCS(v1;A1;v2;A2; : : : ;vk;Ak) wherevi is a node inTi andAi �Children(vi).
Hence there areO(2kdnk) subproblems. Computing each subproblem involves taking the maxi-

mum ofO(kd+2kd) values. Hence the running time for the algorithm isO(22kdnk) time.

4.1.3 Extension to unrooted trees.

For each of the algorithms described, extending the algorithm to handle unrooted trees involves

rooting each of the trees at each of then leaves (for each leaf all the trees are rooted at that leaf),

and then finding the best rooting. This is based on the observation that given a leafl , the size of

an MCS of the trees rooted atl is the maximum size of a compatible set for the unrooted treesthat

includesl (while rooting the trees at the leafl , l itself must be excluded from the trees, and hence

the size of a maximum compatible set for the unrooted trees that includesl will be actually one

more than the size of an MCS of the trees rooted atl ). Since there aren leaves, this multiplies the

running time byn. Hence,
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Theorem 16 We can compute an MCS of k unrooted trees in which each tree hasdegree at most

d+1 in O(22kdnk+1) time.

4.2 Approximation Algorithms

In this section we present approximate algorithms for the CMCS problem. The approximation

algorithm is obtained by reducing the CMCS problem in an approximation preserving manner to

theHitting Setproblem defined on a collection of subsets of a ground set. Thehitting set problem

is NP-hard. However, it is amenable to aq-approximation algorithm when the cardinality of all

sets in the collection of subsets isq, and in this case the problem is called theq-hitting set problem.

The best-known hitting set problem isVertex Cover, which is the 2-hitting set problem. For more

on hitting set and vertex cover problems, refer to [JG79].

4.2.1 Basics

In this section we present the basic definitions and lemmas that motivate a brute force algorithm

that forms the basis for ourO(k2n2) 4-approximation algorithm for the CMCS problem. Our the-

ory rests upon tying together notions of compatibility of trees, bipartitions andquartet treeswhich

are trees on four leaves.

The following relationship between tree compatibility andbipartition compatibility is folk-

lore.

Theorem 17 A setT of trees is compatible if and only if the set
S

T2T C(T) is compatible.

Hence, if we wish to determine if a set of trees is compatible,we need only determine

whether the set of bipartitions of all the trees in the set is compatible. This can be determined in

O(kn) time [Gus97, War94], whereT hask trees, each on the samen leaves.

Our 4-approximation algorithm operates by eliminating taxa from the set of trees which

cause the set of bipartitions to be incompatible. Compatibility between bipartitions can be tested
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by applying Lemma 10 from Chapter 2: a set of bipartitions is compatible iff any two bipartitions

in the set are are pairwise compatible. Furthermore, two bipartitionsA= A1 : A2 andB= B1 : B2

are compatible iff at least one of the four setsA1\B1, A1\B2, A2\B1 andA2\B2 is empty.

Definition 23 (Quartets and Quartet Trees).

A quartetis a set of four leaves, and aquartet treeis an unrooted tree on four leaves that

does not have any internal node of degree two. We denote the quartet tree induced by a tree T on

a quartet q by Tjq. We will call q thebasisof the quartet tree Tjq. Two quartet trees on the same

quartet are said to beincompatible if both are binary trees and they differ.

Corollary 4 A setT of trees is incompatible if and only if there exists a quartetq of leaves and a

pair of trees T1 and T2 in T such that T1jq and T2jq are incompatible quartet trees.

Proof: If the set is incompatible, then there is a pair of bipartitionsA1 : A2 andB1 : B2 (coming from

treesT andT 0, respectively) and leavesa;b;c;d such thata2 A1\B1;b2 A1\B2;c2 A2\B1; and

d 2 A2\B2. Hence,T inducesabjcd andT 0 inducesacjbd, so thatTjfa;b;c;dg andT 0jfa;b;c;dg
are incompatible. The converse is trivial. �

We now introduce the Hitting Set problem.

Definition 24 (Hitting Set).

LetX � 2A be a collection of subsets of a ground set A. Ahitting setfor X is a subset V� A

such that for all X2 X 9a2V such that a2 X.

The best known version of the Hitting Set problem is theVertex Coverproblem: given a

graphG = (V;E), find a minimum subsetA� V so that every edge inE has at least one of its

endpoints inA. This problem is NP-Hard but can be 2-approximated in a simple algorithm which

greedily accumulates amaximalmatchingE0 within E (so that no two edges withinE0 share an

endpoint) [JG79]. Then the vertex setA= fv : 9w2V : (v;w) 2 E0g is a vertex cover forG which
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is at most twice the size of an optimal vertex cover. Thus, theNP-hard Vertex Cover problem can

be 2-approximated in polynomial time.

More generally, the Hitting Set problem can bep-approximated in polynomial time using

the same greedy technique, wherep= maxfjSj : S2 X g.
Our algorithms are based upon a connection between the Hitting Set problem and the CMCS

problem. We begin by defining the setQinc:

Definition 25 (Qinc): Let T be a set of trees leaf-labelled by the same set S, and letQinc denote

the set of all quartets on which the trees inT are incompatible.

The following lemma explains the connection between the Hitting Set problem and the

CMCS problem.

Lemma 14 Let T be a set of trees on a set of leaves S. Then, H is a hitting set forQinc if and only

if S�H is a compatible set forT .

Proof: Let H be a hitting set forQinc. Hence, for everyq2 Qinc, there is at least ones2 H such

that s2 q. Now consider any pair of treesT1 andT2, when restricted toS�H. By Corollary 4

they are compatible, since they have no quartets on which they are incompatible. Hence the set

of treesT restricted toS�H is compatible. For the converse, ifX � S is such that all trees inT

are compatible when restricted toS�X, then there are no incompatible quartets left; henceX is a

hitting set forQinc. �
Thus, for usQinc is the setX in the definition of the Hitting Set problem. Hence, as argued

before, we can 4-approximate the CMCS problem in polynomialtime:

Theorem 18 Let Q be a maximal collection of pairwise disjoint quartets drawn fromQinc. Let

SQ = S
q2Qq. Then,T is compatible on S�SQ, and jSQj � 4jHoptj, where Hopt is an optimal

solution to the CMCS problem on inputT .
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(The proof follows from the previous lemma.)

As in all Hitting Set problems, this suggests a straightforward algorithm to obtain a 4-

approximation for the CMCS problem. That is, computeQinc, and then find a maximal collection

of pairwise disjoint quartets within this set:

APPROX-HITTING-SET(Qinc)

H /0

P  Qinc

while P 6= /0

pick an arbitrary setq2 P

H H [q

remove everyX 2 P such thatq\X 6= /0

returnH

The above procedure would give us a hitting set forQinc that is at most four times the size of

an optimal hitting set. However, the above outlined procedure depends on explicitly enumerating

all the incompatible quartets, and this is expensive. (There areO(n4) such quartets, and deter-

mining if a set ofk trees is incompatible on a given quartet takesO(nk) time.) This brute force

approach for finding a 4-approximation to the hitting set problem is therefore not practical, as it

usesO(kn5) time.

4.2.2 The Efficient4-Approximation Algorithm

Outline of the Algorithm. Note that the input to the CMCS problem is a set ofk unrooted trees,

which implicitly codes for the setQinc. The approach we use for obtaining a faster 4-approximation

algorithm takes advantage of this implicit representationof Qinc, by never explicitly calculating

Qinc.
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The key to an efficient algorithm is efficient identification of incompatible quartets. In our

algorithm we do not generate all the incompatible quartets -rather, we identify incompatible quar-

tets through (on the fly) identification of incompatiblebipartitions. That is, we show that we can

efficiently identify a pair of incompatible bipartitions, and from that pair of bipartitions we can

then efficiently obtain an incompatible quartet, so that inO(k2n2) time we have obtained a hitting

set of size at most four times the optimal hitting set. This isthe basic idea of our algorithm. Here

we describe this basic idea just on two trees, noting that thealgorithm fork trees operates by re-

peatedly examining pairs of trees, finding incompatible quartets, and deleting each of the leaves in

the incompatible quartets from all the trees in the input.

MODIFIED-APPROX-HITTING-SET (T1, T2)

/* T1 andT2 are two trees on the set of leavesS*/

1 H /0; S0 S

2 Mark all edges inT1 as BAD

3 letebe the first BAD edge

4 while there are BAD edges

5 if e is compatible with all edges inT2

6 markeas GOOD

7 e next BAD edge, if there is one

8 else

9 find an edgee0 in T2 thateande0 are incompatible

10 letq be an incompatible basis as in Corollary 4

11 S0 S0�q

12 H H [q

13 remove leaves inq from T1 andT2

(but do not restrictT1 andT2 to S0)
14 returnH
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It can be seen easily that MODIFIED-APPROX-HITTING-SET is correct. Note that since

the while loop in line 4 terminates only when there are no BAD edges, all the edges remaining in

T1 at the end are compatible with the edges inT2. Hence, by Lemma 10 from Chapter 2,T1j(S�H)
is compatible withT2j(S�H). HenceS�H is indeed a compatible set forfT1;T2g, and thus,H

is a hitting set for the collection of all incompatible basesfor fT1;T2g. Moreover, sinceH is the

union ofdisjoint bases (each of which is of cardinality four),jHj � 4jHoptj, whereS�Hopt is an

MCS forfT1;T2g.
Note that the while loop terminates afterO(n) iterations, since in each iteration it eliminates

four leaves or marks an edge as GOOD and there areO(n) edges inT1. Hence, if we ensure that

each iteration can be completed inO(n) time, we would have anO(n2) time algorithm. In the next

section we will describe how this running time can be achieved.

Achieving O(n2) running time for the CMCS of two trees

From the outline of the algorithm in the previous section, itcan be observed that the key to achiev-

ing the O(n2) time bound is identifying an edgee2 E(T1) in O(n) time such thate is either

compatible with all the edges inT2 or is incompatible with some edge inT2. We will now show

how the above objective can be achieved.

We modify and extend MODIFIED-APPROX-HITTING-SET thus:

1. Pick a taxon arbitrarily, and root both the trees on this taxon. Let the rooted trees beT 0
1 and

T 0
2.

2. For each node inT 0
1 maintain a sorted list of all leaves below it. We denote the set of leaves

below nodev asLv. We maintain the sorted set as an indexed (doubly) linked list, to facilitate

fast deletions. Such a data structure suffices since we will only delete from the list and never

insert anything.
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3. Let (v;w) be an edge inT 0
1 with w belowv. For each nodex in T 0

2, compute two quantities

nx andn0x defined as follows:nx = jLx\Lwj andn0x = jLx\ (S0�Lw)j. Here,S0 is thecurrent

set of leaves inT 0
1 andT 0

2.

The following lemma allows us to determine if an edge inT1 is compatible with all other

edges inT2 or not.

Lemma 15 Let (v;w) be an edge in T1 and let(y;x) be an edge in T2. Without loss of generality

assume that v is the parent of w in T0
1 and that y is the parent of x in T02. Then(v;w) is incompatible

with (y;x) iff 0< nx < jLwj and0< n0x < jS0�Lwj.
Proof: The proof follows from the following four observations.

1. nx > 0 iff there exists a leafl 2 Lx in T 0
2 that is inLw in T 0

1. In other words, if and only if

Lx\Lw 6= /0.

2. nx < jLwj iff there exists a leafl 2 Lw that isnot in Lx. In other words, iffLw\ (S0�Lx) 6= /0.

3. n0x > 0 iff there is a leaf that is not inLw but is inLx. In other words, iff(S0�Lw)\Lx 6= /0.

4. n0x < jS0�Lwj iff there is a leaf that is neither inLx nor in Lw. In other words, iff(S0�Lx)\ (S0�Lw) 6= /0. �
We can computenx andn0x for all nodesx in T 0

2 in O(n) time by doing the computations

bottom up. We then inspect all edges inT 0
2 to see if they are compatible with the edge(v;w) (which

is in T 0
1). This can again be accomplished inO(n) time since there are at mostO(n) edges. Hence,

we can identify if an edge(v;w) is GOOD or not inO(n) time. In case we determine it to be

GOOD, we do no further processing. In case we find that the edgeis incompatible with an edge(y;x) we have to do some further processing.
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1. We compute a basisq by computingLw\Lx, Lw\ (S0�Lx), (S0�Lw)\Lx and(S0�Lw)\(S0�Lx) and picking one element from each set. Each of the four intersection computations

can be carried out inO(n) time since we maintain the sets sorted.

2. We remove the leaves inq from T1 andT2 (but we do not eliminate nodes of degree two that

may be created due to the removal ofq) and hence we have to update the sorted set of leaves

maintained in each node. A deletion from this set can be carried out inO(1) time since the

set is indexed and doubly linked. Hence, the time taken for the removal ofq from the two

trees is inO(n).
The above discussion shows that both theif andelseclause in thewhile loop in our algo-

rithm can be accomplished inO(n) time. We also noted that the loop terminates inO(n) iterations.

Hence the loop takesO(n2) time. The rest of the algorithm takesO(n) time. Thus, the entire

algorithm can be made to run inO(n2) time. The extension tok trees is straightforward, as we just

greedily compute incompatible quartet trees, and delete the leaves from each of the trees in the

input. Hence we have the following theorem.

Theorem 19 Given a setT of k unrooted trees on a set of leaves S, let S�Hopt be a maximum com-

patible set forT . We can compute a compatible set S�H such thatjHj � 4jHoptj in O(k2n2) time.

4.2.3 A slower algorithm with a better approximation ratio

In this section we describe how to modify the previously described algorithm to achieve a 3-

approximation ratio, albeit using more time. The algorithmoperates by approximating the solu-

tion to the rooted version of the CMCS problem, but must applyit to n subproblems, where theith

subproblem considers all the trees inT rooted at leafi. By taking the minimum of all the solu-

tions obtained, we can compute the overall solution with thedesired approximation bound. (Later

we give an example of two unrooted trees which shows why it does not suffice to just look at a

single rooting.) Although we can show that each individual rooted problem can be solved again
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in O(k2n2) problem, because we look atn subproblems this approach is a factor ofO(n) slower

than the 4-approximation algorithm we showed earlier. Hence, this is a slower algorithm, but it

achieves a better guaranteed approximation ratio than our first algorithm.

We begin by making some definitions.

Definition 26 (Triplet Tree): Atriplet treeis a rooted tree on three leaves that does not have any

internal node of degree two. We use the notation Tjq to denote the triplet tree induced by a rooted

tree T on a set q= fa;b;cg of three leaves. The star triplet tree (where all three leaves are children

of the root) is denoted by(a;b;c), whereas((a;b);c) (or its equivalent form,(c;(a;b))) denotes

the triplet tree in which a and b are siblings, and have a leastcommon ancestor below the root. We

will call q thebasisof the triplet tree Tjq.

Definition 27 (Triplet Compatibility): Two triplet trees, each on the same leaf set, are said to be

compatibleif at least one of them is a star or they are the same. Otherwisethey are said to be

incompatible.

As in unrooted trees, we can talk about the subtree of a rootedtree induced by a set of

leaves. Here, however, we do not suppress a node of degree twoif it is the root. Corresponding to

the setQinc of incompatible quartet trees, we can define the setTripinc of incompatible triplet trees:

Definition 28 (Tripinc): Given a setT of rooted trees, each leaf-labelled by the same set S of

leaves, we define the set Tripinc = ffa;b;cg � S: 9fA;Bg � T : Ajfa;b;cg and Bjfa;b;cg induce

incompatible triplet treesg.
Now let A be an unrooted tree on the setS of leavesS= f1;2; : : :;ng, and leti 2 S be

arbitrary.

Definition 29 (Ai): Ai refers to the rooted tree on the leaf set S�fig, obtained by rooting A at the

leaf i, and deleting i and its incident edge.
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As before, we letLv represent the leaves below the nodev in a tree (whose identity will be known

in context).

We now show through the following lemma that the incompatibility question for unrooted

trees can be rephrased in terms of incompatibility of induced triplets, an idea crucial to improving

the approximation ratio. We state the lemma in terms of two trees, but the result obviously extends

to any number of trees.

Lemma 16 Let A and B be two trees on leaf set S, and let i2 S be a fixed leaf. Then Ai and Bi

induce no incompatible triplet trees if and only if the unrooted trees A and B are compatible.

Proof: First we prove that if the rooted pair of treesAi andBi have a pair of incompatible triplets,

thenA andB are incompatible. Suppose that the set of three leavesfa;b;cg is an incompatible

triplet, so thatAi induces the triplet tree(a;(b;c)) andBi induces the triplet tree((a;b);c). Then

we can see that onfa;b;c; ig, treeA induces the splitfa; igjfb;cg whereas treeB induces the splitfa;bgjfc; ig. Hence,A andB are incompatible.

Suppose now thatA andB are incompatible trees. Hence, there is a setq= fa;b;c;dg on

which the two trees induce two different splits. Recall thati is an arbitrary fixed leaf. We will show

no matter howi is chosen, we can select three leaves fromq so thatAi andBi induce incompatible

triplet trees for that subset. LetA inducefa;bgjfc;dg andB0 inducefa;cgjfb;dg on q. We first

address the case wherei 2 fa;b;c;dg. In this case, without loss of generality assumei = d. Then

Ai (= Ad) induces((a;b);c) on leaf seta;b;c, whereasBi (= Bd) induces((a;c);b). Hence,Ai and

Bi induce incompatible triplet trees. Now we consider the casewherei 62 fa;b;c;dg. Consider the

restriction of the rooted treesAi andBi to the leavesa;b;c;d. In each of these rooted trees there

is at least one sibling pair of leaves. SinceA induces the quartetabjcd, the only possible sibling

pairs inAijfa;b;c;dg area;b andc;d. Assume, without loss of generality, thata;b are siblings in

Aijfa;b;c;dg. Similarly, the only possible sibling pairs inBi jfa;b;c;dg area;c andb;d. Again,

without loss of generality, assumea;c are siblings inBijfa;b;c;dg. Then on the seta;b;c of leaves
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the rooted treesAi andBi differ: Ai jfa;b;cg= ((a;b);c) whereasBijfa;b;cg= ((a;c);b). Hence,

a;b;c induces incompatible quartet trees inAi andBi . �
We now define the maximum compatible subset of rooted trees problem and its comple-

ment:

Definition 30 Maximum Compatible Subset of Rooted Trees (MCSR)� Input: SetT of rooted trees, each leaf-labelled by the same set L of leaves.� Output: A maximum cardinality subset L0 � L so that the trees inT restricted to the leaves

in L0 do not induce any incompatible triplet trees.

Definition 31 Complement of the Maximum Compatible Subset of Rooted Trees(MCSR)� Input: SetT of rooted trees, each leaf-labelled by the same set L of leaves.� Output: A minimum cardinality subset X� L so that the trees inT restricted to the leaves

in L�X do not induce any incompatible triplet trees.

The next observation follows directly from Lemma 16, and we state it without proof:

Observation 4 Let T be a set of unrooted trees leaf-labelled by the same set S, andassume thatjSj � 1. Let i2 S be arbitrary. For every subset S0 � S�fig, if S0 is a feasible solution to the

MCSR problem on setfT i : T 2 T g of trees, then S0[fig is a feasible solution to the MCS problem

on T .

This suggests the following general strategy for the MCS problem:� For eachi 2 S, let L(i) denote the MCSR of the set of rooted treesfT i : T 2 T g.� Let i� be selected so thatjL(i�)j is maximum amongfjL(i)j : 1 � i � n = jSjg. Return

L(i�)[fi�g.
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Comments:

(1) Observation 4 implies that this algorithm exactly solves the MCS problem, but that it

requiresn iterations of an exact solution to the MCSR problem. However, a little arithmetic and

Observation 4 also imply that anr-approximation algorithm for the CMCSR problem would yield

an r-approximation algorithm for the CMCS problem. Hence, although CMCSR is also NP-hard,

if we can approximate CMCSR we can use that algorithm to approximate CMCS, and with the

same guaranteed performance ratio. This is the approach we will take.

(2) Note also that we cannot simply pick a single leaf and rootthe trees at this leaf, and use

the solution obtained for the resultant rooted trees. This approach can be arbitrarily bad. Consider

the two caterpillar treesT andT 0 on leaf set 1;2;3; : : :;100;x, as shown in Figure 4.4. These two

trees clearly have a very large compatible subset: namely, the set 1;2; : : : ;100 of leaves. However,

if we rootT andT 0 at leafx, then they have very small compatible subsets as rooted trees. Similarly,

arbitrary rootings of the treesT andT 0 will greatly affect the size of the compatible subset of the

leaves that is obtained.
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Figure 4.4:Why we cannot root trees arbitrarily.
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Approximating the CMCSR problem: We now show how we can 3-approximate the comple-

ment of the MCSR problem. The technique is essentially the same as for the complement of the

MCS problem, but rather than 4-approximating the Hitting Set for Qinc we 3-approximate the Hit-

ting Set forTripinc. Here, too, we can use the same techniques we used in the unrooted version

(the CMCS problem) in order to get anO(n2) algorithm for the CMCSR of two trees. Since we do

this for each possible leaf at which to root each of the trees,this gives us anO(n3) 3-approximation

algorithm for the CMCSR problem on two trees, and hence, anO(k2n3) 3-approximation algorithm

for k trees.

We now show how we do this. LetA andB be two unrooted trees on leaf setL, and root

each at leafi thus producingAi andBi . Let L0 = L�fig. As before, letLx denote the leaves below

nodex. The only variant is how we calculate incompatible triplets“on the fly”. As before, we look

for “bad” edges. Suppose we find a bad edge(v;w) in Ai that is incompatible with edge(x;y) in Bi .

As before, we identify one leaf from each of the four setsLw\Ly, Lw\(L0�Ly) and(L0�Lw)\Ly

and(L0�Ly)\ (L0�Lw). Let these leaves bea, b, c andd respectively. Earlier, we eliminated all

the four leaves, whereas now we eliminate onlya, b andc from Ai andBi leavingd untouched.

Observe that the setfa;b;cg can not be part of any compatible set for the rooted treesAi

andBi since when restricted tofa;b;cg, Ai induces((a;b);c) andBi induces(a;(b;c)). Hence,

at least one leaf fromfa;b;cg has to be eliminated. Moreover observe thatfa;b;c; ig forms an

incompatible quartet for the unrooted treesA andB. Hence, all incompatible induced triplets can

be identified in the above manner. Hence we have the followingtheorem:

Theorem 20 Given a setT of k unrooted trees on a set of leaves L, let L�Hopt(T ) be a maximum

compatible set for the trees. We can compute a compatible setL�H such thatjHj � 3jHoptj in
O(k2n3) time.
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Chapter 5

Pattern-Identification in Biogeography

5.1 Introduction

Biogeography is the study of the geographic distribution oforganisms [BL98, CKP03]. Biogeog-

raphers seek to understand ecological processes (e.g., climatic stability and effect of area) that

influence the distribution of living organism over short periods of time, and to uncover events oc-

curring in the distant past (e.g., continental drift, glaciation, and evolution) which have resulted

in the geographic distribution observed today. Historicalbiogeography is the study of the geo-

graphic distribution of organisms in the light of their evolutionary history. One of the main tools

of historical biogeographic inference is the comparison ofphylogenetic trees of different groups

of organisms that share their geographic distributions, inorder to detect common patterns. How-

ever, until very recently comparisons have largely been made visually. In my work, I formalize

the comparison and pattern identification problems, develop efficient algorithms to detect common

patterns, and develop distance metrics so as to compare two patterns.
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5.1.1 Historical Biogeography

One of the ways of understanding the geographic distribution of species is by studying the evolu-

tionary history of the species, and this forms the basis for the discipline of historical biogeography

[Bro81, CKP03, EO05, Jac04b].

Historical biogeographers generally assume that the current geographic distribution of or-

ganisms is a result of the following past events: (a) an eventthat splits an area into two or more

distinct parts, known as geographic vicariance (b) extinction of species in an area, and (c) dis-

persal of organisms from one area to another. Historical biogeographical inference, then, aims to

reconstruct these past events, and usually takes one of the following two forms:� Direct Inference. In direct inference methods, a branching history of areas, called anarea

cladogram, is inferred from the phylogeny of organisms living in the areas. Brooks parsi-

mony analysis (BPA) [Bro81], Assumptions 0, 1 and 2 [vVZK99]and Page’s reconciliation

maps [Pag94] are examples of this approach.� Indirect Inference. Here, phylogenies of different groups of organisms which share their

geographic distributions are compared. Common patterns observed in the different phyloge-

nies are taken to be evidence of common past geological or climatic events that influenced

the geographic distribution of species [Jac04b, LR05]. Thecontributions of our paper are

towards indirect historical biogeographic inference. We formalize the notion of comparison

of phylogenies of co-distributed groups of organisms, and develop algorithms and metrics in

order to compare such phylogenies.

We now look at direct inference and indirect inference in detail.

Direct Inference

Brooks parsimony analysis and Assumptions 0, 1 and 2 take as input a phylogeny of the organisms

whose geographic distribution is to be understood, and the geographic distribution of the organ-
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Figure 5.1: Two hypothetical phylogenies on eight taxa on four islands (a; b; c;d) with two eco-
logical zones each (1 and 2).

a d d a b
1 2 3 4 5 6 a, c

S T

Figure 5.2: A phylogeny S and its associated area cladogram T, assuming taxon 1 appears in area
c; 2 appears in area a; 3 appears in area d; 4 appears in area d; 5appears in area a; and 6 appears
in area b.

isms. Figure 5.1 depicts two hypothetical phylogenies and geographic distributions. The output of

these methods is abranching history of the areasthat support the organisms. As a first step, these

methods construct ageneral area cladogramby replacing the taxon label of the leaf with the label

of the area in which the taxon is found; see Figure 5.2. Note that some taxa may occur in more

than one area (calledwidespread taxa) and there may be many taxa endemic to one area (called

redundant taxa). This in turns translates to many leaves with the same area label or leaves with

more than one area label in the general area cladogram. Hence, the area cladograms constructed

as above do not, and cannot, represent a history of the areas.Consequently, the direct inference

methods further process the general area cladograms to produce a branching history of areas where

each leaf is labeled with a unique area, calledresolved area cladograms.

Brooks Parsimony Analysisproduces a resolved area cladogram as follows: each node, including
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Figure 5.3: Brooks parsimony analysis: A general area cladogramT is derived from the phylogeny
S and the geographic distribution. The areas are then coded as binary strings and subjected to a
maximum parsimony analysis. The resolved area cladogram isa most parsimonious tree for the
set of strings that encode the four areas.

the leaves, in the general area cladogram is given a number. In a general area cladogram withn

leaves, there will be a total of 2n� 1 nodes. Each area is then represented as a binary string of

length 2n�1. Theith bit of the string for an areap is 1 if nodei is an ancestor of any occurrence

of the areap in the general cladogram. This process is illustrated in Figure 5.3. The set of binary

strings representing areas is then subjected to amaximum parsimony analysisto produce a resolved

area cladogram. Thus, Brooks parsimony analysis reconstructs a purely vicariance based history

of the areas.

Page’s Reconciliation Mapscombine the branching histories of two associated entitiesinto one

summary of historical association between the two entities. The associated entities can be hosts

and parasites, organisms and genes, or, as in our case, areasand organisms that live in them. The

need for reconciliation arises when the branching histories of the associated entities are incon-
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gruent. The simplest hypothesis about the co-evolution of two associated entities (such as areas

and organisms) is that a vicariance event in one entity corresponds to a speciation event in the

other entity; incongruence arises when this hypothesis is violated. Reconciliation maps explain in-

congruence in terms of vicariance-independent speciationof organisms and extinct or uncollected

species lineages; see Figure 5.4 (from [Pag94]) for an illustration of this. Reconciliation maps thus

invoke vicariance and extinction in order to understand thegeographic distribution of species.

Assumptions0, 1 and 2 are again methods that produce resolved area cladograms from general

area cladograms. InA0, vicariance is the onlya priori hypothesis used to explain the geographic

distribution of species. InA1 vicariance and extinction are thea priori hypotheses, and inA2,

vicariance, extinction and dispersal are thea priori hypotheses. However, it is contentious how

exactly these assumptions must be applied [vVZK99].

Indirect Inference

The fundamental idea behind indirect inference is thata consistent patternobserved in the phylo-

genies of species from different genera in the same geographic area will imply stronger evidence

for the particular hypotheses suggested by the pattern. As an example of this approach, con-

sider a group of islands, each containing multiple ecological zones (for example, each island can

contain coastal and mountain ecological zones). Suppose our goal is to understand the observed

geographic distribution of species on the islands. One hypothesis about the distribution, called

inter-island colonization, is that species dispersed from each ecological zone in eachisland to sim-

ilar zones in other islands and then differentiated. Another hypothesis, calledadaptive radiation

is that dispersalbetweenislands happened first followed by dispersal to the different ecological

zones and differentiation into many species [JEOH00]. The crucial idea is that we might be able

to infer which of the above two hypotheses is responsible forthe observed distribution: inter-

island colonization is suggested by taxa on different islands but the same ecological zone forming

a monophyletic group (i.e., a “clade”, or rooted subtree), and adaptive radiation is suggested if
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Figure 5.4: Reconciliation Maps: A host phylogeny, H, and a parasite phylogeny, P are incongru-
ent. The parasites 1, 2, 3 and 4 live in hosts a, b, c and d respectively. The nodes 6 and 7 of the
parasite phylogeny are both mapped to node f of the host phylogeny. This represents a speciation
event of the parasite inside the host species f without an accompanying host speciation. The an-
cestors of the two resulting parasitic lineages are labeled7 and 10 in the reconciled tree; Both the
parasite lineages then follow the host lineage f’s speciation pattern, leading to a parasite phylogeny
shown as the reconciled tree. The dissimilarity between this inferred parasite phylogeny and the
observed parasite phylogeny on top is explained by postulating the extinct or unsampled parasite
lineages 9, 12 and 13.
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species on the same island in different ecological zones form a monophyletic group. For example,

in Figure 5.1,T suggests dispersal, whileT 0 suggests adaptive radiation.

In practice, common patterns are identified between generalarea cladograms derived from

the phylogenies of the different groups of co-distributed species. Until very recently, such common

patterns have been identified by visual observation [Jac04b, Jac04a, CLW95]. Recently, Lapointe

et al. in [LR05] identify common patterns among area cladograms byapplying themaximum

agreement subtree (MAST)method originally developed for phylogenies [FG85]. A maximum

agreement subtree between two rooted trees is obtained by deleting a minimum number of leaves

from either tree so that on the remaining set of leaves the trees are identical (i.e., isomorphic).

However, before the the application of the MAST algorithm, the authors of [LR05] obtain area

cladograms using a distant-based approach, as follows: (a)first, pairwise distances between areas

are computed, where the distance between two areasA1 andA2 is the average distance between

a species inA1 and a species inA2. The distance between species is the distance between se-

quence that represents the species. (b) Then, a neighbor-joining ([SN87]) tree for the areas is

computed based on the calculated distances between the areas. The problem with this approach

is the calculated distance between the areas does not capture all the evolutionary history of the

species in the areas. Further, neighbor-joining is not the best method for obtaining phylogenies;

most realistic phylogenies are computed using either maximum parsimony or maximum likelihood

[SOWH96, Fel03].

In our work, we take a different approach to constructing andcomparing area cladograms.

We construct area cladograms from phylogenies by replacingthe species labels of the leaves

with the corresponding area labels. We then formulate themaximum agreement area cladogram

(MAAC) problem analogous to the MAST problem for phylogenies. The MAAC problem is, in

fact, a generalization of the MAST problem. We then show thatthe Steel-Warnow algorithm for

MAST from [SW93] does in fact apply to the MAAC (maximum agreement area cladogram) prob-

lem as well without modification. However, in general care must be exercised before adapting any
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MAST algorithm for the MAAC problem.

Comparing Area Cladograms.Apart from identifying common patterns among area cladograms,

it is of interest to quantify the difference between an observed area cladogram and a hypothesized

area cladogram. Earlier work on comparing area cladograms has included pruning the cladograms

until the two cladograms agree on the remaining leaves (see [Ros78]), and using similarity metrics

such as the bipartition metric (see Introduction, Chapter 1, 1.2.1) and thetriplets metric between

rooted area cladograms [Pag88]. However, all these methodsapply only to resolved area clado-

grams. In this chapter, we develop distance metrics to compare general area cladograms.

5.1.2 Our Contributions

Our contributions are two-fold: we develop both metrics andalgorithmic results for comparing

area cladograms. More specifically,� We show that the equivalence between the edge-contract-and-refine metric (“RF-distance”)

and the bipartition metric that holds for phylogeniesdoes not holdfor area cladograms. More

specifically, we show that the bipartition metric, when extended to area cladograms, is not

a metric. For the edge-contract-and-refine edit distance between two area cladograms we

present a simple, but worst-case exponential-time algorithm. This edit distance can compare

only area cladograms that are on the same number of leaves, and when each area labels the

same number of leaves in both area cladograms (Section 5.2).� We define another metric, theMAACdistance metric, for comparing two rooted area clado-

grams, which is based on the size of the largest common prunedsubtree between the two

area cladograms. The MAAC distance metric can compare two arbitrary trees that are not

necessarily on the same number of leaves, which is particularly useful when comparing area

cladograms (Section 5.2).� We present a polynomial-time algorithm for computing a MAACof two rooted area clado-
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grams. The algorithm is a dynamic programming algorithm that runs inO(n2:5 logn) time,

wheren is the maximum number of leaves in either cladogram. We also describe a linear-

time algorithm to decide if two area cladograms are identical (Section 5.3.2).

5.2 Distance Measures Between Area Cladograms

In this section, we develop distance metrics for the set of area cladograms. We first show that

the bipartition distance between two different area cladograms can be zero, and hence the bipar-

tition distance is not a metric on area cladograms, and in particular cannot be used as a test of

isomorphism. While the bipartition metric for phylogeniesdoes not extend to area cladograms,

the contract-and-refine edit distance still defines a metricsince it is an edit distance. We present

an algorithm to compute the edge contract-and-refine edit distance between area cladograms. This

algorithm is efficient if there are only a few occurrences of widespread taxa, but it is exponential-

time in general. For phylogenies this edit distance is the Robinson-Foulds (RF) distance and it

equals the bipartition distance (See the Introduction: Chapter 1, Section 1.2.1). The RF distance

between two phylogenetic trees onn leaves can be computed efficiently, inΘ(n) time [Day85].

Finally in this section, we define the notion of aMaximum Agreement Area Cladogram

(MAAC)of a collection of area cladograms, which is roughly a largest pruned subtree of all trees

in the collection, and we propose a distance metric for comparing area cladograms based on the

MAAC, and argue that this is a more appropriate metric for area cladograms than the contract-and-

refine edit distance.

5.2.1 The Character Encoding Cannot Distinguish Between Area Clado-

grams

We first formally define an area cladogram:
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Definition 32 An area cladogram is a rooted or unrooted tree whose leaves are labeled with areas.

Thus an area cladogram T is a triplet(t;A;M) where t is its unlabeled topology, A is the set of

labels and M an onto map from the set of leaves of t to A.

The mapM can map many leaves to the same label, and may also map single leaves to

many labels. It will not be always necessary in this paper to explicitly refer to the triplet(t;A;M)
of an area cladogramT. The triplet will be left out of the notation where unnecessary.

We now define theextended character encodingof an area cladogram.

Definition 33 Let T be an area cladogram. The multi-setfπe : e2 E(T)g is called theextended

character encodingof T , and will be denoted by C(T). Here πe denotes the bipartition of the

multi-set of leaf labels induced by the edge e.

Contrary to our experience with phylogenetic trees where the mapping between leaves and

labels is 1-1, it is possible for two area cladogramsT1 andT2 to satisfyC(T1) =C(T2) and yet not

be isomorphic. We exhibit such a pair of trees in Figure 5.5.
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Figure 5.5: Two different binary area cladograms that induce the same multi-set of partitions

5.2.2 The Edge-Contract-and-Refine Distance Metric for Area Cladograms

Though the character-encoding distance fails to extend to area cladograms, the RF distance, being

an edit distance, can be extended to unrooted area cladograms to provide a distance metric.
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Definition 34 Robinson-Foulds Distance Between Unrooted Area Cladograms

TheRobinson-Foulds distancebetween two unrooted area cladograms T1 and T2 is defined

to be the number of contractions and refinements necessary totransform T1 to T2 (or equivalently,

T2 to T1).

Handling Widespread Taxa. Taxa endemic (resident) to more than one area would result in

cladograms with leaves labeled by many areas. Our definitionof the Robinson-Foulds distance

applies to such cladograms as well: if a leaf is labeled with aset of areas, we can consider that

set of areas to be the unique label for that leaf. Thus, throughout the rest of this section, we will

assume that each area cladogram leaf has just one area label.

Notation. We let n1 andn2 be the number of leaves in treesT1 andT2, respectively, and we let

n= maxfn1;n2g. We letA = fa1;a2; : : : ;akg be the set of areas with which the leaves ofT1 andT2

are labeled, and we letπi; j , j = 1;2, be the number of leaves in treeTj which are labeled withai;

hence
k

∑
i=1

πi; j = n j for j = 1;2. Our analysis is parameterized on the numbersπi; j .

Note that ifπi;1 6= πi;2 for somei then there is no sequence of contractions and refinements

that can transformT1 into T2; in such cases we defineRF(T1;T2) = ∞. So throughout the rest of

thissection, we will assume that a given pair of cladogramsTj ;Tk will have πi; j = πi;k for all i and

hencen j = nk. We therefore will setn to denote the number of leaves in each of the cladograms,

andπi to be the number of leaves labeled with areaai .

As shown in Section 5.2.1, the RF distance may not be equal to the extended-character-

encoding distance for area cladograms (see Definition 33). However, we can relate the RF distance

between two area cladograms to the RF distance between two associated phylogenies, as we now

show. We begin with some definitions.

Definition 35 Full Differentiation of an Area Cladogram

Let T= (t;A;M) be an unrooted area cladogram, with the unrooted topology t,set of labels
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A and the map M from the leaves of t to A. Then, afull differentiationof T is a leaf-labeled tree

T� = (t;A�;M�) such that M� is one-one.

In other words,T� has the same topology asT, but has its leaves labeled uniquely. There-

fore,A 6= A� is possible.

Definition 36 Consistent Full Differentiations

Let T1 = (t1;A;M1) and T2 = (t2;A;M2) be two unrooted area cladograms with the same set

A of leaf labels, and let T�1 = (t1;A�;M�
1) and T�2 = (t2;A�;M�

2) be full differentiations of T1 and T2

respectively. T�1 and T�2 areconsistent full differentiationsif, for each label l2 A, the set of labels

assigned to leaves in T�1 that were labelled l in T1 is identical to the set of labels assigned to leaves

in T�
2 that were labelled l in T2. Mathematically, this is:8l 2 A;fM�

1(x) : M1(x) = lg= fM�
2(x) :

M2(x) = lg.
Theorem 21 Let T1 and T2 be two unrooted area cladograms. Then RF(T1;T2)=minfRF(T�

1 ;T�
2 ) :

T�
1 and T�2 are mutually consistent full differentiations of T1 and T2, respectivelyg.

Proof: Let S1 and S2 be two mutually consistent full differentiations ofT1 and T2 such that

RF(S1;S2) is minimum. We will show thatRF(T1;T2) = RF(S1;S2).
We first show thatRF(T1;T2) � RF(S1;S2) by induction on the RF distance betweenS1

andS2. We begin with a simple observation: ifS1 andS2 are isomorphic, thenT1 andT2 are also

isomorphic. To see this, letgi be the isomorphism fromTi to Si , for i = 1;2, and let f be the

isomorphism betweenS1 andS2. We definef 0 from T1 to T2 implicitly by g2( f 0(u)) = f (g1(u)).
This mappingf 0 is an isomorphism, sinceS1 andS2 are consistent.

We now continue with our proof. SupposeRF(S1;S2) = 1, and assume without loss of

generality thatS2 is obtained by contracting an edge(u;v) in S1 to a single vertexw in S2. Then,

there is a mappingf between the vertices ofS1 andS2 such thatf (u) = f (v) = w, and for any

pair of verticesx andy in S1 such thatfx;yg 6= fu;vg, x andy are adjacent if and only iff (x) and
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f (y) are adjacent. The mappingf also preserves leaf labels. Hence, an analogous mappingf 0 can

be defined between the vertices ofT1 andT2 that preserves leaf-labels (this is possible becauseS1

andS2 are consistent). Hence,RF(T1;T2) � 1. Suppose thatRF(S1;S2) = k+1. Then, there is

a phylogenyS3 such thatRF(S1;S3) = 1 andRF(S3;S2) = k. Assume that it takes a contraction

to convertS1 to S3 (the claim can be proven in a very similar manner when it takesa refinement).

Then, it can be shown that there is an area cladogramT3 such thatS3 is a full differentiation of

T3 consistent withS1. SinceS1 and S3 are consistent andS1 and S2 are consistent,S2 and S3

are consistent as full differentiations ofT2 and T3. Hence, we can conclude by induction that

RF(T1;T3)� 1 andRF(T3;T2)� k. Hence, we haveRF(T1;T2)� k+1.

Similarly, there exist consistent full differentiationsX1 andX2 of T1 andT2, respectively,

such thatRF(X1;X2)�RF(T1;T2). Let RF(T1;T2) = 1, and assume without loss of generality that

T2 is obtained fromT1 by contracting an edge(u;v) to a single vertexw. Then, there exists a

mappingg from T1 to T2 such that (a)g(u) = g(v) = w, (b) for any pair of verticesx andy in T1

such thatfx;yg 6= fu;vg, x andy are adjacent if and only iff (x) and f (y) are adjacent, and (c)g

preserves leaf labels. Now, letX1 be a full differentiation ofT1. Let X2 be a full differentiation

of T2 such that the label of a leafz2 T2 is the label assigned tog�1(z) in the full differentiation

X1. Sinceg preserves leaf labels,X1 andX2 are consistent. Thus,X1 andX2 are two consistent

full differentiations ofT1 andT2 such thatRF(X1;X2) � 1, Even whenRF(T1;T2) > 1, it can be

shown similarly that there exist consistent full differentiationsX1 andX2 of T1 andT2 such that

RF(X1;X2) � RF(T1;T2). It follows thatRF(S1;S2) � RF(T1;T2) since we assumed that theS1

andS2 minimize the RF distance between two consistent full differentiations ofT1 andT2. Hence,

we haveRF(T1;T2) = RF(S1;S2), and this completes our proof. �
Note that the RF distance between two cladogramsT1 andT2 is at most the RF distance

betweenanyconsistent full differentiations ofT1 andT2. Hence this provides a linear time method

for obtaining an upper bound on the RF distance between two area cladogramsT1 andT2: we first
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compute two mutually consistent full differentiations, and then compute their RF distance. We can

compute two mutually consistent full differentiations of two area cladograms in linear time, and

since the second step also can be performed in linear time [Day85], this is a linear time algorithm.

Similarly, by Theorem 21 we can compute the RF distance between two area cladogramsT1 and

T2 by computing the RF distance between all the possible consistent full differentiations ofT1 and

T2, and choosing the minimum.

Theorem 22 Let T1 and T2 be two unrooted area cladograms on n leaves on the same set of areas.

For each area ai appearing at the leaves of T1 and T2, let both trees haveπi leaves labeled with

area ai . Then, the RF distance between T1 and T2 can be calculated inΘ(nΠk
i=1(πi)!) time.

Proof: The number of different consistent full differentiations of A1 andA2 is Πk
i=1(πi)!. Each such

differentiation can be obtained inO(n) time. Computing the RF distance between two consistent

full differentiations takesΘ(n) time [Day85]. �
5.2.3 The MAAC Distance Metric Between Area Cladograms

In this section we define the problem of computing the largestcommon pruned subtree of two

rooted area cladograms and describe a distance metric basedon the size of a largest common

pruned subtree. We call a largest common pruned subtree a Maximum Agreement Area Clado-

gram (MAAC); thus the MAAC is analogous to the maximum agreement subtree (MAST) of two

phylogenies.

Let T be an area cladogram on a setL of leaves. Recall from Chapter 1, Section 1.7 that the

restrictionof T to a set of leavesL0 is the cladogram obtained by deleting leaves in the setL�L0
from T and then suppressing internal nodes of degree two (except the root, if there is one).

Definition 37 Maximum Agreement Area Cladogram (MAAC) and MAAC distance
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Let fT1; T2; : : : ;Tkg be a set of rooted area cladograms, with Li the leaf set of tree Ti , for

i = 1;2; : : : ;k. Let λ1 � L1 throughλk � Lk be sets of leaves of maximum cardinality such that

the respective restrictions of the trees T1; : : : ;Tk to the setsλ1 : : :λk are all isomorphic, with the

isomorphisms preserving leaf labels. A restriction of any tree Ti to such a subset of leavesλi is a

maximum agreement area cladogram(MAAC) for the cladograms T1 through Tk. The size of the

MAAC is defined to be the number of leaves in the maximum agreement area cladogram, and is

denoted by sizemaac(T1;T2; : : : ;Tk).
The above definition is illustrated in Figure 5.6. TheMAAC distancebetween two trees T1

and T2 is dM(T1;T2) = max(n1; n2)�sizemaac(T1;T2), where n1 and n2 are the number of leaves in

T1 and T2 respectively.

The MAAC distance can be viewed as a generalization of the maximum agreement subtree

metric for phylogenies [GKK94], which for two phylogenies on the same set ofn labeled leaves

was defined asn� sizemast wheresizemast is the size of a maximum agreement subset of the two

phylogenies.

Handling Widespread Taxa. For comparing cladograms using maximum agreement area clado-

grams, leaves labeled by more than one area can be treated thus: each leaf labeled by a group of

areas can be split into many separate leaves (all having the same parent), each of which is labeled

by a single unique area from the group of areas.

We now show that the MAAC distance defines a metric on the set ofarea cladograms.

Theorem 23 The MAAC distance dM is a metric on the set of all area cladograms.

Proof: We begin with a simple observation about the MAAC distance. Let T1 andT2 be area

cladograms. It is clear thatdM(T1;T2) = 0 if and only if T1 and T2 are isomorphic, and that

dM(T1;T2) = dM(T1;T2). Hence, all we need to do is to prove thatdM satisfies the triangle in-

equality.
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Figure 5.6: Two area cladograms T1 and T2, and their MAAC

So letT1;T2; andT3 be three area cladograms withn1;n2; andn3 leaves, respectively. We

have to show thatdM(T1;T2)+dM(T2;T3)� dM(T1;T3). We begin by defining some notation.

Let Mi j be the set of leaves in a MAAC ofTi andTj andmi j = jMi j j. We also letni j =
maxfni ;n jg. Let di j = dM(Ti ;Tj) (i.e.,di j is the MAAC distance betweenTi andTj ), so thatdi j =
ni j �mi j . Let m123= jM12\M23\M13j, and letm0

i j = mi j �m123, so thatmi j = m0
i j +m123.

We have:

d12+d23 = max(n1;n2)�m12+max(n2;n3)�m23= max(n1;n2)+max(n2;n3)� (m0
12+m123+m0

23+m123)� max(n1;n2;n3)+n2� (n2+m123)� max(n1;n2;n3)�m123� max(n1;n3)�m13 = d13 �
Note that twice the MAAC distance between two cladograms is an upper bound on the
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number of insertions and deletions of leaves necessary to transform one of the cladograms to the

other.

An important feature of the MAAC definition is thatwe do not require that all the trees

in the given set contain the same number of leaves, or that they be labeled with the same set of

areas, or even that they be consistent. Thus the MAAC distance metric is a more versatile metric

for area cladograms than the Robinson-Foulds distance. Further, as we show in the next section,

the MAAC of two trees can be computed in polynomial time, in contrast to the result in Theorem

22 for the RF distance.

5.3 Algorithm for the Maximum Agreement Area Cladogram

Problem

In this section we present an algorithm for the MAAC of two area cladograms. In Section 5.3.1 we

present a basic dynamic programming algorithm, which is based on an algorithm for the MAST

problem given in [SW93]. For the problem of determining if two area cladograms are isomorphic,

we present a linear-time algorithm in Section 5.3.2.

In more recent work not included in this dissertation, we present a refined version of this

algorithm that is more efficient when the number of leaves with any given label is not too large, and

show that the problem of computing the MAAC ofk trees if NP-hard, even if all trees are binary

[GGJ+06].

5.3.1 Basic Dynamic Programming Algorithm for MAAC

In this section, we describe an algorithm for computing a MAAC of two given rooted area clado-

grams. This is a dynamic programming algorithm and is an adaptation to MAAC of the first

polynomial-time algorithm for the phylogenetic rooted MAST algorithm presented by Steel and
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Warnow [SW93], described in the Introduction, Chapter 1, Section 1.7. The algorithm is essen-

tially the same as the Steel-Warnow algorithm, but the reason why the algorithm works for MAAC

is different from why it works for MAST. Hence, we first describe the recursive structure of the

MAAC solutions here, pointing out along the way, the adjustment that needs to made in order to

argue that the Steel-Warnow algorithm is a correct MAAC algorithm. We will then present the

MAAC algorithm in pseudocode, and analyze its running time.

The Basic Recursion in MAAC. In our description, we letMAAC(T;T0) denote a maximum

agreement cladogram of the leaves ofT andT 0. We describe the algorithm for the case whereT

andT 0 are binary; extending this to the case whereT andT 0 are not binary is straightforward.

Let T andT 0 be two given binary rooted area cladograms. Letv be a node inT, and denote

by Tv the subtree ofT rooted atv. Similarly denote byT 0
w the subtree ofT 0 rooted at a nodew in

T 0. Let v1 andv2 be the two children of nodev, and letw1 andw2 be the two children ofw. The

dynamic programming algorithm for MAAC operates by computingMAAC(Tv;T0
w) for all pairs of

nodes(v;w) in V(T)�V(T 0) “bottom-up”. We now show how to reduce computingMAAC(Tv;T0
w)

to computing a small number of smaller MAAC computationsMAAC(S;S0) whereS andS0 are

subtrees ofTv andT 0
w respectively, with at least one of them being a proper subtree.

To begin with,MAAC(Tv;T0
w) is easy to compute when eitherv or w is a leaf. Therefore, in

the following discussion, we assume neitherv norw is a leaf.

Let T� be a MAAC ofTv andT 0
w. Then there exist homeomorphisms mappingT� to a rooted

subtree ofTv and to a rooted subtree ofT 0
w. In fact, becauseT andT 0 may contain more than one

leaf with the same label,T� might be homeomorphically mapped to more than one rooted subtree

of Tv andT 0
w; however, this cannot happen if there is only one leaf with any given label.

Let p be the (not necessarily proper)farthestdescendant ofv such that the root ofT� is

mapped top. Similarly let q be the farthest descendant ofw in T 0 such that that the root ofT�
is mapped tow. Then,MAAC(Tv;T 0

w) is in fact equal toMAAC(Tp;T 0
q). In general, there may be

many descendantsx of v andy of w such that the root ofT� is mapped tox andy, sinceT andT 0
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are area cladograms and not phylogenies. Lettingp andq be the farthest descendants is the crucial

adjustment required to prove the correctness of the Steel-Warnow MAST algorithm from [SW93]

as a MAAC algorithm.

The vertexp may be actuallyv or it might be a descendant ofv. Similarly q may bew or

some descendant ofw. Based on the location ofp andq, we have the following cases.

1. Vertex p is a proper descendent of v.In this case,Tp is a proper subtree ofTv, andMAAC(Tv;T 0
w)

equalsMAAC(Tp;T 0
w). Since p is a proper descendant ofv, MAAC(Tp;T 0

w) either equals

MAAC(Tv1;T 0
w) or MAAC(Tv2;T 0

w).
2. Vertex q is a proper descendent of w.In this case,MAAC(Tv;T 0

w) equalsMAAC(Tv;T 0
q). Since

q is a proper descendant ofw, MAAC(Tv;T 0
q) either equalsMAAC(Tv;T0

w1
) or MAAC(Tv;T0

w2
).

3. Vertex p equals v and vertex q equals w.Let T�
1 andT�

2 be the subtrees of the root of the

MAAC T�. Then,T�
1 is homeomorphic to a subtree ofTv1 (or to a subtree ofTv2; there is

no loss of generality in assuming that it is homeomorphic to asubtree ofTv1). Similarly,

T�
2 is homeomorphic to a subtree ofTv2. It cannot be homeomorphic to a subtree ofTv1,

since thenT� would be homeomorphic to a subtree ofTv1, contradicting the assumption that

there is no proper descendentx of v such that root ofT� is mapped tox. Note that the

assumption thatp is the farthest descendent ofv such that the root ofT� is mapped top

is crucial here. Arguing similarly, we can conclude thatT�
1 andT�

2 are homeomorphic to

subtrees ofT 0
w1

andT 0
w2

respectively. Now, sinceT� is a MAAC, we can conclude thatT�
1

is a MAAC of Tv1 andT 0
w1

, and thatT�
2 is a MAAC of Tv2 andT 0

w2
. So in this case we have

reduced computingMAAC(Tv;T 0
w) to computingMAAC(Tv1;T0

w1
) andMAAC(Tv2;T0

w2
) and

then taking their union.

The above discussion suggests a straightforward dynamic programming algorithm: we do

not know which of the above three cases is true, but we do know that one of them is true. Hence

we solve the subproblems corresponding to all the three cases and then choose the largest solution.
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Note that the algorithm described above is the same as the MAST algorithm from [SW93], but the

reason it is correct for MAAC is somewhat different from the reason it is correct for MAST.

We now describe this MAAC algorithm in pseudocode, but before we do so, we introduce

some notation.

Notation For a nodev in T1 or T2, let c(v) denote the set of children ofv, and letA(v) denote

the set of all labels of leaves that descend fromv. For each pair of nodesv2 T1 andw2 T2, we

let Gv;w be a weighted complete bipartite graph with bipartition(c(v);c(w)) where the weight of

the edge(x;y) 2 Gv;w is the number of leaves inMAAC(Tx;Ty). We denote byMWBM(Gv;w) the

maximum weighted bipartite matching ofGv;w. We letV(T) be the set of all nodes of the treeT.

In the pseudocode, the subroutine DIAG corresponds to the first two cases in our discussion of the

MAST dynamic program, and the subroutine MATCH correspondsto the third case.

MATCH(v;w)
1 ConstructGv;w
2 ConstructE0 = MWBM(Gv;w)

3 Let E0 = f(v1;w1);(v2;w2); : : : ;(vk;wk)g
4 Construct treeM with roots such that MAAC(Tvi ;Twi) is theith child of s

5 return M

DIAG(v;w)
1 t1 largest MAAC(Tv;Tx) such thatx2 c(w)
2 t2 largest MAAC(Ty;Tw) such thaty2 c(v)
3 return the larger oft1 andt2

ALGORITHM MAAC (T1;T2)
1 Let O be an ordering ofV(T1)�V(T2)
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2 such that if(v1;w1) is before(v2;w2),
3 thenv1 is not an ancestor ofv2 andw1 is not an ancestor ofw2.

4 for (v;w) in increasing order ofO

5 do if v or w is a leaf

6 then MAAC(Tv;Tw)  a node with label inS= A(v)\A(w) if S 6= /0; else/0

7 else MAAC(Tv;Tw)  larger ofMATCH(v;w) andDIAG(v;w)
8 return MAAC(Tr1;Tr2) ; r1 is the root ofT1 andr2 is the root ofT2.

The Running Time of the MAAC Algorithm. The running time is the same as that of the

MAST algorithm. Thus, the MAAC algorithm runs inO(n2d2:5 logd) time for trees onn leaves

with degrees bounded byd, and inO(n2:5 logn) time in general. Recall that a running-time analysis

of the Steel-Warnow MAST algorithm was presented in Chapter4, Section 4.1.

5.3.2 Testing Isomorphism Between Two Rooted Area Cladograms

The MAAC distance metric between area cladograms gives us a polynomial-time algorithm for

testing isomorphism: we apply the maximum agreement area cladogram algorithm from the pre-

vious section to compute the MAAC distance between the two area cladograms, and we conclude

that the two cladograms are isomorphic if and only if the distance is zero. However, we can do

better: we present a fast algorithm for testing isomorphismbetween area cladograms without com-

puting the MAAC distance between the cladograms. The algorithm is adapted from the algorithm

for testing rooted tree isomorphism from [AHU74].

The input to the algorithm consists of two rooted area cladogramsT1 andT2 on n leaves (if

the number of leaves is different, then clearly they are not isomorphic). We assume that the leaves

are labeled with integers from 1 throughn, not all distinct. The algorithm is based on assigning an

integerindex(u) to each nodeu in the tree. When the nodeu is a leaf, the index is just its label.

The algorithm is as follows:
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1. Compute theheight, the maximum distance between the root and a leaf, of the two trees. If

the heights are not the same, then the trees are not isomorphic, otherwise, let the height beh.

2. Based on the height, assign level numbers to the nodes of the trees. The level number of a

node at a distance ofd from the root is set to beh�d.

3. For each leafu at level 0, setindex[u℄ to be the leaf-label.

4. For each leveli, in order, we computeindex[v℄ for each nodev at leveli as follows.� We define an ordered list of the indices of the children of the nodev, sorted in ascending

order. If v is a leaf, then its tuple consists of just its label. LetLi be the list of tuples

of nodes at leveli in T1. Let L0
i be the corresponding list forT2. Now lexicographically

sortLi andL0
i to obtainSi andS0i respectively.� Set index[v℄ to be therank of v’s tuple in the sorted listSi . The ranks start from 1,

and all identical tuples receive the same rank. Indices for vertices inT2 are assigned

similarly.� If Si andS0i are not identical, then declareT1 andT2 to be non-isomorphic and quit.

5. If the roots ofT1 andT2 are assigned the same index, then the trees are isomorphic, otherwise

not.

Proof of Correctness:We first show that if the algorithm declares two trees to be isomorphic, then

they are indeed so. The proof is by induction on the number of levels in the trees. Suppose there

is only one level, then the trees have only one leaf each. If the algorithm declares the trees to be

isomorphic, then the leaves have the same label, and hence they are indeed isomorphic. Inductively

assume that the algorithm correctly tests isomorphism of trees that have up tok levels. SupposeT1

andT2 havek+1 levels each. If the algorithm declaresT1 andT2 to be isomorphic, then the tuples

assigned to the roots ofT1 andT2 are identical, which means that for each node ofT1 at levelk,
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there is a node at levelk in T2 that is assigned the same index, and vice versa. From the induction

hypothesis, subtrees at levelk that are assigned identical indices are isomorphic. Hence,for each

subtree ofT1 at levelk, there is a levelk subtree isomorphic to it inT2, and vice versa. This implies

thatT1 andT2 are isomorphic themselves. It can be proved similarly by induction that ifT1 andT2

are isomorphic, the algorithm declares them so. This completes our proof.

Running Time. The running time of the above algorithm for testing isomorphism isO(n), where

n is the number of leaves in the input trees (see [AHU74]).
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

Reconstructing the phylogenetic tree of all life on earth isone of the grandest challenges in all

of biology [ToL06]. However, the historical evidence in theform of fossil records with which to

reconstruct this evolutionary tree is scant and incomplete[Fel03, ST04, Dzi05]. This has motivated

molecular phylogenetic estimation, where we attempt to infer past evolutionary history solely from

currently observed variations in biomolecular sequences like DNA and RNA [Fel03]. Molecular

data is becoming increasingly abundant, but molecular phylogenetic estimation still faces many

conceptual and computational difficulties, and addressingsome of these difficulties was the focus

of this dissertation.

We first addressed the problem of efficient phylogenetic estimation under the maximum

parsimony or the maximum likelihood criteria, and efficientBayesian phylogenetic estimation.

Maximum parsimony and maximum likelihood phylogenetic estimations are NP-hard problems

[Fel03, CT05a, CT05b], and local-search heuristics are currently the most successful methods in

MP and ML phylogenetic inference. In this dissertation, we proposed and analyzed a new lo-

cal move, thep-Edge-Contract-and-Refine (p-ECR) move, and showed that the move has many

promising theoretical properties that suggest that it can combine well with the currently used TBR

move in local searches. We also developed efficient algorithms for generating a randomp-ECR
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neighbor of a tree, and for evaluating all 2-ECR neighbors under the maximum parsimony crite-

rion. These algorithms will allow thep-ECR move to be incorporated efficiently in local search

heuristics. The 2-ECR move has been implemented by David Swofford in a version of PAUP yet

to be released in public. Further work is necessary to implement p-ECR in newer ML software

like RAxML, PHYML and GARLI and evaluate its performance. Wealso investigated the perfor-

mance of some current ML heuristics on real and simulated datasets. Our results show that much

progress has been made in ML heuristic optimization: the newer software PHYML, RAxML and

GARLI obtain trees with higher ML scores in a shorter amount of time than the traditional ML

heuristic PAUP, or the heuristics MrBayes and the ratchet which were considered the best a few

years ago. However, much progress remains to be made: our experiments with real datasets show

that tree topologies with higher ML scores obtained by the newer ML heuristics are statistically

indistinguishable from tree topologies obtained by the older heuristics such as PAUP, and that

there is a high topological difference between trees that are currently statistically indistinguish-

able. Our experiments with simulated datasets show that twoof the newer ML methods, PHYML

and GARLI, return trees with high topological error even when they are allowed to optimize under

the correct model of evolution. These observations, reported in Chapter 3, suggest that either ML

is not a desirable method of phylogenetic inference, or thatthe current ML heuristics, in spite of

their improvements, are still solving ML inadequately. In either case, our results strongly indicate

that much work remains to be done.

A problem with phylogenetic inference based on an optimization criterion like MP or ML

is that there may not be one unique optimal phylogenetic tree. Biologists increasingly want to

estimate phylogenies of thousands of species, and with suchlarge datasets, it is almost certain that

there will be many trees with identical or near-identical optimal scores, be it MP or ML. We are

faced with a similar problem with Bayesian phylogenetic analysis, where even from the outset the

goal of the analysis is to estimate a probability distribution on the set of all trees, and not just one

tree. Thus, the question of how to interpret and summarize the results of a phylogenetic analysis
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is very important, and in this dissertation, we addressed the problem of building consensus trees

to succinctly summarize information in a large collection of trees that may result from a phylo-

genetic analysis. We developed algorithms for the maximum compatible subset (MCT) consensus

method, and approximation algorithms for computing a complement of the maximum compatible

subset. The need to build informative consensus trees in thepresence of rogue taxa and short edges

motivated the MCT method. Further research is necessary to implement and experimentally vali-

date the MCT method by comparing it with other consensus methods like the strict consensus, the

majority consensus and the maximum agreement subset.

Building consensus trees is also important in the context ofhistorical biogeographical infer-

ence, where identifying patterns common to phylogenies of organisms that share their geographic

distribution is an important tool in inferring the evolution of the geographic range of the species

along with their biological evolution. In this dissertation, we defined the maximum agreement

area cladogram (MAAC) method to identify such common patterns, and developed an algorithm

to compute a MAAC of two area cladograms, and to decide if two area cladograms are identical.

Phylogeny is an area of study that is at once both fundamentaland practical. Understand-

ing the evolutionary history of life on earth is a fundamental scientific problem, and phylogenetic

analyses are also becoming central to some of our most pressing practical concerns: namely, the

conservation of biodiversity, and the tracking of the evolution of contagious diseases like influenza

([PGB05, Erw91, MF98, BCS+99]. Thus, there is no need to overstate the importance of doing

phylogenetic analyses well. However, phylogenetic inference still faces many conceptual difficul-

ties, from assembling the the input data to the interpretation of the final results:� The input to a molecular phylogenetic analysis is a set of aligned biomolecular sequences.

However, aligning a set of sequences, called multiple sequence alignment, is itself far from

being a solved problem. The essential problem is this: when aligning a set of sequences

into a matrix, we are asserting that all the nucleotides in a column evolved from the same

ancestor. Thus, some knowledge of the phylogenetic historyof the sequences is required in
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order to align the sequences and infer their history. In order to overcome this chicken-and-

egg problem, multiple sequence alignment and phylogeneticinference must be ideally per-

formed simultaneously. However, until recently the multiple sequence alignment algorithms

either operated without the knowledge of the phylogeny, or used crudely approximate phylo-

genies [DKM98]. Recently, there have been efforts to perform multiple sequence alignment

and phylogenetic inference simultaneously, in the form of the generalized tree alignment

approach ([Gir99, Knu03, PAD00]), but a lot of further research is necessary in order to

construct reliable multiple sequence alignments quickly.� Even assuming an accurate multiple sequence alignment, reconstructing a phylogeny for the

alignment faces a lot of uncertainties: the model of evolution assumed by a reconstruction

method may not be correct, and even if the model is correct, phylogenetic reconstruction

is computationally intensive, and solving problems like MPand ML exactly may not be

feasible. The GTR+G+I model of evolution, currently the most popular model makes several

crucial assumptions such as: (a) different sites evolve independently and identically, (b)

the parameters of the model remain constant across time, andacross different parts of the

evolutionary tree. In reality, these assumptions may be violated [GY94, GY06, HH93].

Thus, there is much scope for improving phylogenetic inference by designing better models

of evolution.� There has been a growing interest insupertreemethods as a way to reconstruct large-scale

phylogenies. Supertree phylogenies are constructed by combining phylogenies of possibly

overlapping subsets of taxa, [BE04a], and are motivated when the datasets used to construct

the phylogenies on the subsets of taxa are disparate. For this reason, supertrees may play a

big role in assembling the entire tree of life. However, there has been much debate within the

systematics community about supertree approaches [BE04b], such as: (a) how do supertree

approaches compare against thesupermatrixapproaches where the different datasets on the
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subsets of taxa are combined into one big dataset for the whole group? and (b) does a

supertree represent the evolutionary history of the whole group of taxa, or is it just a summary

of the individual input trees on the subsets of the whole group of taxa? Much work is

necessary in order to resolve these issues satisfactorily.� Evolution is not always tree-like. Events such as hybridization and transfer of genetic ma-

terial from one species to another means that the evolutionary history of life is likely to be

reticulated[NTWJ05], and reconstructing reticulate evolution poses its own problems.

Thus, it is clear that the open problems in phylogeny are far more numerous and difficult

than the solved problems, and we hope for significant progress in solving these problems in the

future.
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